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A careful canvass of the Senate and
House shows a decided majority against
resubmission and it daily becomes more
evident that that question is definitely
settled so far as the present legislature is
concerned. There is a majority in favor of
the repeal of the Sturgis law, and now people are asking: “If the legislature passes
the Sturgis repeal bill will there be a veto
from Governor Cobb?” His message would
seem to settle that question in the affirmative. In that event the Sturgis law would
remain on the statute books, as the twothirds vote needed to pass the bill over the
veto cannot be had. If the statement made
here that there are in the State a considerable number of prohibition Democrats is
correct it would seem that they should have
some representation in the legislature, yet
there is said to be a solid Democratic vote
for resubndssion and for the repeal of the
Sturgis law. There are many Republicans
outside of the legislature, both in official
positions and in private life, who believe
that the party should declare at once for
A prominent Republican,
resubmission.
who is a tetotaler and an advocate of prohibition, is very decided in this opinion.
Another Republican, also prominent, is not
only for resubmission, but favors a license
law. lie regards prohibition as impracticable and thinks it time that the party
made a new departure. Some of the Republican advocates of resubniission put the
ease in this way: The Republican party is
the party of the people and should not be
placed in the position of refusing the clearly
expressed demand of the people in this matter. Then the question is raised: Do the
people want resubniission? Is not this apparent demand due almost wholly to Democratic agitation?
Have not Republicans
reason to view with suspicion any measure
of Democratic origin?
The Democrats
have accused Republicans of duplicity and
hypocrisy on this question; but what is
their record? The Democratic newspapers
and Democratic politicians are continually
asserting that they want enforcementstrict enforcement—as long as the prohibiwi$
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Democrat in a position to enforce the la^
and what is the result? We have seen it in
this county, in Knox county and in other
counties. The Democrats are not for enforcement, as a party ; it is all pretence, and
their animosity to the Sturgis law is due
simply and solely to the fact that under it
we have had the prohibitory law enforced
as never before.

Two, at least, of Gov. Cobb’s recommendations will hardly be questioned—one for
the appointment of a State auditor and the
other calling for additional room for the
transaction of the growing business of the
State. As to an auditor, the custom has
been to appoint a committee of six each
year to examine the accounts of the State
teasurer, and naturally they are not all
likely to be familiar with bookkeeping and
the handling of accounts. The committee
now engaged in the work includes four who
have served in the legislature and held
other offices and they are unanimously of
the opinion that there should be a Stale auditor, pud that a man specially qualified
should be selected for the position. The
additional expense to the State over the
As
present method would not be large.
for the need for more room for the State
departments and the legislature one has
only to visit the State House at this time to
For exbe convinced that it is urgent.
ample, the State treasurer has a small room
for his office, but just now is practically
turned out of it. In the morning it is occupied by the committee examining the accounts, and every afternoon the committee
on appropriations and financial affairs, of
which Senator Simpson of York is chairThis is one of
man, holds its session there.
the most important, if not the most important committee, and when a hearing
is held the room is altogeth?r too small
for the purpose.
The other afternoon
it was found necessary to adjourn a hearing
to the Senate chamber, that body having adjourned. The Secretary of State has a room
about the size of a bandbox, the library
needs more space, and so it goes all over the
building. This situation is impelling the
capital movers to put ,more energy into
their efforts, as they say that it another addition is built to the State House, or another
building erected here, the capital is likely
to remain where it is for some time to
come.

The second annual report of State Highway Commissioner Paul 1). Sargent is devoted largely to an explanation of the new
good roads bill, giving at some length the
salient features of the measure. A review
of the work done in 1905 is appended, as are
also valuable papers
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macadam construction, four, including J. F.
Wilson of Belfast, on gravel and stone
foundation
construction, one on sand
hardened with clay, and one one dirt roads
and the King split log drag. Early in the
year the commissioner was called upon to
make an examination and inspection of the
completed bridge over the Sebasticook river
at Benton, and he pronounces it a first class
The county road meetings held in
job.
each county by arrangement with the county commissioners were successful in bringing together county officials and others interested in good roads and the attendance
was gratifying to the commissioner.
Of the new road bill the commissioner says
that it has been worked out after a study
of many State road laws already in operation, and with the aim to make the bill applicable to the needs in this State by taking
what has appeared to be the best features
of the several laws consulted and combin-

ing them. It is felt that any State road law
for Maine should be general in its scope:
that is, so designed that every city, towm
organized plantation and township might
be benefited by it, and that the expenditure
of State fundji in each town should be applied to improving the main artery ol
through travel in that town in order tha;
after a series of years something approaching continuous lines of improved road may
be realized. Section four of the bill makes
it incumbent ou towns to expend a certain
amount of their regular highway money in
doing permanent work, the amount to be sc
expended depending on the valuation of
the town and varying from $1.00 per thousand of valuation in the poorer towns to
$0.25 per thousand of valuation in the
wealthier cities. This provision calls for
o be
no extra taxation, as the money is
taken from the regular highway appropriation made in each town. To be sure it will

LEGISLATIVE ~NOTES]

reduce the amount of money available for
maintenance work, but by only a email percentage in some towns, and by only about
In the Senate Jan. 22nd Simpson of York
20 per cent on the average all through the
introduced an act for the preservation of
As to payments of State aid to trees abutting
State.
public ways and other places.
towns the commissioner says: “We have The act provides that municipal officers may
set aside a
strip not exceeding five rods in
never liked the present system of compelwidth on navigable rivers and other bodies
ling towns to carry the State’s share of the of water, and along public ways, on which
cost of the work until January 1st next forest growths shall be exempt from cutafter the work was performed. It seems as ting. It further provides that it shall be
uulawful for the owner in fee of the propthough this work should be paid for like erty or any other
person to remove or inon
any other transaction
completion. jure such trees, except uudar certain conditions.
The
act does not prevent the clearSec. Dine of the bill so provides. These are
ing of suoh land for purpos s of public ways
some of the salient features of the bill, or
abridge the rights of the owner or his
copies of which should be in the hands of tenant to lay oot a private way across the
all who are interested in the good roads same.
In the House Colcord of Searsport intromovement.
duced bill an act to amend chapter 107,
At
private and special laws of 1903, to inoorBelfast was well represented at the State porate Stockton Springs Water Company, to
permit it to supply water for manufacturing
capitol last week. Mrs. Edward Sibley and and
shipping, and have other additional
Mrs. Amos Clements attended the meeting rights.
«lr. Colcord also presented the facts in
of the Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs
regard to the bill for the extension of the
Wednesday, as delegates from the Travel- charter
of the Belfast Banking Co.
er’s Club of this city, and Hon. C. 0. Poor
Newcomb of Newburgh introduced bill
and I)rs. S. W. Johnson and A. Millett ar- an act relating to the Waldo and Penobscot
rived 'on that day to look after the interests Agricultural Society, providing for certificates of membership.
of the Waldo County Hospital. A herring
had been appointed for 2 p. m. Thursday
In the House Jan. 23rd Montgomery of
before the appropriations committee on the Camden introduced bill an act to regulate
the use of certain roads in the town of Camresolve making the usual appropriations of den and
Lincolnville.
$3,000 for two years, but on arriving at the
The long expected druggist bill made its
State house Wednesday these gentlemen
in the Senate Thursday mornlearned that the hearing had been post- appearance
ing when Senator Brown of Kennebec preponed to January 30tli. It appears that an sented a measure providing for the sale of
individual from Freedom had called on intoxicating liquors by registered pharmaSenator Staples of Knox and got him to go cists in the State. The bill provides numerous restrictions which it is believed will
to Senator Simpson, chairman of the appromake the sale of liquor by reputable drugpriations committee, and ask to have the gists satisfactory to all persons and prevent
its
becoming a nuisance. The bill differs
hearing postponed, on the ground that
materially from that which was before the
more time was needed to prepare evidence.
legislature at the session of 1905. It is
Senator Simpson, thinking the request claimed by the friends of the bill that it is
much more stringent than the 1905 bill and
came from the hospital association, submitthat it contains no objectionable features.
ted the matter to the committee and they
There will, however, be a strong opposition
voted to grant the postponement and the and the hearing before the temperance
usual notice was sent out for publication. committee, of which Senator Brown is
When the friends of the hospital arrived it
the session.
was too late to undo the mischief.
Mr. Itavey of Sullivan presented an act
Representative Dunton of Belfast knew nothing to amend sections 5 and 9 of Chapter 92 of
the l’ublic Laws of 1905 (the Sturgis Law)
of the matter uutil after the postponement
providing for better enforcement of the
had been announced. It was reported at laws against the manufacture and sale of
the State house that this person from Free- intoxicating liquors.
The act provides that at each criminal
dom had said the people of Waldo county
term of court in the counties where the
did not want the hospital; and if so he liquor deputies have performed their dugrossly libelled the people of Waldo county. ties, they shall present their accounts to
be allowed in the
If those who are opposing this worthy in- the justice presiding to
bill of costs for the term and be paid by the
stitution come out in the open at the hear- county. It is further provided that all fines
ing Wednesday they may have cause to re- collected by prosecutions undertaken by
the Sturgis commission or its deputies, and
gret it. There is not the slightest doubt
all fines collected during the time when a
but that the vote of the committee on the special attorney is appointed to perform the
duties of the attorney for the State for a
resolve will be ought to pass.
in which
The hearing on the resolve appropriating county, shall belong to the county
the prosecution is held.
for
the Children’s Aid Society of
83,000
The act also provides that the enforceMaine before the committee on appropria- ment deputies shall not be sent into any
of the couuty
tions was held Thursday at 2 p. m. Among county, except by the request
commissioners.
those present were Rev. Harry Lutz, presiof
introduced
Mr. Libby
Waldo
bill, “An
dent of the society, Mrs. George E. Brack- Act to repeal Chapter 7 of the Public Laws
1905, relating to Veterinary Surgery. Reett, secretary, Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury of of
ferred to committee on agriculture.
the board of managers, Mrs. Arthur j.
In the House Mr. Dunton of Belfast preBrown of the advisory and publishing com- sented the petition of R. T. Rankin and 63
of an act
mittee, Hon. R. F. Dunton, attorney, and others of Belfast for the passage
prohibiting lishmg through the ice in Swan
Hon. Arthur I. Brown, Secretary of State. Lake in the
county of Waldo or the taking
Mr. Lutz addressed the committee briefly, of trout less than 10 Inches in length or
less
than 14 inches in length from
salmon
Mr. Brown made a statement as to the
said lake.
value of the property, which is owned by
Also the remonstrance of R. T. Rankiu
the State, and Mrs. Pilsbury added a few and 64 others against the passage of an act
words. In executive session that afternoon to extend the time for fishing in Swan lake.
Also an act to prohibit fishing through
the committee voted unanimously on the
the ice on Swan lake.
to
resolve “ought
pass.”
Mr. How of Brooks pre°ented a remonstrance against resubmission by Joseph
Ellis
and 48 others of Brooks.
Last week’s weather paragraph might be
Reports from committees: Mr. Colcord
repeated here, with a few degrees added to of Searsport from the committee on banks
the “below zero” temperature. The Ken- and banking reported ought to pass on Bill,
nebec Journal makes the record for Jan. “An Act to amend the charter of the Security Trust Company."
17th 40 below, but there were reports of
Mr. Colcord from the same committee reThe conflicting re- ported ought to pass on Bill, “An Act to exmany degrees lower.
tend
the charter of the Belfast Banking
ports are no doubt due to the fact that merCompany.”
cury congeals at 40 and beyond that a spirit
Sir. Colcord from same committee rethermometer is needed. The coldest report- ported in a new draft, Bill, “An Act to reed by the Kennebec Journal last Thursday new and extend the charter of the BoothHarbor Trust Company, and that it
morning was 40 below, but a gentleman and bay to
ought
pass.”
his wife, both of undoubted veracity, told
Mr. Tartre for the Committee on Railroads
“Our Geqjge” that a spirit thermometer in- and Expresses on Bill, “An Act to authorize
dicated 57 below. A report that it was 55 the Bangor and Aroostook Company to purchase the Schoodic Stream Railroad,’’reportbelow at Portland was industriously circu- ed that same ought to
pass.
lated about the Augusta House, and was
Also on Bill, “An Act to ratify the mortlease
of
the
Northern Maine and
and
gage
generally conceded to be a frost on the
Searsport Railroad,” reported that same
capital movers. When the Portland men ought to pass.
Mr. Merrill for the same committee on
got out of bed they kept the telephone wires
hot with enquiries as to the temperature at Bill, “An Act to ratify the mortgage and
lease of the Schoodic Stream Railroad,” rehome, and soon made it known that the ported that same ought to pass.
record was only 16 below. Many guests at
An Act to extend the charter of the Belfast I finkimr Cnmnanv was cr\van itc first
hotels and boarding houses suffered with
reading.
the cold and one gentleman said that on
In tbe Mouse Jan. 25th the following bills
going to bed he placed his water pitcher on
the radiator and found the water frozen in were read and assigned:
“An Act to authorize the Bangor and
the morning! At 9 o’clock a thermometer Aroostook Railroad to
purchase the Schoodic
on Water street indicated 30 below and at
Stream Railroad.”
“An Act to ratify the mortgage and lease
It was little if
10 o’clock it was 26 below.
of the Schoodic Stream Railroad.”
any above zero during the day and at 5
An Act to ratify the mortgage and lease
o’clock was 5 below, and dropping at a rate of the Northern Maine and Searsport Railthat brought another cold night and a cold road.
Danfcrth of Skowhegan presented an act
morning Friday.
to provide for the election of secretary of
State, treasurer and attorney general by
the people. Vacancies may be filled by the
WEDDING BELLS.
appointment of the governor with the advice and consent of the council.
A pretty home wedGaines-Sirva.
Bertram L. Smith of Patten created a
ding was celebrated in Stockton Springs on little stir in the Mouse
Friday when he
the evening of January 21st, at the com- took from the table the order introduced
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rev.
E.
E.
of
New
bert
of
fortable abode
Augustus
Augusta, Democrat,
to
tbe
of
the
looking
whole
investigation
The contracting parties were
Herring.
liquor agency system of Maiue.
George F. Gaines, and Miss Mary Silva,
“I shall let this bill go on its way to the
both of Stockton Springs. The bride was proper committee," said Mr. Smith, “but,
tastefully attired in white, and the groom personally, X do not believe in orders of investigation being introduced in the legislain appropriate evening dress. F. H. Bars- ture
where there are no specific charges. It
tow served as best man, and Miss Morton not only involves the department in a great
After the ceremony, in- deal of confusion, but it easts reflections
as bridesmaid.
which ought not to be there. It is often uncluding that of the ring, fruit and confecnecessarily placing a stigma upon the office.
tionery were served by Mr. and Mrs. Her“I am personally opposed to this particuring, and a social hour was enjoyed by all lar bill, because the State liquor agency system is directly under the supervision of the
present.—R.
governor and council, and the investigation
would, in effect, be an examination of the
Knowrton-Roberts. The marriage of governor and council. Further than
this,
and
the
Knowlton
Emma
town liquor agencies are under the diMerton
Rosa
Guy
Roberts both of Belfast, took place at the rect control of the municipal officers, and
you can no more investigate the liquor
home of the groom, Thursday evening, Jan.
agent of any of these towns where the
10th. The ceremony was performed by H. agency is located than you could the town
W. Rhoades in the presence of immediate clerk or the town treasurer.”
liev. Mr. Newbert immediately jumped
relatives and the ring service was used. to his
feet and said: “Having introduced
Refreshments were served after the cere- this order, 1 deem it to be my duty to see
that
it
the
choice
is carried along through its proper
To
received
gifts
already
mony.
channels. 1 did not introduce this measure
many friends w'ould add their best wishes to create a sensation or
gain partisan adfor their happiness and prosperity.
vantage. It was after mature deliberation
and careful thought and conference with
RoREBSON-HaKDY. A very interesting many Republican and Democratic members
that 1 decided to launch the measure. I inevent took place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. troduced the order
honestly and earnestly.
YV. R. Hardy In Lincolnville Wednesday You will notice there is no charge preferbut
the
measure
carries with it the
when
their
red,
Jan.
16,
evening,
daughter, lna
condemnation of the whole agency system.
Belle, was nnited in marriage with Frank No other
Maine is so little
in
department
V. Rolerson, an industrious young man of known. 1 am not so sure that the average
Lincolnville, an employe of the Bodwell member here in the house of representatives
Granite Co. at their Lincolnville quarry. The even knows the name of the State liquor
And yet he does a business of $100,room in which the ceremony took place was agent.
very tastefully decorated in greeu and white, 000 a year in rum.
“1 understand that Mr. Leavitt, the State
the contracting parties standing under the
archway of the music alcove. The bridal agent, is just now somewhat indisposed,
pair, accompauied by Robbie Hardy as best and in deference to bis physical condition I
man, and Mrs. Blanche Young as bridesmaid will endeavor to take no advantage of this
and preceded by Rev. C. A. Purdy, the offi- bill, but will lay it on the table for the
ciating clergyman, entered the room at present.”
about 8.30 to a wedding march played by
At the hearing of the committee on railMiss Abbie Rolerson, and took^heir position
for the tying of the nuptial knot. The ring roads Jan. 23d in regard to the proposed
service was used. The bride wore a dress bill to authorize the Somerset Railway Co.
of blue lansdowne with vwbite lace wai6t, to extend its road from Northwest Carry in
and the groom was dressed in black. The the town of Seboomook westerly and northcouple started the next day for a trip to erly to the Canadian line by one or more
Boston. They have the best wishes of a routes and to authorize other railroad companies to purchase its franchise and properlarge circle of friends.
—

_

ty, lion. W. T. Haines appeared in favor
of (lie bill and said that if was not tbe
purpose of the management to interfere in any
way with the rights of the Bangor & Aroostook. He explained that in tbe last two
years the road has been built 62 miles from
lliugham to Moosehead Lake and this extension is now about to be opened. The
road now has a charter to go around the
lake to Seboomook and wishespermission
to go to the Canadian border. This section
is a great timber country and Mr. Haines
has belief that much advantage to the State
would result from the extension proposed.
Hugh Chaplin, Esq., of Bangor, representing the Bangor & Aroostook road, called attention to the fact that if the charter
as asked is granted by the committee that
it will infringe upon that of the Bangor &
Aroostook whioh provides that no other
road shall be allowed to parallel its lines
within 15 miles.
Mr. Haines explained that his road would
not be within the 15 mile limit until it got
north of the Somerset county line and then
only for a short distance. Should the distance then be kept it might throw the Somerset railroad so far to the west that it
would be practically impossible for it to get
into the St. John valley.
Mr. Chaplin remarked that those rights
had been given the Bangor & Aroostook
and should they be infringed upon it might
injure the bond sale of that road.
“1 don’t know why we arc not as much
entitled to go into the St. John valley as
you,” remarked Mr. Haines, to which Mr.
Chaplin responded: “We have got our
right and you haven’t.”
“Well, that is a matter for the committee,”
returned Mr. Haines, and hostilities here
ceased as Chairman Irving for the committee had the bill placed on the table to be
considered in executive session.
It was
later voted to leave the matter open for a
week to obtain further light.
After a brief explanation by Mr. Chaplin
the committee voted to report “ought to
pass” on live bills pertaining to the Bangor
& Aroostook road.
One was the act to
authorize that road to purchase the Sch'oodic
Stream railroad, another an act to ratify
the mortgage of the same and a third to
ratify the mortgage and lease of the Northern Maine Seaport railroad.
A fourth was
an act to authorize extension of the Bangor
& Aroostook, which gives permission to
construct a short line from the northern
part of the northern point of Schuouio lake
to South Lagrange, a distance of some 25
miles. This is desired to avoid some heavy
grades that are proving troublesome in the
freight traffic. There was no opposition to
itoc uiun.
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THE CHURCHES.
The Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip
gave a very enjoyable musical entertainment at the Baptist church Wednesday
•
evening, Jan. 23d.
Prof. Hugh R. Hatch of Colby College
will occupy the Baptist pulpit next Sunday
morning and evening. The other services
will be as usual.
The regular services will be held at the
Universalist church next Sunday.
The
subject of the morning sermon will be The
Songs uf Christina Rossetti.
The meetings at the Union Rescue Mission will continue in the future
every
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday evening
at 7.30, and Sunday afternoons at 2 o’clock.
Christian Science services are held at J.
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every Sunday morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday
evening at 7.30, to which all are cordially
w eleoiae.
There will be services in the chapel at
East Northport Sunday, Feb. 3d, at 10.30 a.
m. with a sermon by the
pastor, Rev. G. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Services in the Woods schoolhouse at 2.00
p.

111.

Rev. Harry Hill of Searsport will
occupy
the.pulpit at the Methodist church Sunday,
Feb. 3rd, both morning and evening. Sunday school at noon. Junior Epworth League
at 3.30 p.m. Gospel Service at 7.30. Class
meeting at 7.30 this, Thursday, evening.
There will be special meetings at the
Union Rescue Mission, beginning Wednes-

f

PERSONAL.
Miss Flora Sherman is visiting friends in
Waterville.
Amos Clements went to Boston last week
on

business.

Edward G. Parker of Bucksport
in Belfast last Thursday on business.

mediate and skillful attention he received at
the hospital he could not have recovered
from bis very serious injuries. The
physicians say he will soon be able to do
light
work.

Mrs. Etta Patterson went to Boston las
to spend a week with her son
Charles Patterson.

Chas. S. Bickford enjoyed two
banquets
last week. He attended the
banquet of the
Maine Press Association at the

Rev. R. G. Harbutt has resigned the pastorate of the Congregational church in Castine, because of ill health.

House last Thursday evening, and then
took the midnight train for
Boston, where
he attended the annual banquet of the
grain dealers association at the American

Miss Mary A. Bickford spent
with friends in Augusta.

Thursday

Capt.
was

Saturday

Miss Winnifred Vose left Tuesday for extended visits in Burlington, Vt., and Boston, Mass.—Calais Times.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Poor left Tuesday for
Los Angeles to visit their son Walter.
They will be absent about three months.
Mrs. Bertha Bramhalland children, Edith
lnd Herbert, of f’pnfdpn, havp gone t,> pttt«_
burg to spend the remainder of the winter.
Frank Burns of Fort B’airfieid, a delegate
the Boys' Conference in Waterville, spent
Sunday with his sister, Mrs. f). L. Wilson.
io

The engagement is announced of Miss
Geneva Wallace of Belfast,
formerly of
Orono, to Albert 11. Bennett of Springfield,
Mass.—Bangor News.
Ezra L. Talbot resumed his duties as fireon the Belfast branch of the Maine
Central Tuesday, after being off three
weeks on account of illness.

man

Charles W. Frederick and Mrs. J. W.
Frederick will leave soon to spend several
months at southern resorts and intend mak-

ing

au extended visit in
-eturn trip.

Washington

the

on

William Roberts of Belfast has taken the

P1&C6 of S. D. Thornft ns assistant harrmnra
roaster at the depot and mail carrier to and

from the office.—Oakland
Waterville Sentinel.

correspondence

Rev. J. VV. Vaughan of Citypoint, who
has been directing religious services in
Brooks for the past three weeks, arrived
home Monday. The meetings were largely
attended and very interesting.
Rev. John W. Hatch and son Paul exto arrive home from Boston
Saturday,
Feb. 9th. Master Paul underwent a successful operation for appendicitis Jan. 24th
and has been gradually recovering.

pect

Miss May Pendleton of Dark Harbor,
who spent several days last week with her
cousin, Miss Grace Hayes, returned home
Saturday. Miss Pendleton is assistant telephone operator at Dark Harbor during the
summer season.

Mrs. Frank I. Wilson of Orange, Mass.,
Mrs. Warren Sandersou of Worcester,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Green of

Gardiner, Mass.,

were in this city last
their way to attend the funeral of
their father, Mr. Elisha Achorn of Union.

week

on

Wilber Blodgett will
succeed Lylle
Stevens in the City National Bank, lately
resigned, on the 1st of February. Mr.
Blodgett for some years has held a similar
position with the Waldo Trust company,

uoo

Mudgetl Bros,

are

making extensive alter-

ations in their store on Main street. The
snow cases have been entirely
rearranged
and new shelving has been put in at one
side of tile store. The work of repainting
and renovating will greatly improve the
store. —Bangor Commercial.

Mrs. E. E. Hatch of Camden, who was a
former resident of this village, is in town
visiting relatives and friends. She is accompanied by her little granddaughter, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Whitman
of the Pauline Hammond Dramatic Company.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

ill

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Seaside Grange will have a business meeting at their ball next Saturday evening. All
members

are

requested

to

be present.

At a recent meeting of Rising Sun Grange,
No. 55 East Knox, W. D. Elliott, assisted by
Mrs. B. L. Aborn, installed the officers as
follows : Master, W. J. Sheehan ; Overseer,
J. E. Dolliff; Lecturer, Gertrude Ryan;

arrived in New York the latter part of December, arrived at his home in Bucksport
Jan. 24th, accompanied by Mrs. Wardwell
and young sen, who met him in New York.
He was cordially greeted by his many
friends upon his safe return.
Belfast friends of Fred L. Young of Lynn,
a frequent visitor and well
known in this city will be pleased to learn
that he with Mrs. Young, escaped injury
while on their honeymoon in the far west.
They were on a Southern Paci lie passenger
train which was wrecked at Lucin, Utah.
Mr. Young is the proprietor of the Hotel
Seymour in Lynn, of which Henry Iiaugh
of this city is the manager.

Mass., who is

Steward, Henry Hawkins; Assistant Steward, H. L. Payson; Chaplain, Rena Dolliff;
Treasurer, W. D. Elliott; Sec’y, Goldie M.
Payson; Gate Keeper, T. R. Reynolds;
Ceres, Melissa Reynolds; Pomona, Grace
A. Smith; Flora, Clara Stevens; L. A. S.,
Esther Sheehan. Baked beans, pie, cake
Mr. Ira M. Cobe, one of the popular sumand coffee were served and a good time enmer residents of Northpoi t and a frequent
joyed by all.
visitor here, is president of the Chicago Automobile Club, an organization embracing
in
friends
Burnham
were
shocked
Many
more than 500 of the automobile owners of
to learn of the death of Emma, wife of John
F. Dyer. She was in her usual health that city. A clubhouse and garage in the
when she retired the night previous, but
heart of the city, inside the loop, has
about eleven o’clock her husband was very
aroused and found she was very sick. A doc- just been leased from the Auto-Auxiliary
torwas hastily summoned but her illness was Association, containing all the requisites of
beyond his skill, and she passed away a a first class club for men of wealth.
few hours afterwards.
Her age was 44
years and 11 months. There are left of this
family to mouru the loss of an effeotionate
mother and loving companion, a husband,
John F. Dyer, two daughters, Mrs. Edna
Ward of Fairfield, and Miss Dora Dyer,
who lives at home, six sons, Daniel Dyer,
Cleveland, Johnnie, Harold, Herbert and
Ralph Dyer, an aged father, Rev. Paris
Hatch of Troy, two brothers, Fred Hatch
of Clinton and another, who lives in Massachusetts, and a large number of friends
outside of the home circle. Much sympathy
is extended the'family in their sudden
bereavement.
The funeral service was
held Tuesday at the house, Rev. Mr. Foster
of Clinton officiating.
The interment was
at the,village cemetery. ^

—

Augusta

,House Friday

The as>ociation
eveuing.
voted to form an insurance association for
the protection of the grain dealers In the
New England States, Which it was said
would mean the saving of at least one-half
of the'present insurance bills.

The Bangor News, in speaking of the
of Maine basket-ball team says:
“Black, the center, needs no introduction to
the followers of basketball in this section.
Black is a sophomore. He made the basketball team in his freshman year and was al-

University

sub-center on the football team. Last
year he came here with a prep, school
reputation in basketball and hesustained it
in every way. This year he is even better

so

than last year, and he is a tower of strength
to the Maine team. He is the heaviest man
on the team, weighing about two
hundred,
but despite this fact he is fast, and has
many

*

The engagement of Miss Ruby Moore of
Jacksonville, Florida, and George A.
Adams of New Haven, Conn., has been announced. Both are well known in this city.
Miss Moore is a frequent visitor at Winterport and Nortbport and Mr. Adams, now a
student at Yale, is the grandson of the late
Joseph A. Mears of Morrill and son of the
late Mrs. S. S. Adams, and has spent his
summers at the Adams summer home, Gray
Rock, one of the prettiest cottages at Northport. The wedding will take place the oom-

ing

summer.

*■

a

basket to his credit.”

Mrs. Grace Williams Britto of Stockton
Springs came Tuesday to visit her mother,
Mrs. Samuel Boyd, and other hosts of
friends in town. They have
recently moved front Rockland to Stockton Springs
where the doctor has been appointed surgeon for the new extension of the Bangor &
Aroostook R. R. which is doing such a rushing business and is building up the water
terminus place sc fast. We understand the
uuiiiui
is
aisu uuuuiug up a nne practice
among the people. They have a fine home
there and are liking very much. They have
a fine chapter of Eastern Stars and Mrs.
Britto is one of the Star officers, “Adah.”
She visited our Mt. Pisgah Chapter Thursday evening and witnessed the work exemplified by the new officers which was
done in a most perfect manner. She was

highly pleased.—Boothbay Register.
In a recent write-up of Dixfield, Maine,
termed, “A Model Village,” is tnis pleasant
mention of a young man from Montville:
The Universalist church at Dixfield has
taken on new life of late. The new pastor,
Rev. Harry Daniels, is doing a wonderful
work. Already he has doubled the Sunday
attendance although he has been here only
since July. He is a young man of great
An able speaker, liberal, propromise.
gressive and a great hustler, it is no wonder that he has captured the people and
made himself very popular with all classes.
Ilis mother, Mrs. Abbie Daniels, is with
him here and she has been a great help in
reorganizing the Sunday school. She is a
lady of refinement, intelligence and culture
and is proving a welcome addition to Dixfield society.

which he resigns to go to the City National.

day evening, Feb. 6th, and continuing each
F. A. Clark of Dexter is to be the new
evening until further notice. The services
of the electric light plant in this
of Evangelist Brown have been engaged. manager
and resigns his position with the plant
Come and bring your friends. All are wel- city
in Dexter to come here. Both plants are
come.
owned by N. Curtis Fletcher of Boston. C.
George Pratt chapter of the Epworth F.
Gardner, the former manager, has resignLeague held a graduation in the Methodist
vestry on Sunday evening at 6.30 o’clock,
Rev. D. L. Wilson, Thomas Bowker,
when five young people graduated from the
Junior League and were received into the Houston Small, Howard Heath, Linwood
Senior League with appropriate ceremo- Jones and Victor Colson attended the Boys’
nies. The chapter, which has been organ- Conference in Waterville Friday and Saturized for fifteen years, has a large member- day. Thomas Bowker and Linwood Jones
attended the Sunday session as well, returnship and is very active.
First Parish church (Unitarian) service ing to Belfast Monday.
Sunday morning at 10.45, sermon, “And
Guy Tuttle, who has been teaching school
every one that was in distress, and every in Lincolnville; Charles Harris, who has
ucui) <11111 CYCl y UUC Hull
had a school in Palermo, and Charles H.
was discontented gathered themselves unto
Pratt, who had a position in Searsport,
him, and he became their captain.” I Samuel have all returned to Bates College. G. A.
22-2. Sunday school at 12 m. Subject of Frock of
Lincolnville, who has had a school
study, “The Great Flood” according to the in Deerfield, N. H., has also returned to
legends of various races and according to Bates.
modern teachiug.
Walter H. Gardner has been appointed
The services for the week at the North
agent for the American Express company
Congregational church will be as follows:
in Bucksport, Mr. Goodale retiring to make
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday p. m. at
his home in Belfast. Mr. Goodale has been
3.30; prayer meeting Thursday evening at in service of the
company for 25 years and
7.30 subject:
The Call to Repentance—
has been very popular. He has the best
Matt. 3: 1-8; morning worship Sunday at
wishes of a host of friends in Bucksport.
10.45 a m., C. E. meeting at 6.30, subject:
George P. Ward well, engineer of the
What Christian Endeavor means to me and
to the world, Phil. 2: 1-18. (Consecration s teamship Roosevelt, Comdr. Feary’s ves
Bel on his recent Arctic explorations, which
meeting); evening service at 7.30.
umi

KClarence F. \\ ymau, who was so seriously injured Thanksgiving day by being
crushed between a car and a
locomotive, is
recovering rapidly. Ue has left the Waldo
County' Hospital of which he speaks in the
highest terms of praise, and is now at his
home and able to ride out. But for the im-

Mrs. E. P. Nichols and her

daughter, Mrs

Joseph Nichols, left Bucksport last Saturday for Philadelphia, where Madame Nichols w ill spend the remainder of the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. Henry Page. Mrs.
Joseph Nichols will probably go to the Pacific coast w ith her husband, Capt. Nichols,
about Feb. 1st, where they will make their
home. This is sad news for Bucksport, for
the town will lose one its most delightful
young women and a universal favorite.
The Methodist church will feel the loss
most keenly as Maud Nichols has been an
active and efficient worker in many departments of church life; the Sunday school,
the Epw ortli League and the church choir
have all received wholesouled service. Previous to her marriage she was a teacher in
the east intermediate school, where her
work was highly commended by the school
committee. Capt. Nichols has for the past
few years been commanding the Oregonian
running from New York to San Francisco,
thence to Honolulu and back to New York,
requiring about five months for the trip.
He is to be transferred to the Alaska of the
Pacific line, owned by the same company,
and will run a triangular course, San Francisco to Honolulu, thence to Salina Cruz,
and back to San Francisco, requiring about
six weeks for the circuit. Many a Godspeed will go with, the young people to
their new home in the west.

THE BELFAST CLUB OF BOSTON.
At a meeting of the officers anil committee
of the Belfast Club of Boston, consisting of
Mr. Will R. Howard, president; Mrs. Mark
Andrews, Mr. Walter Frederick, vice presidents; Miss June K. Hills, secretary; Miss
Alice Poor, assistant secretary; Mr. John
Holmes, treasurer ; Mrs. Ada Wildes, Miss
Nellie Walker, Mr. Charles French, Miss
Evelyn Morison for the committee, it was
decided for this year to substitute for the
banquet formerly held an evening devoted
to social intercourse, whist and dancing,
W
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collation. An attractive hall is
to be chosen with ample room and conveniences for each guest’s preferred entertainment. This reunion of the Belfast people in Boston and vicinity will take^plucethe
last of February or the first week in March.
It. is honed that this maybe a time when

assuredly

a

some"Belfast people are travelling Bostonwards. who will accept the very sincere invitation extended to them through. The
Journal, and be in the merry making.
It has been a difficult matter, anti in fact
an impossible one, to get and keep correct
addresses of all Belfast people eligible to
membership in the Belfast Club of Boston.
The one requisite is that they at some time
have lived in Belfast, and the fact that there
are some who have never received invitations, or who have been invited but once, or
worse still, who have only received invitations to pay dues, is due to no address having been obtained, addresses having been
lost or changed, or to mistakes. The committee would very much appreciate having
addresses of any Belfast person or persons
sent to the secretary, Miss June K. Hills, 99
St. Botolphstreet, Boston, who would beglad
to

that announcements and invitutions
them. The one aim of the club is
to keep in touch with all Belfast people
within a reachable distauce, and to meet
them at least once a year at the club’s yearly meeting, as all Belfasters have Belfast
for at least one topic and affection in comsee

are sent

mon.

The yearly dues for members is fifty
The price of ticket to the reunion is
$1.50, the same as in past years.

cents.

The Artfulness of

Jeremiah, Jr.

|

There was a knock on the door of
•second floorside(in lodging-house terms,
the accent is always ou the last word),
and when it was opened by a gray-eyed,

Mi

Awards

Registered

assured that not for worlds
would Mrs. Brown be informed, and
Mary departed basementwards. “I’ll
was

see

stairs.

Second-floor-side, deep in “Avery,”
“Thank
tlie front door bang.
goodness,” she said. Her relief was
short-lived, for in exactly ten minutes
there was another bang, a masculine
mounting of stairs, and next an ostentatious rattling of newspaper floated
through tlie open windows. “Been buying a paper,” she thought. She was
just beginning the last fascinating chapter when there came the warning click
heard

from a radiator, not hers, for like nearly all side rooms, this was sufficiently
heated from the hall.
“Oh, I’m afraid Alary forgot the

steam!”

proposal; but the voice in her
terribly in earnest; she dared

!
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“Were in the business? So I am.-’
lie fumbled in his vest pocket and pre’
It bore the ansen ted a small card.
nouncement of

Xorcross Brothers,

Plumbing and Heating.
Represented by Jeremiah J. Penrose,

:

I

Jr.

lucky that you were in.” She
| accepted the card, also the chair that
; Jeremiah, Jr., brought from the laundry. “I cannot think what made Mary
“How

I go oft' and leave it. It was very care! less.”
| “Very,” was the emphatic reply.
I “Now watch the indicator, fifteen,
| fourteen, fourteen-and-a-half; see how
: quickly it goes dowrn.
We'll let it cool
| off to about three pounds, then I’ll
have to put on a little coal, the life is
burned out of this.”
Fifteen minutes later, the heater having been declared tractable, they went

I upstairs.

!

“I

!

you,”

really

don’t know

how to thank

she told him gratefully.
was the unexpected reply.
“You’ve never lived in Boston before,
“I

do,”

have you?”
“How do you know?”

It was her

turn to look surprised.
“Oh, by the way you treat us all, as
though we were thieves or cut-throats,

As if in affirmative came another and especially myself.”
Second-door-side laughed. “Is it as
sharper click, then tlie regular “chugbad as that? Mother was particular
chug” of expanding iron.
to—”
“Oh dear, I’m sure stie has!”
“1 know; I came from a small place
“Chug-chug, chug” came tlie answer,
now loud enough to be located. It came
myself. You’ll get over it; for really
there
are lots of nice people here; and
from tlie second floor-back.
‘Audit’s almost like summer, today, you won’t cut me dead the next time
not the slightest need of a fire!”
you meet me?
Honestly I never want“Chug-chug, snap,” came in corro- ed to know any one as much as I do
boration. The housekeeper, pro tern, you.”
“Why?” was her unexpected quesopened her door softly, and listened.
a

doors came the
several of them,
only more muffled. “That poor nightreporter,” she wailed, “why did 1 tell
Alary she could stay so long?”
“Chug-er-ty-chug—chug.” That miserable radiator in tlie next room seemed in demoniac possession. She could
hear the occupant adjusting the valve.
“I hope lie's good and mad.” She
might have meant the radiator.
“Chug-chug, snap!” And now came
tlie accompanying hiss of steam from
somewhere. Remembering an occasion
of neglect on the part of Alary’s predecessor, which resulted in soppy carpets and a ruined ceiling, to say nothing of said predecessor’s dismissal,
second floor-side became desperate and
started pell mell for Hie basement.
When she opened tlie door of the
From

behind closed

same

alarming sound,

oouer-room

a cioua ot steam sent ner

Hying

backward with all possible baste.
The little room was nearly white with
steam, which issued sputteringly from
the very dangerous looking wheels, and
away up in a maze of pipes near the
ceiling a valve was whistling merrily.
There was steam enough to heat a
good-sized hotel, but of this she was
ignorant, as ignorant as she was of the
various wheels and rods.
“Oh, if it
were only a furnace!” she moaned, her
eyes fairly bulging at the hissing, spitting monster, which seemed like some
living creature ready for instant destruction of itself, of Mrs. Brown’s
domicile, of the entire block. She hesi-!
tated but a moment, then shutting the
door, she sped up three flights of
stairs, straight to the door of second-

floor-back and knocked smartly.
was

breathless, frightened

She

and rosy, a

fact which did not escape the observation of

second-floor-back,

who

opened

bis door with a face of Sabbatic calm.
"I beg your pardon, but will you

come quickly,” she said, “something is
the matter with the steam.”
“Very uulike the Miss Prim who
passes me in the hall with such frigid
little nods,” is what he wanted to say
as he followed her downstairs.
What
he did say was, “I should think so, by
the racket going on,” then, very innocently, “Where’s the management?”
“I, I am keeping house, you see, and
1 don’t know the slightest thing about
steam: Mary was to fix the tires all
right before she left,” was the troubled

ear

was

not look
up, for she knew his eyes were even
more terribly in earnest; moreover, the
hand that had just closed on hers was
big, strong and firm; there was something in it to clasp. But why continue?

Made by a scientific blending of the best Cocoa beans
grown in the tropics—the
result of 126 years of successful endeavor.

the house.”

that the fires is all right, Miss,” were
her last words, and her smile now in
the shadow of the stairway was broad
and beaming for one so harrassed by
sudden and serious family illness.
Second-floor-back could not avoid
hearing this conversation. One of his
windows was up; evidently his neighlie bad
bor’s one window was also up.
just come in from dinner and was in
What
the act of removing his coat.
could cause bis sudden indecision, also
that pleased chuckle,'‘the queer pantomime and that crafty look, that seemed
so ill suited to sucli an open, honest
face? In a word, seeond-floor-back bad
been for weeks making the most diplomatic efforts to get upon speaking
terms with his shy hut interesting
neighbor, with results, why, tlie usual
results where a really nice girl is concerned. Here was the opportunity of a
lifetime. Only an idiot would allow it
to pass by. lie posted himself at the
window until he saw Alary’s ample
form disappear through the alley gate.
Then he put on his hat and went down

iDcni iiTci v

U. S. rat. Office

take a look at the heater.”

She did not exactly feel faint,but somehow she wanted to sit dovvn. He anticipated her wish and dragged up a box
which the carpenters had left. It was
large enough for two.
“Here is the proposition,” Jeremiah,
Jr., tried to make his voice business-like,
“I have been assigned to this place. I
I
can rent this house for $20 a month.
earn $25 a week,—and have a little nestegg besides. Can you, will you,—little
girl, say something to me?” he begged.
Like most girls, Amy Noble had her
own plans and specifications regarding
the proposal which the only man in the
world, when he came, was to make to
her. This, it must be confessed, did
not bear a striking resemblance to said

•.

“No, Miss, they’ll not be many rings,
unless, its the top floor front, them
girls is always forgetting their keys,
they’re that light-headed; the alcove is
a way over Sunday; the second floorfront is out on a case; only the secondfloor-back is in.” (There was a little
puckering of eyebrows at this, but
Mary did not notice). “Not forgetting
the top floor-back, the night-reporter,
Miss, but lie sleeps ’til five. And if
you'd not mention it to her, Miss, I
think stie'd not be liking me to leave

us

4

tion.

“Why? why, because.” His confueverything but the old

sion prevented
childish reason.

was

a

sensible girl and

There

rvAincr

iyi a

vr

the steam! Are you sure it is safe
to go in?”
The steam already hit his face. “Absolutely, don’t feel troubled about me,”

“Ah, it’s a
Winchester,” his voice expressed great
surprise. “How lucky! And every
draught open, and water-guage, too,”
surprise gave way to amazement. He
screwed up two small wheels, the hissing stopped and the air began to clear.

came

the cheerful reply.

him
watched
Second-floor-back
breathlessly as he moved about, shutting a .door here, opening one there,
pulling a rod, and lastly opening the
feed door, from which the fire, burned
to a white, sent out a rush of hot air.
“How easy it all looks! Tou get to
work as if you, you—”

40,000

acres

planted to
yield

an average
or 1,500,000

5c. CIGAR.
GEO. S. HARRIS & CO., Boston, Mass,
Eastern Distributors.
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of 40 bushels an acre,
bushels, value, $940,000; 60,000 acres of hay,
producing 150,000 tons; potato crop on
30,000 acres, 9,500 carloads, or 2,375,000
sacks, or 142,500 tons; 7,500 acres planted to fruit. The production of oats,
barley and corn is consumed in the
county.

What the Beet Sugar Factories are Doing
for Colorado Towns. The Potato Grow-

ing Industry.
Fred W. Angier writes from Denver
to The Journal as follows:

“Beet sugar factories are making cities
of the Colorado towns—not a town that
has secured a factory but what has
doubled in its population in the past
flve years and prices have advanced upon
city property nearly four hundred per
cent, and will average two hundred per
cent, on country property. The Aroostook potato crops excel Colorado—why
should not Aroostook be able to meet
Colorado in the cultivation of sugar
beets?”
With the above note Mr. Angier
| sends a copy of The Weld County lie[ publican, published at Greeley, Coloi rado, from which the following extracts
\ are taken.
Of Weld county it is said:
There were 25,000 to 30,000 acres of
! beets grown in the
county, with an

County Correspondence.
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“Just because?”
He felt she was laughing at him, and
squaring his shoulders, he looked her
to $1,750,000.
straight in the eyes. “Well,” he said the spotless kitchen, and into the cosy :
Ninety-five hundied carloads estisoberly, there are three reasons, one is, sitting-room. At first she kicked and I mated
in sacks means 2,375,000 sacks;
I like to overcome a prejudice, you struggled, then she laughed, and then
in the
and 4,750,000 bushels.
were prejudiced
against me?” She she did exactly what was proper under The tons,142,500,
crop is enough to fill a train of
nodded, and there was a gleam of fun the circumstances, she put her two
cars 29 miles long or to
in her eyes. Yrou were so, so—”
plump white arms around a firm, brow n refrigerator
cover an area three and one-half miles
“I know, I was too anxious to get ac- column of a neck and “held on for dear
and three miles wide if piled with
quainted, you mean. I hope I am going life,” until she was deposited in her pet long
sacks ten feet high.
to be forgiven?” He waited a moment.
rocking chair.
Thirty thousand acres were planted
Her smile was reassuring.
“The secMrs. J. W. Wheeler.
to potatoes this year and the average j
ond reason; I thought you were some
The j
yield was 79 sacks an acre.
CAHTOHIA.
times tired and homesick, and needed
The Kind You Have Always Bought quality the best ever grown.
Bears the
cheering up. I did not know, and yet I
The cost of growing a sack of pota]
did know. Can you understand such a
toes is estimated at thirty-five cents,
contradiction?”
“Yes, and you are verv kind. I am
present crop $831,250, leaving the growtired, awfully, sometimes, my work is
ers $918,000 as profit.
The Song ot the Sea Wind.
new to me; as for being homesick!”
The principal markets for Greeley poShe swallowed hard, and Jeremiah, Jr.
How it sings, sings, sings,
tatoes are Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexlooked considerately of the window of
Blowing sharply Iron) the sea-line,
ico, Kansas, Illinois, Missouri and Iowa.
the parlor, where they had paused to
With an edge o( salt that stings;
This year Arizona was added to the list
How it laughs aloud and passes,
talk, until she said; “But you haven't
as the California potato crop, which
As it cuts the close cliff-grasses;
told me the third season?”
usually supplies this territory, was inHow it sings again and whistles,
He shook his head. “I don’t think I
How it shakes the stout sea-thistles— adequate.
can now.”
How it sings!
Every year carefully selected stock
There was something in his “now”
travels to San Francisco and New York
How it shrieks, shrieks, shrieks,
that caused her to change the subject,
to appear on the tables of the most exIn the crannies of the headland,
“We’ll not tell on Mary, will we?” she
clusive hotels in the cities. This year a
In the gashes of the creeks;
asked.
How it shrieks once more and catches
barrel of potatoes was shipped to Paris,
lose
she
her
“No, indeed,
might
Up the yellow foam in patches;
France,
by the Greeley Mercantile com1
am
not
continued
sure,”
place.
he,
How it whirls it out and over
pany. The potatoes were carefuly seartfully, “that we had better mention
To the cornfield and the clover
lected and each wrapped in tissue paper.
it to Mary—that she forgot the fire, I
How it shrieks!
The cost of the potatoes here was about
mean.
Of course she thought she left
How it roars, roars, roars,
$3, but the expense of shipping was
it all right.”
In the iron under-caverns,
nearer $30.
“That is so, it might make her feel
In the hollows of the shores;
Forty tons of potatoes are being
How it roars anew and thunders,
badly, and thanks to you; no harm was
made into starch daily by each of the
As the strong hull splits and thunders.
done. Goodby,” for they were at their
two
starch factories in Greeley.
As the spent ship, tempest-driven,
landing.
Statistics show that the crop moves
On the roof his rent and riven—
there
was
a
“Goodby—Miss--”
slowest to market in December and JanHow it roars!
challenge in his voice.
uary. During last November less than
How it wails, wails, wails,
“Miss Noble, Amy Noble.”
She
ten cars of potatoes left daily for marIn the tangle of the wreckage,
laughed and went into her room. “A
ket,owing to the impossibility of getting
In the flapping of the sails;
thief and cutthroat, how ridiculous!”
ears for shipment, and dealers were
Ilow it sobs away, subsiding,
she said behind her closed door there.
Like a tired child after chiding ;
obliged to cancel many orders. By the
“He is nice.”
She was still smiling,
And across the ground-swell rolling.
first of January it is estimated that less
when looking from her window she saw
You can hear the bell-buoy tolling—
than half the crop will be on the marHow it wails!
Mary ahead of time and not alone. A
ket.

Mrs. David Moody is with her daughter,
Mrs. K. E. Clements of Searsport, whose
children have been having the measles—
Herbert Maddocks lost a nice cow last week.
Miss Ethelyn Moody visited her parents
last Sunday_Ephraim Littlefield loaded
three cars with hay at Waldo Station last
Arthur Dolliber
Thursday and Friday
has gone to Searsport to work for the Pike
Brothers. There are twelve men from SwanIt was 16 below
ville at work for them
zero last Thursday and Friday morning_
Oscar Staples has lost one of his horses.
—

—

—

BELMONT.

JACKSON.

0. A. Chase is on the sick list. His
friends made a bee last week and cut and
hauled his ice... .On account of storms and
bad roads there has been but one Grange

meeting this month and only two services

the church.The Jackson Tent
Knights of the Maccabees held a public installation Jan. 23d. Past Commander II. C.
Hadley installed officers, assisted by R. E.
Page. The roads were drifted so that part
of the officers elect were unable to reach the
hall. Those present were: Commander, F. K.
Littlefield; Lieutenant Commander, XI. E.
Chase; Record Keeper, VV. E. Gould ; First
Master of Guard, Japheih Grant; Second
Master of Guard, Freeman Grant; Sentinel,
F. Emery. A fine supper was served in the
dinning room when 05 answered to the call.
After supper Commander Littlefield called
to order when one of the best programs ever
presented in the hall was listened to. Fol''ng is the program : Singing by the choir ;
rec., Avis Emery; rec., Miss Littlefield;
song, Verne Chase; rec.. Pearl Chase;.song;
Myra Brown; reading, Flora Tasker; rec.,
Olive Hatch; song, Julia Morton; rec.,
Edith llauley; banjo solo, Ola Webb; remarks, Mr. Curran, singing by the choir_
Mrs. Fred Wingate of Troy is visiting Her
father, Mr. A. J. Fletcher.

at

WALDO STATION.

Charles Barnes and crew, and Paul &
Clements of this town are engaged to press
a large amount of hay in Newport for Wilson, How & Co.David Smith aud Charles
Ilustus are starting dry wood from Toddy
Pond to the Station for Charles Bessey.
Sidney Webber of Monroe and 1. A. Whitney of Newburg recently shipped three
carloads of apples to Portland and Boston,
prices range from $1.50 to $1.75.The
Bartlett Bros, have an ingenious arrangement in the way of an ice house built on
the bank of a near-by stream. It is much
more convenient than the usual method of

youngest

|
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I
!
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A LAND OF MILK AND HONEY.

was

asked the senior member with
whom he was talking.
“Yes, it would scarcely pay you to
go back and forth. Why, what’s the
matter?” noticing the puzzled lines upon his employee’s face.
“Why, living there; that’s the sticker
just now;’’ confessed Jeremiah, Jr.
“Oh, that’s it! Well, can’t you take
her along? Of course we expect to
give you a raise.” Then followed a
conversation relating solely to dollars
and cents, with the result that on the
following Sunday afternoon the occupant of the second-floor-side was beguiled into a trip to B—to see “a neat
little job we have just finished.”
They found the new cottage a marvel
of modern architecture, and Miss Amy

he

WE

Hotel Maine and Billings Half were destroyed by fire last Monday morning about 3
o’clock. The fire started in the west wing
of the hotel, from some cause unknown.
An attempt was made to tear down a carriage house and save Billings Hall. This
building, the former residence of Ur. A. J.
Billings, was owned by a syndicate and
used as a clubhouse by Freedom Academy
students.
Jos. Brown, who rented the
lower part of the house, was able to save
most of bis effects.
The hotel was valued
at $2,500 and insured for $1,500.
The furniture, which was nearly all burned, was
insured for $1,000. Billings Hall was valued
at $2,500 and insured for $1,200.
The losers
by the fire were D. tV. Dodge, L. II. Murch,
J. W. Libby, D. H. Perkins, G. E. Bryant
and Dr. A. M. Sinai], owners of Billings
Hall, and Fred Hooper, owner of the hotel.
-Miss Fannie Carter of Rockland, a student at Colby College, visited Miss Bertha
Bryant last week-Miss Rena Vose, who
has been quite sick with the grin, is improving.... Dana B. Carter Post, G. A. It.,
have secured Rev. Wesley Wiggin of Whitensvills, Mass., to deliver the Memorial addess May 30th-The Ladies’ Circle will
give a public dinner in G. A. R. hall this,
Thursday, noon....The sophomore class of
Freedom Academy gave a very successful
social last week.Thomas Williams of
Colby College visited his sister, Mrs. A. M.
Small, last week.
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Sibyl passed Sunday

and Mrs. Dick Farm!
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Mr. Harold E. Smalley, astudent of Freedom Academy, spent Saturday and Sunday
with his parents....The young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Evans is ill with

across

our

country

»

B

pneumonia—The school in district No. 6
closed after a very successful term Jan.
24th, under the instructions of Miss Eflie
L. Hamm. The school gave a box social
Thursday evening, with the following program, which was listened to with pleasure
by about seventy-live friends of the school:

Phonograph selection; singing by school,

Greeting; rec., Goldie M. Whiting; dec.,
Raymond A. Curtis; rec Grace L. Evans ;
rec., Caroline Whiting; phonograph selection ; dialogue, Bridget O’Flannagau; dec,
Harold W. Ellingwood; phonograph selection; tableau, Yankee Whaler; dec., Wy-

;

roin

rural mail driver.
fully performed their u;
cent severe weather ? i
and make a few trips
a good warm lire and
change tlieir ininu.
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Can’t be perfect I,,
b!o id. Burdock Bln,.
blooii.
Tones and in.
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system.
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HUMPHREYS

mand A. Evans;charade, Not-by-a-jug-full;
song, Grace and Wymand E ans; rec., Gussie I. Knowlton ; phonograph selection ; tableau, The mouse; rec., Caroline Whiting;
dialogue, A Favorable Disposition; dec.,
Chester A. Evans; dec., Willard S. Whiting; phonograph selection; tableau. On the
trail of a deer; rec., Esther Evans; phonograph selections; dialogue, A pam in the
the side; phonograph selection ; dec., Chas.
F. Arbuckle; dec., Norrice L. Lowe; rec.,
E. L. lianmi. At the close of the program
there was more music, after which a rising
vote of thank was given Mr. Percy Staples
for his kindness in furnishing music on his
phonograph, which is a good one_Mr. 0.
B. Dow, acting as'auctioneer, then found a
ready purchaser for each box. The amount
received will be used in buying a dictionary for the school. Too much cannot be
said in praise of the manner in which the
above program was rendered by tiie children.Mr. C. C. Ryder recently purchased a horse of Mr. E. B. Nealley.

Veterinary Specif
of Horses, Cattle, S;
Poultry by acting dire
without loss of time.

;

( ....
I FEVERS.
)tions, Lung Few

A. A.
cures

B. II. >*PR \1\S, Loin,
CURES) Rheumatism.
C.

I

r.)>ORK TllliO\
Distemper.

cures )

"•R^j'VORMS,

Bo,..,

R.K M OIT.IK Colds
cures) Lungs. Pleurii-I*
F. F. i COLIC, Bell Va <*h>CURES) Diarrhea. Dwm
G. G.

Prevent* >1 ISC \ it I

toresj

KIOVEV A BI. VIM■

viijieu

I

I. )KKI\ DISEV-I
VI,,
cores! llcera. Grca.i-. Far

THORNDIKE.

Friday, Jan. 18th, occurred the marriage
of Miss Bessie L. Higgins of Thorndike
and Mr. Wilber J. Hunt of Andover, Mass.
A pretty home wedding had been planned,
but, owing to the serious illness of the
groom’s sister, the ceremony was perforin-

.1. K.

)

cures

)

BAI) C«\DITIO\
Indigestion. Stomai'11

60c. each

Stable Case. T- ti
At druggists, or sent pro;
Humphreys’Medicine Co.,
Streets, New York.
;
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prices
things

and wish to cl.
entire stock at once. In order to do this we have marked
that will makg it an’object for people to buy. Everything at e
LESS THAN COST.

ul w

*YJTI
Germantown. Sav.

Pillow

—AT Less-

WHOLESALE PBIOES.

Hatrinafl Hats 50c. aacb.
Trimmed Hats at halt price.
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Quills, Ostrich
Feathers and Flowers less than cost.

Tops, Cords, Table Covers,
Lunch Cloths, Table Mats,
everything at cost.

Heminway’s Embroidery
Peri Lustre,
D. M. C. Cotton,

Talmar Floss,

Scotch Yarn 30c.

$1.50

$1.00

Velvet at

per

3c. per skein,

Less than the present

25c. dozen skeins.

-ALSO-

Ribbons, Laces and
AT

2.12

175

“

1.50

1.25

“

1.00

2.75

Chiifens

per
.wj

«

All linen initial htlL
and Men, 25c. qu

•

|Qifl

Ladies’ all linen hue
15c. quality,

j j^

Muslin hdkfs.. 12

WHILE THEY LAST.

COST.

;;

Handkerchiets

FOWNESGLOVES

yard

su

*

2r-r»c.

Silk and

“

^

^

$100 quality $2.25

50c. Chiltons in colors 15c.

Infants’ Hosiery and Underwear

iu

...

ARE POSITIVELY GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

HOSIERY and UNDERWEAR

uisbauucs
tins,
uraications may relieve the pain for a short time, but
den lands adjoining the city of Greeley
no one ever heard of their permanently curing a
are worth from $300 to $500 an acre,
case of rheumatism. The only way to cure Rheuand this fall, John Watson, one mile
matism Is the Urlc-0 way. Neutralize the Rheuwest of town, refused $1,000 an acre
matic acid and drive it from the system. That Is
for his land.
what Uric-0 does. No matter what is the kind or
The annual export of onions is 300
character of the Rheumatism, it is alt caused by to 400 carloads and of
cabbage from 400
the same Rheumatic poison. Lumbago, Muscuto 500 cars. The Greeley district exlar or Articular Rheumatism yields at once to
to
16,000 carloads of
ports from 15,000
Uric-O. 'J he store of R. H. Moody Is the home of
potatoes and garden products, in addiUricO in Belfast and he can tell you all about its tion to 500
carloads of Hour and grain,
wonderful virtures and the many cures it has 300 to 325 carloads of
sugar and starch,
made right here In your own town. It sells for
and 350 carloads of live stock.
76c. and 11.00 a bottle. If you wish to test Urlc“Statistics gathered bv the Greeley
U before purchasing, a letter to the Smith Drug
Commercial club for Weld county In
Syracuse, N. V., will bring you a trial bettle
Co.,
1
December show that 150,000 bead of
free of all charges.

of Mr. in
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^CLOSING OUT SALE*

Weld county is pre-eminently an
agricultural county and the greatest
irrigated one in Colorado. Its area is
equal to that of Rhode Island and Delaware combined.
It has a property valuation of $75,000,000 and a population
AT cos r.
of 30,000.
The irrigation system of the county 50c. quality 39c. | 25c quality 19c
is one of the most elaborate, as well as
practical ones in the world. The combined capacity of the reservoirs is nearly 7,000,000,000 cubic feet. If the canals
or big ditches in Weld county were
LESS THAN COST.
placed one after the other they would
extend a distance of 204 miles and their Silk and Wool Vests, Cashmere, Silk Plaited
value today is $6,000,000.
and Cotton Hose to close out we will sell
During the last 20 years the value of
at less than cost.
irrigated lands in the Greeley district
has gradually increased from $35 An
acre to $200 an acre in the best disBheumatism is curable if the proper treatment tricts. During that time water rights
from $600 to $3,000, and
is used. Liniments, plasters and all local appli. have increased

MANY SUDDEN DEAIHS

8

Mr.
Massachusetts for soy.
ploy of Mr. George
millionaire, and with
and attending strictly
responsible, and very
The bride was prettify
ing suit of gray plaid
took the 4 o’clock trail,
brief bridal trip, letn,
for a short visit with ti
tlie writer’s memory
goodly number of yon
from (lie first families
have made good wive-

as7

stalwart fellow

son

Hunt, one of our
speeted families.

FREEDOM.

SWANVILM5 CENTER.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Green and Mrs. Mabel
Sauderson of Gardiner, Mass., Mrs. Carrie
Wilson of Orange, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Morse of Camden, Me., were in town
last week, called here by the death of Elisha
Achorn_Mrs. Cecil Morrill of Stoning on
was in town the first of the week, called
here by the death of her sister, Mrs. Inez
M. Marshall_B'xauk McFarland of Waldo
is at F. O. Allen wood's.... Messrs. Geo. W.
Knight, Lewis Bryant, L. E. Young and L.
F. Allenwood harvested their ice last week.
They cut it on S. V. Philbrook’s pond in
West Belfast. It was about 18 inches thick
and of good quality-Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Grady and little son Pearl, and Miss Ilattie
Colcord were in town last Sunday visiting
at G. M. Cunningham’s.

success and made many
man who h s won this
of life was formerly

—
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COLORADO BEETS AND POTATOES.

in shining Sunday ap—Austin Dobson.
following her into the yard
and he had that air which plainly suggested that he had come to spend the
evening. “That’s why Mary forgot,”
explanation. “There!” they were pass- was Miss Amy Noble’s wise conclusion.
From Poisonous Rhuematism.
But that is not all of the story?
Oh,
ing the big radiator of the lower hall, it
seemed about bursting with concen- no. There were weekly installments,
trated energy.
“Oh, do you think it a cunningly arranged tete-a-tete in Mrs. The Disease Has Its* Dangers—Should be
will blow up?”
Unconsciously she Brown’s cosy parlor, a chance meeting
Taken in Time.
on the street after office hours, occadrew nearer.
has
Rheumatism
the
theatre
or
a
and
long been regarded as a trouble
smile
was
Second-tloor-back’s
concert,
wicked, sionally
but the hall was dark.
“Pray do not then Jeremiah, Jr., had his mother and which, while it might be painful, was not necesbe alarmed, he said in the most reas- sister down for a few days, ostensibly sarily dangerous. Very few persons, it was
suring tone, “there must be a safety for the Easter services; but the end* thought, ever died from Rheumatism. Recent invalve; that will have to blow off before beg pardon, the beginning, came sooner vestigation among scientists has proved.however,
than the one most interested dared the utter fallacy of such a belief. Three-fourths
any serious danger can threaten. But
do not come down, I know a little about hope. Norcross Bros., decided to open to seven-eighths of the sadden deaths, heart
a branch establishment in B—a flourish- failures, etc., aredue primarily to neglected rheusteam. I’ll get things fixed.”
“But I’d rather not stay, stay alone,” ing little town twenty miles out, and matism. The Rhenmatie Acid Poison Is allowed
to stay in the system until suddenly one day It
and she led the way down the narrow Penrose was selected to take charge.
It means living out there, I suppose?” grips the muscles of the heart and all is over.
basement stairs. “Here is the door, just
see

were

wheat, which produced

made up her mind in exactly thirty seconds. “And this is that other reason,
the one you would not tell me?” she
asked in a very low voice.
“That I loved you almost from the
first? Yes, I have read of such things, j average of 12 tons to the acre, making
I rather think 1 laughed at them—until1 a total of 360,000 tons, bringing $1,800,000 to the growers. Weld county sugar
| you came.”
factories will make 720,000 sacks of suThey were married in early autumn, j gar at 100 pounds a sack. All told, the
but it was not until a chilly night in agricultural output of the
county will
October when the master of the new be close to $7,000,000.
house was getting up steam for the first
The biggest beet grower in the distime that he made his little confession. trict is John Lamper of Weldon, who
rl'It
Arn
ppi 1
nfl lia liorl
raised 5,000 tons for which he received
explained the intricacies of the heater, j $25,000. liobert Boyd had the highest
in the event of his being absent any j acreaee. takimr 32 tons from each fifteen acres.
length of time.
“There, I think that is all I can hold j Johnstown has become the banner
in my head for the first lesson.
I shall sugar beet section in the Northern nart
get it all mixed up if you tell me any of the State, with an average yield of
more,” the new mistress declared.
20 tons to the acre. The biggest ton“Mrs. Jerry”—this is what he delight- j nage an acre is accorded to Farmer
ed to call her,—his voice was solemn, Hardman, who gathered 29 tons an
and he dropped down on one knee in a acre from a small field. The cost of
droll attempt at supplication.
“Mrs. j growing an acre of beets is $38, and as
Jerry, I am reminded of something I $5 a ton is paid the grower protits may
must tell you.”
easily be reckoned on the above. It is
Her eyes danced in a way he particu- said that the coming year will see the
establishment of a sugar factory at
larly approved.
"I believe you kiftw exactly what I i Johnstown, to be built by private capiam going
to say,” he declared in I tal, and that 7,000 acres have already
been subscribed for the growing of
chargin.
“Certainly”; her voice took on mock beets for it.
Johnstown has the distinction of takseverity, “that you opened the draughts
of Mrs. Brown’s heater, that day.”
ing eight different prizes on eight
and
Jeremiah, Jr., collapsed, mentally
sugar beets sent to the Portland exposiphysically, and Mrs. Jerry’s laughter j tion. The exhibit contested with those
do
out
rang
musically. “Oh,oh, Jerry,
| from 13 States, the poorest of the Johnsget up, you are getting yourself covered town display ranking higher than the
with dust.”
best from the other States. The prize
“Never mind the dust,” he said, as he beets tested 18 per cent sugar and
scrambled up from all fours. “Now-, weighed from ten to eighteen and onemadam, will you kindly inform me how, lialf pounds each. Johnstown farm
when and where you found me out?”
lands have increased in value from $50
“The very next day, sir, when I saw to $200 an acre during the last year.
Mary. You were not cute enough to COLORADO'S GREAT POTATO INDUSTRY.
leave things exactly as you found them;
The potato crop of Northern Colorathen I was silly enough to drop the card
do, which section rivals all others in
‘Murder will out.’
you gave me.
the world in the annual quantity and
“How do you explain matters?”
of its production of potatoes,
“Oh, I let her think you must have quality
is
estimated for the season of 1906 at
been burning up old letters, or some8,500 carloads, 500 carloads less than
thing.”
“Mrs. Jerry, you should have been a that of last year, whose crop was 40
man! Your shrewdness would have per cent that of the season of 1904,
earned you nothing short of Washing- whose 14,000 carloads exceeded all
ton. Honestly now, were'nt you afraid previous crops grown in the Greeley
to trust yourself to such a base deceiver. district.
This year’s crop, shortly after its
It might have been what she said, it
was valued at $2,000,000, but
might have been her way of saying it; harvest, of cars
to carry the crop when
howeverthat may be,Mrs. Jerry sudden- shortage
demand
and
for it were high
ly found herself picked up bodily, and will lose the prices
community at least $250,carried off through the “nice clean cel-1
lar over the “nice, wide stairs,” through 900 and cut down the value of the crop
mno

ter— Grace Patterson and Flora Johnson
ire both better of their recent illness and
have returned to Brooks to school_Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Marden have arrived at
Mr. J. C. Littlefield’s from Providence, It.
I.
Since their arrival they have been offered a responsible position in Massachusetts but have not yet decided whether they
will accept
A remonstrance against the
resubmission of the prohibitory amendment
was circulated in this town recently and although on account of frequent storms and
bad roads has not had a wide circulation, it
already has quite a good number of signature's.

000.

meaning.

Highest

won't be home till nine o’clock; would
two hours be too long, Miss?”
“No, indeed, stay three or four. Are
many of the people in?”

“Now let

sheep are being fattened for market in storing ioe....The farmers have some inn- ed by Rev. Humphrey s,,. at
the county this year, 25 per cent, less ings this winter in the higher prices for Brooks. The bride is the ,,,. fstWzC■■■'
than those on feed last year. Cattle on butter and eggs....The schools in town of Deacon Joseph Dig
Jan. 18th.. .Chicken-pox and measles wife, Lydia < Vickery, 1
H
the range and those being fed are esti- ulosed
ire
nt exeepr
young lady
prevalent ina this vicinity.Lewis
JBtfg,
mate at 44,300, valued at $886,000; hogs, Bartlett
bought horse in Boston' lately_ pleasing manners. She i.
"i'jH||
2,400, value $16,000; horses, 15,000, val- Sadie Cummings came home sick from her terms of school in Tlmu
ue, $975,000, and mules, 550, value, $55,- school in Linoolnville, but is now much bet- towns, where she has

Beet Smoko You Ever Had
Fop The Money.-

She read the name and date aloud.
“Of course: do you suppose I’d have
anything else?”
“You? Is this your house?”
There was a pause, then Jeremiah, Jr.,
said: “That is for you to decide.”
She could not fail to understand his

47
1

Noble's appreciation was evidenced by
delighted little “Ohs” and “Ads.
After explaining the latest improvements above celler, Jeremiah, Jr., said:

“Why, how nice and wide the stairs
Bather an improvement upon
are!
Mrs. Brown’s, and how nice and light
the cellar is.
Why, it’s a Winchester.”

Baker’s Cocoa
and Chocolate

fluffy-haired girl of twenty, Mary,—
Mary of the broom and mop, of the
fresh face and insinuating smile, imparted the information that tier sister's
youngest was “took bad.’’ Remembering her recent attack of la grippe, in
which Mary had figured as a ministering angel, second-floor-side said most
heartily, “And you want to go to your
sister: go right along. I shall be in
until evening service, and can answer
the bell just as well as not.”
“Oil, thank you, Miss,” declared the
grateful Mary. “You see, Miss, she

“Mary

j

USED ROUND TOC WORLD

1 lot Of BABIES' BONNETS
VELVET, SILK AND MUSLIN,

We have marked SOe. each regardless
of cost.
A few 50c. qualities

now

19c.

nltfl

j

Suede Lisle, two Clasp Gloves 50c.
quality in black, white and tan for

jjQj-

25c. quality in black, white, Slate,
and

tan,

a Few s in w
Stamped to embroidc
batiste, $1 50 qunli!
Stamped Corset
50c. quality

1(,

Cove

!!>*

jjjj,
25c. QUALITY 1»*‘

Royal “Cofsets JOHN CLARK'S
$1.00 quality for 75c.
Odd lot Corsets,

IN BLACK AND WHITi

>

37c.

NECKWEAR AND BELTS

j

FINISHING BHAl
I2c.

QUALITY

AT COST AND LESS.

9c

,0c

All out goods are superior quality and you will save money by patronizing t
have made prices that assure quick sales, as we wish to close out our entire stock b
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~Not only does the wrapper of every bottle
of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, the
famous medicine for weak stomach, torpid
liver or biliousness and all catarrhal diseases
wherever located, have printed upon it. In
Plain English, a full and complete list of all
the ingredients composing it, but a small
book has been complied from numerous
standard medical works, of all the different
schools of practice, containing very numerous extracts from the writings of
leading
practitioners of medicine, endorsing in the
strongest possible terms, each and every Ingredient contained in Dr. Pierce’s medicines.
One of these little books Trill be mailed free
to any one sending address on postal card or
by letter, to Dr, R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y„
and requesting the same.
From this little
book it will be learned that Dr. Pierce’s medicines contain no alcohol, narcotics, mineral
agents or other poisonous or injurious agents
and that they arc made from native, medicinal roots of great value; also that some of
the most valuable ingredients contained in
Dr. Pn-rce’s Favorite Prescription for weak,
nervous, over-worked, "run-down,” nervous
and debilitated women, were employed,
long
years ago, by the Indians for similar ailments
affecting their squaws. In fact, one of the
most valuable medicinal plants entering into
the Composition of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription was known to the Indians as
"squaw-Weed." Our knowledge of the uses
or not a few of our most valuable
native, medie Inal plants was tallied from the Indians.
As made up by improved and exact
processes, the " 1- avorlte Prescription is a most
efficient remedy for regulating all the womanly functions, correcting: displacements, as
prolapsus,
anteversion and
retorversion.
overcoming painful periods, toning up the
and bringing alxiut a perfect state of
ncryt's
health. &old by all dealers in medicines.

BELEAST TREE LIBRARY.
New Books

January,

1907.

Second List.

Bacon, Dolores.
Old New England churches and
church reminds me
their children. Illustrated in
cut that may not be
photogravure. 1906.
Did you know that
their name from Conrad, Jo eph.
;nc;it especially re
few? That at one

HE KNEW UNCOLH.
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the well-grounded and
reasonable objections of the more intelligcnt to tho use of secret, medicinal compounds, Dr. E. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.
Y., some time ago, decided to make a bold
departure from the usual course pursued
by the makers of put-up medicines for domestic use, am}, so has published broadcast and o,
to the whole world, a full
and comp
list of all tho ingredients
entering it
position of his widely
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humanly interestinf ;

than that now told for the first time bt ;
Ida M. Tarbell in The American Maga
zine for February.
It seems that among the many old as
sociates of Lincoln from whom Mis:
Tarbell got material for her "Life o
Lincoln” was a man who was a towns
man and a friend of the President fron
the first days of his appearance as i
lawyer in Springfield to the end of hit
life. In the loug and intimate conver
sations which Miss Tarbell bad witl 1
this man he reviewed his whole ac
quaintance with Mr. Lincoln, and gav<
in a quaint and original way his im
pressions of him. These impressioni
are recorded by Miss Tarbell in th<
man’s own language.
“Did I know Lincoln?
Well, ]
should say.
See that chair there!
Take it, set down. That’s right. Com
fortable, ain’t it? Well, sir, Abrahan
Lincoln has set in that chair hours
him and Little ‘Doug,’ and Logan anc
J udge Davis, all of ’em, all the big mer
in this State, set in that chair.”
This is the way Billy Brown began tc
tell his story to Miss Tarbell, and Miss
Tarbell passes it on just as Billy told it
“Mr. Lincoln was always here. Come
and set by the stove by the hour and
tell stories and talk and argue.
He
traded here.
I’ve got his accounts
See

now.

here,

‘quinine,

Greatest hand
quinine.’
quinine you ever seen. Give

quinine,
to
buy
it to his

constituents.”
Then follows the story of Lincoln’s

974. B

1906— 824. C. 76

The Damariscotta shell heaps have
-wng been one of the objects of interest
on the Maine coast and a
puzzle to the
scientist.
The existence of oyster
shells in vast quantities is considered
Proof positive that the bivalve once
flourished at that point, and the accumulations are accounted for on the
theory that the Indians held their oyster bakes or roasts or stews there.
There is no other way to account for
it. The aborigines would have had no
means to transport such an amount of
shells from a distance, and there would
have been no object in it. The shells
are a fact, and as the
footprint in the
sand was proof to Robinson Crusoe
that a human being had passed, so the
shells show that in prehistoric times
oysters grew at Damariscotta. If they
grew there once, why would they not
grow again? And why should not oysters flourish at other favorable spots
along the Maine coast? That is the
practical question long ago suggested,
to answer which some efforts have been
made on the part of individuals, and to
settle which the Maiue fish commission now proposes to make a systematic

In its power to move the reader tc
tears, alternately, the
story is as successful as “Dave warfield is iu “The Musicmaster.

Fwb£wtsandChildre&.

The Kind You Have

PROOF OF CURE IN PARALYSIS.
Statement

Made

by the Patient Himself

Gives

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills all th<
Credit.
Was Sorely Afflicted and wai
Cured After Ordinary Methods Failed tt
Even

Give Relief,

There are still people who say that partia
paralysis cannot be cured.
II you have partial paralysis or some oth
er severe nervous disorder, do you think it
is better to be treated by someone who in
sists that you are incurable, or to take
treatment that grateful patients throughoul
the Uuited States testify lias cured them ?

cpncifiua

fn

nhunirnc

nf

Piles get quick relief from Dr.
Shoop»
Remember it’s made
aioue for Piles—and it works with
certainty and satisfaction. Itching, painful,
protruding, or blind piles disappear like
magic by its uses. Trv it and see I Sold by
J.
Montgomery,Searspoit, P,. II. Moody.
Belfast, i

Majfic 01utment.

Digestion,Cheerful- IE

ness and Rest.Con tains neither
nor Mineral.
Opium

.Morphine

Bmpe ofOldTkSAMUEL PI7UIER
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Aperfect Remedy forConstipa-
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tion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish- K
ness and Loss of Sleep,
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DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.
The person who disturbed the
eongregation last Sunday by continually
coughing is
requested to buy a bottle of Foley’s Honev
and Tar.—E. H. Moody.

\

J

“We are to apt too put the dollar before
tlie man,” remarked the Wise
Guy. “Well,
in these grabbing days we have the satisfactiou of knowing that it won’t stay there
long, murmured the Simple Mug.- Phila-

_

___

^MARK WOOD & SON,*®- f
(ESTABLISHED

To step a ( old with “Preventics” is safer
than to Jet It run and cure it afterwards.
Taken at the “sneeze stage” Preventics will
head oft all colds and Grippe, and
perhaps
save you from Pneumonia or Bronchitis.
Preventics are little toothsome candy cold
cure tablets selling in 5 cent and 25 cent
boxes,
if you are chilly, if you begin to
sneeze, try Preventics. They will surely
cheek the cold and please you. Sold by .1
H. Montgomery, Searsport, E. II. Moody.
Belfast.

1888

Marble

»

Workers.

We carry the largest assortment ot
finished Marble Monuments, Tablets, etc., to be found in the city,
We make a specialty of duplicate
work. If you want riARBLE see
us before buying elsewhere.
Sam-

tom

delphia Record.

I
Ij

case where a cure was effectec
Miss Wise-Of course, Goldie Eoxiey
perature aud reproduction is affected if
that of Mr. Charles 11. Gilden of Port
knew the count was worthless when she
ples of fletal^YVreaths, Y'ases and
the water goes below or above certain
Mr. Gilden is a vet
accepted
him, but he proved to be just
on
eran of the civil war, and fought with tin
Bouquet holders, always
hand.
points. It is said that the government
twice as worthless as she thought him
Eighth New York Heavy Artillery. Thf feared that a sudden change of temMiss
Ascum—Why, how was that? Miss
story of liis affliction told iu his own words perature during the season when the
WOOD &
M, isc—She thought she was going to get
is as follows:
delicate
was
about
him for a million, but he cost her two milspat
swimming
“In 1893 I was attacked with terrible
Hills Bldg., opp. Court House, Belfast. 1
lions.— Phi ladelphia|Press,
would destroy them by the wholesale.
twitching sensations and numbness all ovei
take
time
to
It
will
determine
this
and
Mothers who give their children Kenmy body, which my physician said was
*1
paralysis and w hich be attributed to a bul- other questions; meanwhile it is reportnedy’s Laxative Cough Syrup invariably
let wound received during the war.
ed that some of the oysters planted in
indorse it.
Children like it because the
“1 seemed to be getting paralyzed all ovei York river were dug up lately and
taste is so pleasant. Contains Honey and
they
and finally could hardly walk. My eyes be- showed a
Tar.
It
is
the Original Laxative Cough
healthy condition and signs
came weak and I had to get stronger glasses,
Syrup and is unrivaled for the relief of
of growth.
Mezzotints in modern music.
I could not move the lid of one of my eyes
Drives the cold out through the
croup.
That it would be a great thing for the
and my face and mouth were drawn over tt
bowels.
Brahms, Chopin Strauss and
Conforms to the National Pure
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish DESIRED
Food and Drug Law. Sold by E. 11. Moody.
780.9 II 8 the right side to such an extent that 1 could State to acclimatize the oyster and make
others. 1905
Greatest known female remedy. Price, $1.50 per bottle.
not speak distinctly.
RESULTS.
I was also troubled I it as flourishing as the lobster and the
First Card Sharp—How did you happen
Jenks, Tudor.
with palpitation of the heart.
clam needs no argument, aud it is
Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine is put up only in paste-board Car*
to let that greenhorn skin you ? Second
A1|IT|A|| ton
Our army for our boys: story of
“In the fall of 1898 after having been un. worth while to make the experiment. UHUIIVIV
with fac-simile'signature on side of the bottle, thus:
Ditto—He
told me he was going from Defor
Circular
Send
to WILLIAMS MFC. CO., Sole Agents, Cleveland, Ohio.
der the treatment of several doctors and There is a
its organization, development
possibility that the ocean
troit to Chicago, so I let him win as lar as
having tried electricity without help, 1 currents have changed since the time
and equipment from 1775 to the
Ypsilanti. lie got off there.—Detroit Free
SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.
bought six boxes of Hr. Williams’ Pink
Press.
present day. Pictures by H.
Pills and got some relief. After taking six the Damariscotta heaps were made,
1906..
355 J 4 boxes more, I could stand a hard day’s and that the species was destroyed by
A. Ogden
“1 had tried everything for my baby, uu^ L
n ANT ^
D
rA All \ / NTI~'V1?C' O
n ]
nlk
Ci.Kiei
f
the ingress of coid Arctic currents. T»-1
...
1 I Idl
iii Bi. Lyie Iecommended Cascasweet. I
tramp and.another six boxes cured me.”
Know les, Robert E.
ipiiUii lu me uniMuwtv uaili hl vr j
This case, like numerous others, bears However, it has often been shown poscan truthfully say it is the best medicine I
The undertow: a tale of both
witness to the wonderful curative proper- sible for animals to change their cli- Best
for $1.00 ever used for babies. My little baby was a
local
and
K 76 ties of Hr. Williams’ Pink Pills in nervous mate without
sides of the sea. 1906.
mere skeleton
front stomach trouble—so
and the scientists
injury,
disorders.
bad that she did not notice any tiling, but is
will want THE
the
Lamed, J. Nelson.
have cultivated new and hardier species.
For further information write for the
now entirely well, and we can a,most see
Books, culture and character.
valuable booklet, “Nervous Disorders,” A hardy orange has been produced that
grow.—Nannie L. Taylor, Bedford, Ya.
in session. Fill out the
below and return her
will stand the occasional Florida freezes.
028 L 32 which will be sent free on request.
1906
Cascasweet is sold by E. II. Moody.
not
a
Burbank
an
Dr.
should
Williams’
Pink Pills are sold by all Why
produce
Locke, William J.
Laird— Veel. Maculister. mul
or sent, postpaid,*on
FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTION.
receipt of oyster that will grow in the cooler watL 79-1 druggists,
The beloved vagabond. A novel.
found any ot^ those strayed sheep yet?
price, 50 cents per box, six boxes for $2.5C ers? And if good oysters can be proMacalistnr—T es. Hut 1 was finding them
Macalister, R. A. Stewart.
by the Dr. Williams Medicine Company, duced on the coasts of Scotland, DenEnclosed, please find $1.00 for three months subscription to the 1
all again, sir, whatever. And i did find
Bible side-lights from the Mound
Schenectady, N. Y.
Bangor Daily News.
J
mark and Norway, why not on the
two by itsell and one together, and three
Gezer. T 3.33 M
coast of Maine?
Portland Sunday
one of MaePhersou’s.—Punch.
among
Name_I
Shake oft the grip of your old enemy, Times.
Mahaffy, John Pentland.
It’s folly to suffer from that horrible
Nasal Catanli, by using Ely’s Cream Balm.
The silver age of the Greek
Address__
plague of the night, itching piles.
Doan’s
Then will all ibe swelling and soreness be
Wise Counsel From the South.
Ointment cures, quickly and permanently.
world. 938. M-4 driven out of the tender, inflamed memIt is understood that after the first three months the News will be charged
At
any drug store, 50 cents.
Moore. Mrs. N. Hudson.
branes. The fits of sneezing will cease and
“I want to give some valuable advice to
1
for at regular rates—50 cents a month.
3W3
the discharge, as offensive to others as to those who suffer with lame back and kidThe collector’s manual.
With
’Tis still intact, that littie pledge
will
be
cured
It.
J.
of
when the causes ney trouble,” says
yourself,
Blankenship,
He lately made.
336 engravings and borders_749. M 7-2 that
produce it are removed. Cleamliuess, Beck, Tenu. “1 have proved to an absoHut close observers say its edge
comfort and health renewed by the use of lute certainty that Electric Bitters will
Nicoll, W. Robertson.
Is getting frayed.
Cream Balm. Sold by all druggists for 5o prtsitively cure this distressing condition. BURNHAM.
The key of, the blue closet. EsCroup can positively be stopped in 20
Philadelphia bulletin.
cents, or mailed by Ely’s Bros., 56 Warren The first bottle gave me great relief and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cookson’s children, minutes. No vomiting—nothing to sicken
says... 824. N 5 Street, New York.
after taking a few more bottles, I was comIt’s a pleasure to tell our readers about a
have been quite sick with or distress your child. A sweet, pleasant,
Verir-and
Edwin,
so
that
it
beNugent, Meredith.
completely
and safe Syrup, called Dr. Shoop’s Croup Cough Cure like I)r. Slump's.
pletely cured;
For years
the prevaling colds... .Dennis Getchell has Cure, does the work and does it
comes a pleasure to recommend this great
Nov,’ games and anjpsements. IlHABITS OF SQUIRRELS.
quickly. Dr. bhoop has fought against the use o£
Sold under guarantee at K. 11. been lo ading a car with potatoes at Pitts- Dr. snoop’s croup cure is lor
remedy.”
or
Opium.
other
unsate
Ciiioroloim,
lustrated. 1905-.'.
793 N 8
ingredicroup alone,
It does not claim to cure a doz- ents commonly found in Cough remedies.
Moody’s drug store. Price 50c.
field station. The price paid is 40 cents remember.
AVhile certain members of the squirPhillpotts, E. and Arnold, H.
en ailments. It’s for Croup, that’s all. Sold Dr. Shoop, it seems, has welcomed the Pure
bushels—
He
will
load
GOO
their
bushel.
winter’s supply of
per
P 54-5 rel tribe store
Doubloons. A story.
by J. 11. Montgomery, Searsport, R. II. Food and Drug Law- recently enacted, for
THE SLUMBER SHIPS.
Mrs. Wm. Reynolds scalded one of her
food in hollow trees, I think most of
he has worked along similar lines
Moody, Belfast.
Renau, Ernest.
many
arms quite badly while taking clothes from
hide it on the ground, under old
For nearly 20 years Dr. Shoop’s
them
years.
Life of Jesus.
232 R 3
a boiler recently_Wm. H. Kimball was
Oh, where are the craft of bygone days
tell
me
the
Cure
brush
and
Cough
containers
Schoolma’am—Now,
have
even
had
a
truth,
piles,
beneath
roots,
warning
That sailed on the seas of sleep—
in Clinton Jan. 25th on business...-Mrs.
Sanford,Leonard C.and two others
Johnny Jones—You know what will nap- printed on them against Opium and other
heaps of dead leaves. Their tracks in The big four-poster and trundle bed
Wm. H. Kimball has been confined to the
The water-fowl family.
1903.
pe:; if you tell a lie, don’t you? Johnny narcotic poisons, lie has thus made it posthe winter woods seem to bear this out.
house for the past four weeks by sickness.
That rolled on the drowsy deep?
Jones—Yes, ma’am. I'll go to the bad sible for mothers to protect tlieir children
liAVhile it may be that this frequency of
(American
sportsman’s
_Quite a large amount of lumber is being
Schoolma’am—Yes, and that isn’t by simply insisting on having Dr. Shoop’s
masts gleamed tall in the star lit night, hauled to the Burnham mills; also to the place.
the worst of It. You’ll also be expelled Hough Cure. Sold by J. 11. Montgomery,
brary). 799. W-5 the tracks iudicate a scarcity of food, The
With snowiest canvas spread,
Bryant mill near the Winnecook crossing. from school.—Chicago Daily News.
and the travelling about a desire to find
searsport, R. H. Moody, belfast.
Smith, Ruel Perley.
And feathery soft the good ship’s hold,
_Mrs. Gusta Goodwin was the guest of
a supply, I believe in the main, that
The rival campers, or the advenAs under the moon she sped.
Little touches of back-ache should not be
Andrew
Mrs. Bell Reynolds last week
“Senator, I presume it requires a good bit
of
the
these outings
squirrels have a
Pease, who has been confined to the house allowed to go untended. Rheumatism and )f practice to make a speech and have every
tures of Henry Burns.
Sm 62-1
definite destination, because when you And while with mariners, brave and bold,
for several weeks by sickness, is improving many other things follow. A box of De- sentence in say st mulling, doesn't it?”
Stockton, Frank Richard.
She breasted the silver sea,
see them skip across the snow, stop
Witt’s Kidney and Bladder Pills will bring “It does,” replied Senator badger, “but it
very slowly—Owing to the frequent snow
The girl at Cobhurst. A story.
storms the snow is very deep in the woods relief quickly. They drive the poison from required more to be able to talk lor an hour
short, and scratch a hole down to the The trundle bed in her wake was manned
in this vicinity_Wm. Reynolds is haul- the body. Act on the liver as well as the itid say nothing.”—Milwaukee Sentinel.
By a blinking crew of three.
1898.
St. 6-14 ground, bringing up a supply of nuts or
ing lumber to the Burnham lumber mills. kidneys. A 25 cent box holds a week’s
cones placed there in the months of
Stockton, Frank Richard.
When the cold winds dry and crack the
Many art hour from the Port o’ Dreams
Harry Kenney is employed cutting pine treatment. Sold by R. H. Moody.
skin a box of salve can save much discomplenty, you are apt to attribute their
Kate Bonnet: the romance of a
Their venturesome course would roam,
for Charles Cookson on Sanford McAlister
more to a good memory than to
Until in the east the sun uprose
“1 got a shock from a ’lectric battery ter- fort. lu buying salve look for the name on
St 6-17 luck
lot_Evan Kinney is cutting lumber for
pirate’s daughter. 1902.
And the helmsmen steered for home.
any haphazard speculation.
day,” said,the first hobo. “Gee! It’s a fun- he box to avoid any imitations, and be sure
Leander Young.Wentworth Pease is
Taggart, Marion Ames.
Of the squirrel family, the most Countless the
ny kind of a feelin’; feels just like takin’ a t’ou get the original IleWitt's Witch Hazel
hauling lumber from the Jaquith lot.
voyages made since then
Miss Lochinvar: a story for girls.
bath.”
“Say,” exclaimed the other one, Salve. Sold by R. 11. Moody.
prominent in winter are the blacks.
On ships of the newest class,
1905.
T 13-2 He seems to be flowing over all the With beams of
“you must have a great memory.”—Philasteel, and glittering paint,
9EARSMONT.
“Yes,” said the first chauffeur, “1 always
delphia Press.
Taggart, Marion Ames.
time with pent up energy, which keeps
And beautiful polished brass.
;ive a series ol loud toots when I see a man
Rev. E. 11. Boynton of Camden will ocin the road.”
That’s the house the Doctor built,
him in constant motion, and you some“What!” cried the second
Miss Lochinvar’s return: a story
But never more shall I sail so far
cupy the Methodist pulpit in this place
The biggest house you see;
jliauffeur, “you don’t mean to sa\ >uugive
for girls. 1906.
T 13 3 time feel that you would like him to be
Over the slumbering sea
H
lm
llim
wfl.rninur
Th'iMk
“floavtopgj »>(> 1 mean I
Suiiua) mui liltig, Feb. Gi u.. Daniel Ccrrey
able to talk and tell you how pleasant As when I shipped in the trundle bed,
Talbot, Ethelbert, Bishop.
For we take Hollister's Rocky Mountain mot when 1‘see him lying in the tT.ad back
of Greeley, Colorado, was the guest of Mrs.
it is to have the joy which flows from a
With its blinking crew of three.
>f me so the people may come and take him
B-T 14
My people of the plains.
M. J. Poor last week-Mrs. J. F. Marden R. H.
glad heart. Now watch him jump from
McLandburgh W ilson.
iway.”— Philadelphia Press.
Moody.
Melvin, Ellen.
has returned from a week’s visit in Pittslimb to limb, rush headlong down the
Possesses wonderful medicinal power over
field— The church supper last Thursday
Behind the scenes with wild aniRollingstone Nomoss—Cun you oblige me
trank, and course across the snow in
evening was a success notwithstanding the with a little help, lady? Mrs. Subbubs— the human body, removing all disorders
mals. Illustrated. 5S0. V 5 long graceful bounds, with no apparent
1 m afraid not.
zero weather-Dr. A. Millett made a busiAll my help left this morn- from your system, is what Hollister's Rocky
purpose but to exhibit the happiness
Waller, Mary E.
ness trip to Augusta last week
Following ing. It’s very hard to get help in the sub- Mountain 'lea will do. Makes >mi well,
within him.
are the vital statistics of Searsmout for the
keeps you well. 35 cents, Tea oi‘ Tablets.
Through the gates of the Netherurbs.—Philadelphia Record.
R II Ml,nil.
red cousin once in a while may be
His
1906:
year
lands. Illustrated. 1907.T492.W16
To Cure h Cold m one Day
seen at the entrance to his home in the
Yrs. Mos.
‘I will not drink a drop this yeui !"
Warner, Anne.
Feb. 9. W'illiam Ripley.92
lake LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tab3
heights of some tree, but in him is no
lie vowed, and meant it, too:
Seeing France with Uncle John.
Mar. 5. Almira Sweetland.93
lets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
2
sign of exultation. He looks around as
But
’t w as just bet ore the old we? t < t,
Mar. 14. Thomas E. Wentworth, in
cure.
E. VV. GROVE’S signature is on each
Illustrated.
W 24 if he were looking and
lie did not mean the new.
wishing tor i Stomach trouble is but a symptom of, and not
box. 25c.
California.45
to
Wesselhoeft, Lily F.
come, and clear away the in itself a true disease. We think of
spring
—Philadelphia Bulletin,
Apr. 24. Randlett Ness.74
Dyspepsia,
The Plutocrat—What are you crying for,
Ready the reliable. A dog story. J-W 51-8 snow, and no amount of coaxing will Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
June 1. Edith Maria Farrar.42
4
The ltight Name.
boy? Haven’t you everything for Christhim
to
cause
utter
a
note
of
2. Lucinda Marden.75
6
scolding or they are symptoms only of a certain specific
mas that you thought of?
Weyinan, Stanley J.
The Boy—Yes.
Mr. August Sherpe, the populai overseer
alarm. Not all the red squirrels, how- Nerve
2. William A. Dunton.73
3
But (boohoo) 1 wanted some things 1 didn’t
>f the pool, at Fort Madison, la., says:
Chippiuge Borough. A novel... W 54-13
sickness—nothing else.
15. Ambrose Thompson.76
4
ever, keep to the trees. Many of them,
think
of.—Life.
“Hr. King’s New Life Pills are rightly
It was this fact that first eorrectly led Dr. Shoop
White, Mary.
24. Almira Holway.88
11
through want of food have to take to | In the creation of that now very popular Stomach
named; they act more agreeably, do more
Food don’t digest? Because the stomach
The child’s rainy day book. Il29. Maryetta Bartlett.33
the earth, and their track in the
and make one feel better than any
£ood
deep Eemedy—Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Going direct Sept.19. William Burgess'.54
lacks some one of the essential digestants
6
lustrated. 1905
other laxative.” Guaranteed to cure bilious793. W 5-2 snow is a heavy
of the digestive juices are not
floundering of labored to the stomach nerves, alone brought that sucoess Oct. 9. Eben Lincoln Buzzell.72 8
balproperly
ness
and
constipation. 25c at K. 11. Moody’s
bounds as they go from tree to tree in and favor to Dr.
anced. Then, too, it is this undigested food
Oct. 16. Anna Woodman.71
10
Shoop and his Restorative. WithIrug store.
search of the scanty provisions hidden out that
that causes sourness and painful
Oct. 30. Sarah Clementine W;arren.69
10
original and highly vital principle, no
IudigesOA8TOHIA.
tion.
Kodol For Indigestion should be
beneath the surface. Here and there ! such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
Nov. 5. Mary H. Knight, in Au“We don’t lynch a man often, anyhow,”
Kind You Have Always Bought
Bean the
used for relief.
Kodol is a solution of
we find the gummy scales of the
gusta.62
remarked the visitor from Iowa. “Neither
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
pine
Nov.20. J. Weston Crawford.62
vegetable acids. It digests what you eat, to
2
cones, the shells of the acorn, the seed breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop's
we,” volunteered the man with the
ajid corrects the deficiencies of the
24. Anna M. Knowles.57
4
diges- Southern accent; “never, in fact, but once.”
cones of the birch and cedar scattered Restorative—Tablets or
Uon. Kodol conforms to the National Pure
Liquid—and see for yourDec. 30. William Blake.82
3
about on the snow, showing the food on self what it can and will do. We sell and ehassw
—Philadelphia Public Ledger.
rood and Drug Law. Sold here
by R. H.
which they subsist.
In greater con- fully recommend
Builds up waste tissue, promotes appetite,
Moody.
Thoroughly Iteliable.
trast to the delicacies just
often
mpro ves digestion, induces refreshing sleep,
named,
If ever there was a reliable and safe remFriend—Is
the
bride
you’re
for
one will find
working
renewed strength and health. That’s
during long and severe
edy it is that old and famous porous plasgetting to be a good housekeeper ? Cook— lives
vhat Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea does.
ter— Allcock’s. It has been in use for sixty winters that the squirrels have atNo, she hasn’t learned to keep out of the : 15
Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
cents,
For Infants and Children.
kitchen yet.—Detroit Free Press.
years, and is as popular to-day as ever, and tacked the hemlock trees by stripping
we doubt if there is a civilized community them of their bitter seeds.
“He man dat thinks he can't make misAVben one
n°es Coffee disagree with
you? Probably akes,” said Uncle
on the face of the globe where this wonderfinds this, it is evidence of great want,
it
Then try Dr. Shoop’s Health CofEben, “is niakin’ one of
ful pain reliever cannot be found. In the and a merciful act
le mns’ dangerous dar is, right there.”—
fee.
Health Coffee” is a clever combinawould be to bring
selection of the ingredients and in their some
Washington Star.
tion of parched cereals and nuts. Not
Bears the
food and scatter it about to asa
manufacture the greatest care is taken to
grain of real Coffee, remember, in Dr.
How to Cure Chilblain*.
the pangs of hunger which these
Signature of
keep each piaster up to the highest stand- suage
Health
Shoop’s
Coffee, vet its flavor and
“To enjoy freedom from
ard of excellence, and so pure and simple little fellows are enduring.—John Boyd,
chilblains,”
taste matches closely old Java and Moeha
vrites John Kemp, East Otisfield, Me., “I
in Recreation.
are ingredients that even a child can use
toffee. If your stomach, heart, or
kidneys ipply Buck leu’s Arnica Salve. Have also
them.
can
t
stand
Coffee
drinking, try Health Cof- ised it for salt rheum with excellent reUU A IITCn_Men or women, loca
Allcock’s are the original and. genuine
R. H.
“Neglected colds roakeSy graveyards.’t
WW M IW ■ Ev a#
representatives for fee. It is wholesome, nourishing, and satisults.”
Guaranteed to cure fever sores,
plasters and are sold by Druggists Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine orup helps men
nigh class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
“ 8 safe even for the
porous
youngest child, i udolent ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
In every part of the civilized world.
and women to a happy, vigrous old age.
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash- Sold by J H.
R
Montgomery,
1
H.
ntes
and
Searsport,
skin diseases.
25c. at R. H.
New
N.
ngton bouare,
Y.
York,
Moody, Belfast.
noddy's drug store.
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nothing now.
knows the status of
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knows \v hot her or
'■'I man is deserving of a
ritenee, or none at all.
granted if there were
lie should not have
it would have been
mi by the prisoner’s atit may be remarked
that some of the rea'■re not so; but let that
| sound
queer indeed if a

tore

i

pronouncing

sen-

convicted man should
ite a page of the Koran,
"oid for it, it would
ns much as that
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father than English
York Tribune.
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This
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uertity that all druggists are
i' fund
jour money if Foley’s
fails to cure your cough or
the cough, heals the lungs
l!'
serious results from a cold,
'■ire
coughs and prevents pneuBiala
jAnPPe
'1
«»,
""sumption. Contains no opi.j
^
package‘
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dyspepsia Cure
lots
“•uest#
what you eat

happen.

“Dowi with tlie police and their ciuls!”
shouted the Anarchist. The idea was
partially carried out. The clubs went down.
That there was an Anarchist under each as
it fell was a mere
detail.-Phiiade.phia Public Ledger.
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For Over Sixty Years.
An Old anj> Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
druggists in every part of ti e world.
Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is in-

»

j

Washington

“It’s too bad about young Goldn eks and
tlie girl he is engaged to. Neithei of them
is good enough for the other.”
Why do
you think that?” “I’ve been talking the
matter over with both families.”—Milwaukee Sentinel.

jfl

j

—

’Tisn’t safe to be a day without Dr.
Ihomas Eclectric Oil in the house. Never
can tell what moment an accident is
going

1

(|
*

signal system.’

1

jfl
■

~

“Is that railway equipped with the blocksignal system?” “It was at first, out it dei teriorated until it became
the blockhead-

I
W

Mot Narcotic.

once flourished along
this coast and Massachusetts bay and
farther east and north to the gulf
of St. Lawrence; they are not now
found on a commercial scale north of
Long Island Sound. As a matter of
fact there is a colony of one variety in
the Sheepscot river above Wiscasset
and the supply is plentiful, but the
creatures are described as small, wa-

iq

can.

Ij.

Promote s

even

rtuctor

“I thought you told
me.that man was a
“Well ?" “He's only a cabthing."—Baltimore Ameri-

kin*."
n,trat,e
man.
Same

Always Bought

AVe«etahlePreparationforAs- II
similating theToodandRegula- ■
ting the Stomachs and Bowels of |

attempt.
Though oysters

This is the question which the commissioners of sea and shore fisheries
have started out to solve by experiments, and to begin with they have
planted oyster seed-beds in several localities the past season and have had
two experts on to examine the conditions. These men, one a Providence
river grower and the other a government official, it is said have reported
favorably in all but one particular, and
that is the danger of the young fry being caught and chilled by an inrush of
cold water. Four plantings of ten bushels each have been made—one in the
Damariscotta river, one in York river,
one at the mouth of the Saco and one
in the New Meadows river. The young

Cured of Lung Trouble.
‘*lt is now eleven years since I had a narc*-cape from consumption," writes C.
f-f,w
ua leading business man of
Kersnaw, S. f
“1 had run down in weight to
and
was
coughing
i'*J\0UI!r8»
constant,
both by day and
night. Finalh i began
taking I)r. King'sby
Aew Discovery, and continued this for about six
months, when my
cough and lung trouble were entirely gone
A
to my normal weight,
wa*?
^stored
170 pounds.
Thousands of persons are
healed every year. Guaranteed at it. H.
s
Woody drug store. 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottle free.

CUSTOM*

life—just
appealed to a plain man.
It pictures the surprise of Lincoln’s tery and lacking in flavor, being thus
of no market value and indicating that
fellows at his growing greatness, and
their bewilderment at his election tc there is something in the conditions not
the Presidency, their pride in having a adapted to producing the best quality
There are also beds in the bay of Chapresidential candidate among them, leur and
around Prince Edward Island,
their grief at bin going away, then
and in the latter the oyster cultivation
broken hearts when he returned.
is said to be successfully carried on,
One of the most interesting parts oi
the story is the account of the trip though the product has not the size
or flavor of the Providence river or
Billy made to Washington to see the
varieties.
The
existPresident.
"I come to see you, Mr. Chesapeake
beds at Sheepscot and Prince EdLincoln—just wanted to see you—felt ing
kind a lonesome—been so long since I’d ward Island prove that some varieties are adapted to these waters, and
seen you.”
Then Billy goes on and
tells all that happened od that memor- the question is whether the more valuable kinds may not be induced to grow
able trip.
here.
as it

laughter and

Doyle, A Conan.
.»
penitentiary was
Sir Nigel. A novel.
D 77-14
t. st form of punishFowler, Ellen T.
thout like the cornThe subjection of Isabel Carnaice of six years in
F 82-5
by. A novel.
iii
an
up-State
cays
and I’ll wager that Francis, M. E. (Mrs. Blundell.)
F 84-4
not familiar with i
Lychgate Ilall. A romance. 1904.
Die church in Eng- I Gilman, Bradley,
auy other country i The open secret of Nazareth.
hurchmen held alTen letters. 1906. 232. G 42
j
know it either,
mist. A novel. By the auof ttie church’ was Gray
thor of "The martyrdom of an
connected with the
X 2-2
Empress.”.
led only that they
t-ailing and writing. Harwood, William Sumner.
The new earth; the triumphs of
with crime, even
modern agriculture in America; 630. H 2
nature, could have
transferred to the Hitchcock, Frederick II.
There the punish655. II 5
The building of a book. 1906
is of about the same
Hornaday, William Temple.
a Id expect if the
Camp tires in the Canadian
ainst a member of
Rockies. 1906. T 71. H 7
were turned over
\ ny person convicted Huneker, James.
■

Of all the stories of Abraham Ltn
cola none is more
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OYSTERS ON THE MAINE COAST.
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pension bill, talked of for
so many years, is materializing at last.
A veteran over 62 is to have a pension
on age alone, without complicated red
tape or payment to pension agents.
A service

Every fifty-five

minutes

somebody

killed by the railroads ot. the
United States during the last year, as
reported by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and every six minutes

was

somebody
totals

injured. The appalling
0,703 killed and 86,008 in-

was

were

jured.
In

recent

a

speech

in the Senate Till-

of South Carolina referred to the

man

Democratic party in the northern States
‘a shining example of ward politicians—dirty, low creatures.” Tillman is
returning the fire of northern Demo-

as

dining

crats

the civil war

by

off his mouth.

shooting

He lias become a common scold and a national nuisance, Yet
South Carolina has elected him for another term of six years in the Senate.
of the State papers in reporting the resolve before the Legislature
making an appropriation for the
Childrens’ Aid Society of Maine call it

Many

V*»v.

«.

vovu

.U1UIVUO

vi

VJ

iJCtlrtOl.

This is

a serious
error.
The Girls'
Home, managed by this Society, is in

Belfast, but its work is not local, and
buildings and grounds are the
property of the State. The location is
an ideal one and the property must increase in value, and is
today worth
more than the purchase price.’

the

Do the people of Maine, any considerable number of them, want resubmission'!' Let us go back a little. At the
time delegates were elected to the Republican State convention resubmission was an issue and the men who assembled in Portland must be considered as fairly representative of their
When it came to

party.

chosing

mem-

committee, on resolutions
Penobscot county chose an antiThe question was
resubmissionist.
under consideration in committee for
about three hours and a majority declared against resubmission. A minorbers of the

even

ity report signed by

two of the sixteen

members of the committee was presented and the advocates of resubmis
siou were heard from the platform.

majority report was adopted by
practically a unanimous vote. Resubmission was an issue in the campaign

The

which resulted in the election of the
present legislature, in which we find a
Mot only
decided majority opposed.
that, but protests against resubmission,
signed by voters, are coming from all
parts of the State. Many of them come
from the temperance organizations,
but some are the work of individuals
and they are signed by Democrats as
well as Republicans. The fact is that
the gieat mass of the people do not re-

gard

resubmission as

simply

a

measure

to ascertain the will of the voters as to
proi.mmon, out as a preliminary 10 11cerse or free rum, and to which it is

quite evident they

are

opposed.

1 he agitation looking to the abolition
of the B. A. courses at the University
of Maine, which has been fomented
by
Mr. Potter of Brunswick, touches a
matteu that is of particular interest to
the women of Maine. The University

opened

was

women were

in ISOS, and at the outset
not admitted, hut by spec-

ial act oi the

legislature of 1872, less

than

four years after the opening of
the University, it was definitely pro-

might he admitted,
and from 1873 to the present time there
have always been women in attendance.
The leading field for women who go to
college is teaching, and it is well understood that in many cases those desiring to employ High school teachers
insist that they be able to teach Latin
or Greek, or both.
To say that women
shall not he allowed the opportunity to
secure those branches at the State
University which may be necessary to
fit {item for the particular occupation
vided that women

v-j

follow is
sex

a

**» V

uivov

irncij

LVJ

UCOUC

tU

discrimination against the

which should not meet with any
of support.
The women who

degree

have attended the

State University,
like their sisters who have graduated
at other institutions, have been drawn
into the teaching ranks, and they have
made successful teachers, too. Among
them are those who are now, or have
been within a year or two, teachers in
the High schools of Bangor,
Brewer,
Old

Town, Camden, Presque Isle, Livermore Falls and Jay, in Maine, and in
such places outside this State as Worcester,
Mass.,
Springfield,
Mass.,
Quincy, Mass., Chicago, 111., Phoenix,
Ariz., and Omaha, Neb. The sex line is
not drawn at the University. Every
class elects some of its women members to class offices, and the wromen are

loyal to the different interests of the
University as the men. The attitude
of the University toward women is
shown by the fact that the Secretary of
the University is a woman, the Professor of History is a woman, an Instructor in Biology is a woman, a Chemist
and an Entomologist in the Experiment
Station are women, the Cataloger and
an Assistant in the Library are women.
For the sake of the women of Maine,
as

if for

no

other reason, the selfish at-

tempt by partisans of other colleges of
Maine to secure the abolition pf B. A.
courses at the University should meet
with prompt and emphatic condemna.

Maine is

one

of 40 States in the

country which maintains a State University or State College in which
women may pursue studies leading to
the B. A. degree, and in this number
she should remain, rather than do,
what no State has ever done, discontinue such instruction after having entered upon it.

THE CHURCH AND SCHOOL.
Importance of Suitable Schoolhouses.
Sunday, J an. 20th, the topic of the sermon
ol Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of the.Universalist church, was 'Goldsmith’s Deserted
Village, and in the course of his address he
had tliis to say concerning the importance
of suitable and sanitary school buildings:
Allied to the church in our New England

THE MAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION.
Holds it

44th

Annual Session in

Augusta.

PHILIPPINE
; IM DOBIE ITCH'

The Maine Press Association met hi the
Senate chamber, Augusta, Thursday afternoon, Jan. 24tb, for its 44th annual meeting.
One of the two surviving charter members, i
li. K. Morrill of Gardiner, was present and
The other,
answered to the roll call.
Joseph A. Homan of Augusta, recently
A message of
passed his 91st birthday.
greeting and congratulation was sent to
him. President Dow of Portland presided
and after the roil call made a brief but
business-like address. The following new
members were voted in: Charles H. Fogg,

I

j

Aroostook Times; Harris V. Matthews,
Pittsfield Advertiser; Miss Marguerite D.
Pilsbury, The Republican Journal; Guy P.
Gannett, Comfort, Augusta. The treasurer’s
The old
report was read and accepted.
board of officers was re-elected, and Miss
Novella J. Trott of Augusta was added to

a

Disease Contracted in the Philippine
Service—Itching Pimples Covered

Body Army Surgeons Failed
to Cure—Discharged for Disability-Cured by Cuticura, Now
—

A FIRM BELIEVER IN
CUTICURA REMEDIES
"I enlisted in the
as a

Corps of Engineers
telegraph operator, and, while sta-

1 Courtesy, Absolute Safety and Progress!

1
I

CO

Our Aim is to

I

to

serve

I

HAND IN HAND.

every Patron to the Patron’s

satisfaction

grant every accommodation consistent with safety.

I

^OUR

GROWTH

I

:€

communities is the school. As one ministioned in the Philippines, I became subDEPOSITS
ters to the moral welfare of society, so the
ject to the “Dobie Itch,” as the natives
call it.
In this disease small, white,
school to the mental life of the community.
itching pimples form under the skin,
The good achieved by both is beyond all
the executive committee, the first time, we
generally between the toes, on the limbs,
human estimate.
The schools of our rebetween the fingers, and under the
believe, that the lady members of the assoarms.
I never knew of a case originatpublic have been the great unifying forces ciation have been thus recognized. Routine
2,
ing outside the Philippine Islands, but
of the nation. The children of countless
business and the reading of practical papers
have known of many cases where it has
thousands of iinmigants from the old Eureturned
in this country and invariably
occupied the remainder of the session.
at the same time of the year as the origropean countries have been by these, moldThursday evening the annual banquet
inal attack.
The cause, so far as I
ed and trained toward the duties and privKefore
was held at the Augusta House.
ASSETS
could learn, was some tropical parasite
ileges of American citizenship. A child of going to the dining room a social hour was
or germ peculiar to that region.
“I got so bad that I was confined to
foreign parentage trained and educated in enjoyed in the parlors, where fruit punch
44
my quarters a week at a time.
The
our schools comes for th a good citizen.
The banquet was pronounced
was served.
some carbolic
Army
applied
Surgeons
2,
The schools in the great cities are successa
9
solution, and it would disappear for a
grand success, a credit to Landlord
fully accomplishing this great work. The
time when it would break out again.
Capen, to his chef, Mr. James Goodrou,
I was discharged from the Engineers
children of poor and illiterate foreigners
and to the head waiter, Mr. Horaee Scoby reason of disability contracted in
are put to school and come out with a good
line of duty, and when I had the
field. The tables were very prettily arcommon school education.
I may, perhaps,
trouble again, my druggist, Mr. Z—, of
with
the
form
of
a
cross
in
the
be permitted to say in passing that the ranged
Brooklyn, recommended Cuticura Remchild of the poorest illiterate Italian la- (printer’s) devil presiding over the point of
edies. The immediate relief was maniborer in Boston or New York or any other intersection. The various dishes were
prefest with my first purchase, and the
can
city, is often housed in a better school
of the culinarymalady quickly yielded to the Remebuilding, a more modern and commodious, pared in the highest style
dies.
It
has
never
recurred
or
bot hered
a safer, more sanitary, better lighted and
art, and the serving was faultless. The
me since I began to use and continued
better ventilated school building than we hot dishes were hot and the cold dishes
to use the Cuticura Remedies. You
our
and
in
this city of ours,
give
boys
girls
the courses came and went almay quote me as a believer in Cuticura
where the citizenship is largely native cold, and
are
Remedies from personal experience.
American, and where 1 am constrained to most as if by magic. The menu, which was
John S. Woods, 221 Sands St., Brooklyn,
say our school buildings are outgrown and printed at the Kennebec Journal office was
N. Y., Oct. 21 and 26, 1906.”
archaic, a positive discredit and reproach to the work of Mr. Roy H. Flynt, son of Chas.
us.
unsanitary, poorly ventilated, inadequately lighted, overcrowded; almost, F. Flynt, and was an artistic production.
some
of the rooms at least,
breeding Following is the
M FN1T
places for epidemics and contagion. There
And all Humors of the Skin
are plenty of much smaller towns in our
‘‘O nights anti suppers most divine!
commonwealth of Maine that teach us salWhen met together I and mine.”
Cuticura is Priceless.
—Horace.
utary lessons in modern sehoolliouse conEczema, itchings, irritations, chapstruction and appointment and deem no exBlue Points on Deep Shell
pings, chafings, scalings, for red, rough,
pense too great to give their children the
and oily complexions, pimples, and
"Drink to tile press, but do not press to drink
best, not only in classroom instruction,
The gentlemen whose task is slinging ink!”
blackheads, dandruff, falling hair, sore,
but in good, well ventilated, well lightBouillon Blank a la Imperial
burning, and aching hands and feet, and
Our ined, commodious schoolhouses.
__
for all other torturing, disfiguring
Boston Celery
struction and teaching ability, 1 believe, Queen Olives
diseases of skin, scalp, and blood,
Soup Sticks
will compare favorably with any town of its
Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment, and
Baked English Turbut, Sauce Veioute
size in the State, not so however our buildCuticura Resolvent (Liquid or Pills) afPomme de terre a la Julienne
ings and their equipment. Indeed the inford the most complete, economical,
struction is seiiously handicapped by these
"The good die young.
Bpeedy, and wholesome cure.
Here’s hoping you may live to a ripe old age.”
poor facilities. Every citizen of us should
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
%
investigate these matters, should study the
Young Native Turkey with Cranberry Jelly
Corp.. Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
situation and conditions ; visit the schools Potatoes a la Duchess
Mailed Free. How to Cure Skin Humors.
Haricot vert
and breath a little of the air that our childSorbet a la Guttenberg
ren are compelled to breath, owing to poor
“Stirred with a dream.”
us
tlie people always have and always will reventilation during their school
hours;
Sweet Bread Larded a la Francaise
ceive the greatest benefit from these reathoughtfully consider and discuss and earnsonable postal rates and that any of the
Queen Souffle a la Champagne
estly agitate this question, until an adequate,
a creditable and reputable school building
"Here you should ply sweet conversation’s art.” promos d changes would be detrimental to
the interests of not only of the newspapers
is erected over the way on that splendid
Lobster Salad
hut of their readers, the people, therefore,
site in the heart of the city, that should not
Gateau
Macaroons
Royal
Alphonso
enfeeble
Ihe
health and impair the
longer
Kesolved: That the Maine Press AssociMeriugue Souffle a la Surprise
tion emphatically protest against the adopenergies of our children or interfere with !
Printer’s Devil Ice Cream
the work of instruction; a building, in
tion by Congress of any of the proposed
short, that shall be an ornament to our city
“Or is some sweet delusion mine."
changes in the postal laws and that we urge
and a credit to our citizenship. There may Toasted Saltines
Roquefort Cheese that before Congress make any move toward
be some question, some difference of opinion,
these laws, that a thorough inveschanging
Cafe Noir
perhaps, of tbe best way and means of doing 1
tigation he made as to the chief cau-es of
“I’m sure no human heart goes wrong
this but of the need itself there can be little
the
postal law deficit, the price paid the
That’s told 'Good-bye, God bless you.’
railroads for carrying the mails, the cost to
question. The educational system of our
—Eugene
I^pld.
has
the postoflice department of the present
country
justified itself long ago; its results have approved it. As in the rural vilWhen the last course had been served the free government franking system and other
lage of Goldsmith's day, so in our American speaking began. Representative Howard abuses of present laws.
lile everywhere, the school teachers have
DIRECTORS
Finally that pending any further postal
molded our youth into citizens and patriots Davis of Yarmouth spoke ou “How the law legislation, we declare as unjust, furof good quality. They have produced strong j Legislature and Press Co-operate;” E. Si. ther rulings
B.
THOMAS W. PITCHER.
SWAN,
by the pnstoffice department,
men and women and the Republic to-day
Blanding of Bangor ou “The Relation of tending to limit the privileges of newspaASA A. HOWES,
CHARLES P. HAZELTINE,
cannot exhibit better fruitage of field or
and
magazines such as the recent rulthe Press to the Industries of the State;” pers
ROBERT F. DUNTON,
ELMER A. SHERMAN,
factory than this fruit of our public school
ing against the printing of coupons in paon
In“The
0.
Hall
of
Augusta
G,
system, strong, self-dependent manly and Judge
pers and enclosing sub-cription blanks with
womanly character. These teachers have fluence of the Press,” and Kendall M. Dun- copies of papers, until the whole matter of
often been untiring, sacrificing laborers, as
bar of Damariscotta on “Fact and Francy,” the postal laws be settled by Congressional
much entitled to the word hero as any !
legislation.
class of
men
and women in our land dealing with the progress and promise of
Kesolved: That we send a copy of these
to-day. All true uational progress must the State of Maine. C. B. Burleigh of Au- resolutions to our Congressmen and Senarest
iu
our
schools. 1
right here,
ultimately
who was to have spoken on “Long- tors and to every newspaper in the State
For education and enlightenment must gusta
whether members of the association or not,
be the seat and source of it.
Ever fellow Day,” was prevented by illness and that ail the newspapers he urged to call
increasing intelligence that, s u r e 1 v. is from being present.
W. O. Fuller, Jr., the attention of the public to the
injustice
the soul of progress and that ever increasing
of Rockland was the poet of the oceasiou, of the proposed sweeping changes ill the
intelligence must come from our public
laws
and
the
radical
postal
rulings of the Some Eelfast People Have Learned How to
schools. Ignorance means retrogression, as he had been 25 years ago at a session third assistant
postmaster general.
Get Rid of Both.
decay, stagnation, death; education, in- held in the Senate chamber, and his introtelligence means progression, growth, de- ductory remarks as well as “The Rime of
STOCKTON
A
BUSY
PEACE.
life.
Who
shall
estimate our
velopment,
national debt to our public school teachers. an Ancient Editor,” kept the risibles of his
Backache and kidney ache are twin brothers.
The writer drove to Stockton Springs the
Mot words or figures can measure it. They hearers in constant activity. Mr. Fuller is
You can’t separate them.
other day and found it one of the busiest
have been the builders, the inspirers,they well known to
possess dramatic as well as
And you can’t get rid of the backache until you
are the uucalendared saints,the uueanouized
plaees in the State. Everybody is on the
and he gave the members of m 'Ve, and business
cure the kidney ache.
goes on w ith the regumartyrs and heroes of our Republic. And literary ability
If the kidneys are well and strong, the rest of
yet as compared with the soldier’s work the Press Association a rare treat. The larity of clockwork. At the great potato
which is that of destruction, while theirs is
lielfast people at the banquet were Mr. and warehouse, GW) feet long, a large steamer the system is pretty sure to be in vigorous health.
w as
coustt uctive, they have been unheraled and
Doan’s Kidney Fills make strong, healthy kidloading, and eight three-masted
Mrs. George A. Quimh), Mr. and Mrs. schooners
were waiting for their chance to neys.
unapplauded. They receive not the flower or
ribbon wreathes,the martial music of bands Charles A. Pilsbury, Mrs. George E. Brack- load, as well as several smaller vessels. The
j Mrs. Mary Smith, formerly of 54 Union street,
never greet them with triumphal acclaim.
ett, Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs. Edward Sib- ! potatoes are moved from the warehouse to ! Belfast, Me says: "1 have had kidney complaint
the deck of the vessel in cars run by an endAnd yet this great army of men and women
Miss
Grace
E.
and
Charles S. less chain, a distance of some GOO feet. A j and backache foi a number of years. The attacks
Burgess
that teach day by day in our colleges and ley,
schools is doing an imm rtal work, be- ! Bickford.
bag of potatoes drops from the ear at every were so severe that it was difficult for me to give
cause truth, winch is their privilege and
Sessions of the Association were held at tick of the clock. A large amount of lum- I proper attention to my household work. Added
ber is also shipped from liiis place. The fay to the suffering was an annoyance caused by
pierogatave to teach, is eternal. I know not the State House
Friday morning and after- cilities for receiving and
vvhat sacred niche in heaven the Good
discharging car- weakness of the kidney action. The secretions
noon.
At
the
session
it
was
voted
morning
Father may have for any one of his children
goes are of the best. A few weeks since
and irregular, despite the fact
but theirs, 1 believe, shall be as fair and that the summer excursion be made to three small stores here were destroyed by were unnatural
lire and gangs of men were at work at the that 1 was continually using medicines. Finally
beautiful as any of them. They after all
of
i Bridgton, Bay
Naples and the Songo, if time of our visit rebuilding them. We call- I heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a
have been the pioneers and leaders,"the real
defenders of our liberties; they have held satisfactory arrangements can be made, ed upon Mr. Harry Applin, who has just box at the City Drug Store. The benefit l derived
MAINE STATE PR ISO t
succeeding generations true to the best and j Frederick B. Averill of Sanford, George H. got his new store running. lie has a fine from their use was entirely satisfactory. The
set of new- buildings, including store, stanoblest things, to patriotism and good French of Augusta and Grace E.
pains and aches were relieved and the Sidneys so
Burgess of
icehouse
and
ble,
all
combined.
to
refrigerator,
truth
and
and
citizenship,
SLEIGHS.
riglitousness
Belfast were uamed as a committee ou the The second floor of the store is finished off strengthened that I have not been troubled with
whatever may be their reward in any disfor a dwelling house, which will accommo- any irregularities or weaknesses since. It was
tant heaven we have
I
CARRIAGES
AND HARNESSES sold by
reaped abundant har- excursion.
T*l.f ^n-:~
__i.-a:_
date two families. Mr. Applin is running a several years ago that I first used this remedy
vests of their sowing in the life and liberty,
the patriotism and progress of our
general store and deals in meat, and has a and I have never changed my good opinion of it.”
republic. Mr. Rowell of Portland was adopted:
He is a member of a
very large trade.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos“To the Honorable Senate and House of wholesale firm in Massachusetts.—Corre- ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for
111 KML AS J. A i j£.
1KMSI1KS
Representatives of the State of Maine in spondence Rockland Opinion.
the United States.
Legislature assembled:
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
The Maine Press Association urges your
The following transfers in real estate
Two Important Appointments.
honorable
to
make
a
suitable
body
were recorded in Waldo
County Registry priation for a State of Maine exhibit approat the
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 28, 1907: Jamestown
Augusta, Jan. 28. Two of the most imExposition and the reproducappointments made since Gov. Cobb
Joseph L. and Walter E. Aldus, Belfast, tion of the home of Longfellow as a Maine portant
assumed
office were anuounced to-day.
to John Sanborn, do.; land and buildings in State building at said exposition, believing
Belfast.
that the participation of our State is desir- They were:
The Committee on Labor will give public hear
James
of Rockland, commissionDonahue
John W. Buzzell, Rumford, to John B. able from every point of view and that the
mgs in its room at the State House In Augusta
of sea and shore fisheries.
Jan. 29th, at 4 p. m.
home of one so universally beloved as Long- er
Darrah, do., laud in Stockton Springs.
Tuesday,
Thomas J. Lyons of Vinalhaven, comJohn W. Buzzell, Rumford, to Charles A. fellow would prove a shrine for the multi1. On an act amending sections 52 and 56 of
missioner
of
labor
and
industrial
statistics.
tude of visitors and an ideal recognition by
Darrah, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
Chapter 40 of the Revised Statutes relating t» the
Mr. Donahue succeeds Hon. A. R. Nick- employment
of children in manufacturing and
H. R. Bartlett, Appleton, to Fred'L. Fogg, his native State of the centennial annivererson of Roothbay Harbor, who has held mechanical establishments.
Augusta; land and buildings in Searsmont. sary of his birth.”
the
nine
and
was
a
position
candidate
years
2. On an act to amend Chapter 40 of the Re
George W. Burkett, Somerville, Mass., to
The following resolution was also given a for re-appointment.
Another candidate vised Statutes relating to the employment of
Grace E. Wilson, do.; land and buildings in
was Bion B. Small of South Portland.
Mr. minors.
passage:
Belfast.
3. On an act to amend Section 50 of Chapter 40
John R. Dunton, Belfast, to John San“The Maine Press Association protests Donahue has long been prominent in the
the Revised Statutes relative to the employagainst the clause in the Interstate Com- Republican organization of Rockland and of
born, do.; land in Belfast.
of minors.
ment
been closely identified with Governor
Sophia J. Emery, Plymouth, to W’illiam merce bill whereby newspapers are pre- has
and
Cobb
Littlefield
in
their
Tuesday, Feb. 5th, at 4 p. in.
Congressman
Alexander Emery, Burnham; land and vented from making business contracts
4. On an act to provide for the preservation of
with railroads for transportation. That a various campaigns.
buildings in Burnham, (2 deeds).
health
of
workmen
in foundries.
Mr.
Lyons succeeds Hon. Samuel W.
J"bn M. Engstroin, Belfast, to John San- copy of this remonstrance be sent to the
5. On an act to amend Section 50, Chapter 93 of
15c pci *
chairman of the Intimate Commerce Com- Matthews of Caribou, who declined reborn, do.; land in Islesboro.
WILL BUY A
Charles II. Foster, Pittsfield, to Dominick mission and to our delegate in Congress." appointment on account of ill health after the Revised Statutes.
the
office since its creation in 1887.
Per order of tne Committee,
I Pillow
Sussi, do.; land in Pittsfield.
Luring the forenoon session Frederick L. holding
2w4
HERBERT H. ALL\N, Sec’y.
Elmer C. Hamilton, Foxcroft, to A. E. Fogg of Augusta was admitted to member- Another candidate was A. M. Flagg of
Center
who
received
the
endorsement
of
Auburn,
in
the
association.”
land
in
Nickerson, Swanville;
ship
Swanville.
Maine Federation of Labor but who was
.eact,
Kate C. McTaggart, Belfast, to Edwin C.
At the afternoon session papers were read late
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
with silk
his
canvass.
Mr.
is
a
making
Lyons
Bondy, Jr.; land and buildings in Brooks.
give a public hearing in its room at the state
aud discussed, and resolutions were adopt- stone cutter, over six feet iu height. He will
House in Augusta Tuesday, February 5, at 2 p. m.
Sweet Corn,
Nancy J. Mudgett, Belfast, to Annie B.
was
a
for
the
State
candidate
Senate
from
On petition of Edwin R. Estabrook and 49 othMudgett, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. ed expressing the thanks of the association Knox
on
the
ticket
at
Republican
County
Ada B. Noyes et als., Portland, to William to the poet and speakers at the
ers, citizens of Waldo county, praying that the
„AI,SO
banquet, to the last election.
C. Pendleton, Searsport; land and buildings
open season on fishing for trout, salmon and
Landlord Capen, to the banquet committee
smelts in Swan Lake, in said \\ aldo county, be
50c Pillow Tops now
in Stockton Springs.
39c
extended to Oct. 15th.
2w4
NORTBPORT NEWS.
Hannah S. Small, Stockton Springs, to and to the hotels and railroads for special
■“
H. E. Merrill, Secretary.
25c.
19c
PEACHES,
Abbie W7. Mitchell, Portland; land in Stock- arrangements.
ton Springs.
Excelsior
of
Masons
“
will
Jesse H. Ogier of Camden of the special
install
Lodge
APRICOTS,
15c
25c.
Cloths
Tray
Jefferson F. Wilson, Belfast, to Frank P.
The Committee on State Land and State Roadr
committee on postal laws presented the fol- their officers Saturday, Feb. 2d.
will give a public hearing in the Senate chambe3
Wilson, New York ; land in Northport.
PEARS,
at
the
State House in Augusta, February 0, at 2
Capt. Bartlett Wadlin has gone as first
Jefferson F. Wilson, Belfast, to George H. lowing resolutions, which were adopted:
officer with Capt. Ralph Pattershall to the o’clock p. M.
Patch, Northport; laud in Northport.
Whereas the third assistant postmaster
No.
20
On
an act to provide for State aid and
PINEAPPLE,
West Indies.
Jennie V. W'hite et als., Belfast, to John
for the
general has advised and urged the followexpenditure of other public moneys in the
Sanborn, do.; land and buildings in Belfast. ing radical changes in the postal laws:
Mrs. Clara Hopkins leaves this week for permanent improvements of main highways and
CHERRIES, EH
Clifford D. White, Camden, to John Sanroads.
First, To combine second and third class New York to join her husband, Capt. Wil- State Iw5
R. B. Stevens, Secretary.
born, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast. mail into one class.
liam Hopkins.
Second, To charge 4 cents per pound posThe Committee on Ranks and Banking will give
Rumor has it that a woman will be chosen
tage for all printed matter whether it be
NATURE’S CATARRH CURE.
a public hearing in its room at the State House
newspapers, magazines, catalogues, house to serve on the school board and that Miss in Augusta, on Tuesday, February 5, at 2 p. m.,
Beulah Rhoades will be elected superin- on ad Act to amend the charter of the Stockton
Sensible and Scientific Way to Cure This organs or circulars.
Iw5
Springs Trust Compahy.
Third, To abolish free delivery of country tendent of schools.
Disagreeable Disease.
THOs. W. BALDWIN, Secretary.
weeklies within their owh counties.
While walking across the floor last ThursIn no other way can catarrh be cured as
Fourth, To forbid patent insides and re- day, Mrs. F. A. Dickey fell and broke her
naturally and quickly as by the use of quire all publications to be all home print.
hip. It was set by Dr’s. Wilson and KilHyomei breathed through the neat pocket
And, Whereas a movement is also in gore. She is, at present writing, as well as
inhaler that comes with every outfit.
progress to change the postal laws and re- could be expected as the break was a bad
*-■
Two-hoise hay press in excellent condition,
In this way all the air that enters the quire copies of all publications to be
and MEDIUM >
stop- one, and considering her age, 75 years, and using seven foot,
but can be used with six foot
nasal passages, the throat or the lungs, is ped when the time for which they are paid that she has been lame for some years.
nine wires. Has new hawser and good lever
OF THANKS.
filled with ilyomei’s healing medication, expires, in other words preventing the ex1!
ropes, a good set of wheels for moving. Patent
U. S. ('r.MT" '1
reaching the most remote air cells of the tending of credit to newspaper subscribers.
ice balance scales. Good tackles. It cost three
I"
Fire in Waterville.
Washington Hose Company wish to thank tbf
POSTOFFM
And, Whereas all of these changes or any
hundred and twenty five dollars to build the
respiratory organs, and soothing and healadies who contributed food tor their supper ant:
Belfast. Mi
of them would work disastrous results to
about ten years ago. Will sell cheap for
ing the irritated mucous membrane.
issisted in any way. There are dishes left in
PROPOSALS \\i! "
About 3.30 Wednesday morning fire was press
cash or good notes.
5
So strong is R. H. Moody’s faith in the all regular publications and greatly inhe fire department rooms that can be had by ap
building until 2 o’clock r. u
discovered in the new building of the Saw*
WM.
C.
Me.
AUSTIN,
Brooks,
crease
of
to
their
of
the
for
to
firemen.
cure catarrhal troubles
1907,
flying
furnishing fuel, ligi"
power
any
Hyomei
running expenses.
Publishing Company, at the corner of
cellaneous supplies, washing
?
that with every dollar outfit he sells he gives
And, Whfereas the present low rate on yer
and Ticonic street, Waterville. A
Chaplin
ashes
and
sprinkling street'
a guarantee to refund the
Polite, smart and active
money unless it second class mail matter was established general alarm was sent in and the fire dein Maine at a bar
MB
during the fiscal year ending
for the good of the people and that in
house to house canvassers.
sures.
sale.
Send
foi
such
gain
of the year as m.
to
■#
MA
4%
partment
the
portiou
■
quickly
call.
responded
Very liberal term*. Apply
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but the reduced subscription prices and the
r M r ■■■!% catalogue. E. A. visable. The right to reject an
were unable to save the building and, to the Portland
Flavoring Co., 206 Commercial St., ■
•• ■ ■ ■ ■ W MERR1MAN, Real
K1.00, extra bottles, if needed, 60c.
multiplication of newspaper publications, They
with its contents, it will be a total loss.
tils’
Portland, Maine’
Estate Agent, Madison, Maine.
Iyr5
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Deposit

your money where it will be safe and you
get it
moment.
This
bank
offers
both
SAFETY
AND IMMI DIany

ATE RE-PAYMENT. Our Investments
view. YOU CAN EXAMINE THEM.

made with

I

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
SOLID AS A
MAINE
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31

Interest in Sayings

Bring

Safe

DEPOSITORY
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Department.

Checking Accounts

Deposit Boxes

at
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I
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NOTICE.
are on sale at the

of The Jourua

s

Co.

•vement Society will meet with
liradbury next Monday at 2.30
.tal Fair will be held the first
l itch and preparations are now
salist Ladies’ Aid Society will
;•>. Frank G. Mixer, this, Thurs-n at 2.30 o’clock,
•i

Greenlaw will occupy one
Kllis sisters store with Miss
ick and will carry millinery.

li.

u’s

Hospital Aid will meet
resident, Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore,
-i, tomorrow, Friday, afternoon

\

i’oor went to Augusta Jan.
ihe station he was handed an
raining the card of C. B. llazand a check for 8100 for the
■

inty Hospital.
his readiness
,ne and repair pianos in a satisMr. Copeland divides his
ner.
■n
Belfast and other cities and
re in the work guarantees sat-

,Poland

announces

League will
Stoddard this,
The
.' JO o’clock.
lie The Modern
Modern Novelists;

in

ng

\V

tit

4nuiivt.n

thp

meet with

Thursday,
subjects of
Novel and

quotations
lptrislntif p

<-gal affairs discussed the act
te tlie Citizens’ Electric Liglit
Belfast, but came to the con;in old company rendering seri

the conditions.

Atwood writes policies at cur'i the old and reliable Spring,d Marine insurance company.
> paid its San Francisco losses
'in it surplus, and has assets of
"in for the protection of policy
letters remaining in the Belfor the week ending January
\nnie Bennett, Mrs. Kate Gray,
>. Hamblen, Mrs. Ruth Seek1
ries Wells, Mr. Edwin Hamlulin Ilamerling, lieuson J.
■

Roller Bushing Co. now has
lies in course of construction.
has bought a quantity of oak
aiding in Freedom and Leroy
aiager of the boatbuilding delooking after the cutting and
e timber is of excellent quality,
\

ibers of Seaside Chautauqua
meet Monday afternoon, Febith Mrs. Ralph Herrick, No. 1
t.
The lesson will be from
and eight of the Literary
i from the Chautauquau Magaidustrial Counties.” Author, Sidvon

nl of registration has finished
ision of the voting lists, preparUie March election.
The board
striking off the names of former
have died or moved away since
i-ction. They will be in session
ueek before election, when the
M ill be added.

b

d annual masquerade ball under
of file Pythian Sisters will be
die Belfast Opera House Friday
b. 8tli. The music will be by
Quintette of Camden. Ball
"
f-nts.
The balcony seats will be
F. Stephenson’s, next door to
Hotel, Monday, Feb. 4th.
iual supper and ball of WashingNo. 1 took place in the Opera
i Friday evening and was a suc■ual. A tine supper was served,
\

dancing, Keyes’orchestra furntnusic. The firemen publish a

hanks to those who contributed
ded them in other ways.
Francis A. Russ homestead on the
near the Head of the Tide, about
from this city was entirely defire about 10 o’clock Friday night,
was well underway when discovin this isolated neighborhood no
-ffort could be made to extinguish
■s.
The loss is said to be in the
if

$1500.

”7)wing to the storm, the W. C. T. U. meeting was postponed to meet tomorrow,Friday:
with Mrs. Geo. White, No.
afternoon,
Bay View street.

landed.

There is much good
rivalry among the fishermen, and
who makes the biggest “catch” is
lio wears home the broadest snftle.
ng tents are just above Beaver
add a picturesque touch to scenliich one of its admirers has truly
is beautiful at any season of the
are

The Misses Ellis are offering all kinds ol
stamped goods to embroider, at oost.
Miohiel J.
months old

per year for two years for the Waldo County Hospital. The party included Hon. Wnv
B. Swan, of the hospital association, members of the medical staff and others.

It was reported at Augusta last week
that Stockton harbor was frozen up and
navigation suspended, aud a Rockland man
expressed the opinion that it was a great
mistake not to have made his city the terminal of the Northern Maine Seaport R. R.
Then it was said that the port of Belfast
was closed to navigation, and W. A. Walker
of Castine, who was in Augusta on business,
concluded he would have to return home byway of Bangor and Buoksport. Neither report was correct. Despite the extreme cold
and frequent snow falls Stockton and Belfast are open ports and likely to so continue.
The illustrated lecture on Longfellow by
Rev. Harry Lutz of Billerica, Mass., for-

merly of Belfast, given last Friday evening
in the Unitarian church was much enjoyed.
Mr. Lutz has many warm friends aud admirers in Belfast, who were pleased to meet
him and listen to his brief biography of
the Maine poet, whose centennial anniversary the State is to observe publicly, and to
enjoy the illustrations of some of the best
known poems of Longfellow. The biography was a very- finely written summary of
the leadiug events of the life and character
of a poet aud scholar, and the picturp of
Longfellow was a fine one. The lecture
was a benefit to the Girls’ Home and but
for the severe weather would have attracted
Mia

l-.ircra

cause

qtfanrlntina

Collins has killed a pig if
that dressed 663 pounds.

OBITUARY.

Mrs. Abbie Dyer Sawyer of Burnham
The installation of offioers of Enterprise
j passed to the life beyond at 6 o'clock JanuAncient Order United Workmen, ary 19th, aged 26
She has- been in

Lodge,

in the banquet hall of the
ing. Following the supper the regular meetThere
will
be a grand masked
j
skating ing of the lodge w as held and several were
carnival at the rollaway rink on
Tuesday initiated and a number of applications were
evening, Feb. 5th.
Skating begins at received.
8 30. Music by the quintette. Only persons
Palestine Commandery, No. 14, Knights
in costume will Be allowed on the floor. Admission to the gallery, 15 cents.
Templar, held a stated conclave and installation of officers at the asylum Wednesday
The Boston & Maine, Maine Central, and
evening, Jan. 23d. The following officers
&
Aroostook
railroads
Bangor
will give re- were installed
by Past Commander George
duced rates to Augusta, on account of the R.
Doak, as Grand Commander, assisted by
hearing upon the “Resolves for full suffrage Past Commander Frank 0. Smith as Grand
for Women” before the Judiciary Committee
Captain General: Eminent Commander,
Tuesday,Feb. 5,at 2 p. m. Tickets good going Rev.
Ashley A. Smith; Generalissimo, Sir
Feb. 4th and 5th, returning 5th and 6th. A
W. C. Libby; Captain General, Sir Ralph
attendance
of
friends
is earnestly H.
large
Howes; Prelate, Sir Wilmer J. Dorman ;
solicited.
Senior Warden, Sir James H. Howes; Junior
to attend.

1

In the Yellowstone Park, the Uuited
States and Americans unquestionably have
the allegorical eighth wonder of the world,
pictures of which will be shown in a stereopticon lecture with more than one hunndred finely colored views at the Methodist
church Wedneslay, Feb. 13th.
Admission,
20c. and 10c.
At the regular meeting of the school committee Monday evening it was decided to introduce drawing into the schools, under the direction of Superintendent A. J.

Knowltou.
Mr. Kuowlton plans to begin
work in some of the lower grades in the
spring, and the study will be gradually introduced.
At

a

special meeting of the Children’s Aid

SAPiafr

rtf

\loiim

•>

nnnxln,-a.

e

wliioli f ha lantnva and

merited.

Shipping Items. The wrecked schooner
Helen li. Crosby on the Inner Hay ledges
has broken up, and the main part of the
hull has floated to the Dogfish ledges.
Wreckers are securing the masts, etc.
Sch. Metinic is chartered to load stone at
Kluehill for New York... Sch. Ella May is
chartered to load potatoes at Stockton
Springs for New York—Sch. Samuel Hart
has chartered to load potatoes at Stockton
Springs for New Y’ork, at 18 cents per
bushel and loaded.Sch. Daylight has
chartered to load ice at Rockport for Shelter
Island, New York_Sch. Northland sailed
from Cape Jellison Jan. 24th for Newport
News to load coal for Searsport....The barge
Pine Forest, which had been at anchor in
Fort Point cove for the past two weeks, left
Jan. 27th for Philadelphia in tow of the tug
Carlisle.The Relfast schooners Willis &
Guy and the Sarah L. Davis are laid up
for the remainder of the winter, the former at Newport, R. I., and the latter at
Greenwich, Coun.

thanks was tendered Rev. Harry Lutz for
the interesting lecture upon Longfellow
given Friday, Jan. 25th, to the Unitarian
society for use of church, to Rev. J W.
Hatch for use of stereoptieon and to F.
P. Blodgett and H. \V. Marriner for services rendered.
An enjoyable and well

Sir Charles O’Connell; treasurer.
Sir Frank R. Woodoock; Recorder, Sir
George 1. Keating; Standard Bearer, Sir
Arthur B. Hatch; Sword Bearer, Sir Frank
R. Wiggin ; Warder, Sir Herman Merriam ;
Sentinel. Sir Henry W. Marriner; Guards,
Sir Royal W. Warren, Sir Robert Burgess,
Sir Stephen Shute. A pleasing feature of
the evening was the presentation of a
uniform to Eminent Commander Smith. A
banquet was served after the installation.

PROSPECT FERRY.

W. D. Harrimati

vacation of a few
weeks. Mr. Barns has been a faithful
driver and sadly needs a rest.....Mrs. W.
D. Harrimau is on the sick list. She is attended by Dr. J. A Pierce of Stockton_
Frank Harding was in West Seboeis last
week

]f

tablishment of route No. 5 from the Belfast
office, which is to supply the post office in

Searsport, by closed pouch, daily, except
Sunday, the carrier to leave the Belfast offic at 10.45 a. m. and return with collections
not later than 1.45 p. in.
A Presentation. The Brotherhood of
Andrew and Philip showed the appreciation
of the members for the interest which Deacon Loren Fletcher has taken in their organization by calling on him recently, in a
body, and presenting him with a handsome
and valuable cane. On the night of Deacon
Fletcher’s birthday he was sitting in his
comfortable home on Cedar street when the
door bell rang vigorously.
Going to the
door great was his surprise to see, lined up
on the'walk, a goodly number of the young
men of the Brotherhood.
After getting out
of their overcoats and other accessories
necessary for out of doors exercise on a zero

night, the boys came to order, and Allen
Webber, in behalf of the Brotherhood, pre-
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Appropriations

millions

75,000 $200,000
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Basket

The

ING.

liability

and

surp’us

of

$137,509.09, and

I»g“Send
money will

for

free booklet

our

will cure it.
If you doubt same
ask any of your friends, or try a
bottle. IOc. and 25c. For sale
ONLY AT CITY DRUG STORE.

boy’s arm
apprenticed

aie

Cured or your money returned.
The treatment so easy and mild
any child can use it. If you

13.50
15 30

18.00 Persian Paw Set..
18.00 Black Bear Pillerene..

12.50

Pillerene...
Throw.
5.98 Isabella Fox Muds.

10.I1O Isabella Coon
15 00 Gray Squirrel

■

i

Reduced
We

to

are

d i s continue
our

line

of

Kabo Corsets
and offer our

presentstock
at a

discount

This

Is

a

special
opportunity for
those

who

wear

this

Priced at

Words will

They
are

come

in

$ 1.00 Corsets Reduced to $ .85
1.50
1.25
«

Ivies’ Skirt in dark gray
Cl 71 valllP
vuiUu
«jrT.tJf
mixture, six gore model,
box plaited front and back, extra good full
ness.
Marked down from $4.37 to

•2.98

CQ QR VaIuP Misses Skirt in plaited panfuiUv
nei models, blue, green and
brown mixtures. $3 98 value marked *)
down to.L%vy

PilchersMusic Store.
Undertaking

class from 8 t<> 9.
General dancing to 1.

j

5\v5

-AND-

-^LICENSED EMBALMING^
—•*-

SECOND HAND

!

j

j

^SI.EIQHS^
We have a few second-h ind sleighs, including a
nice solid speeder, also a two- horse, medium
heavy, double-runner sled. Good trade.

300 YARDS
Worth up to

Ruchings, pink, blue and white.

12Jc.

per

yard.

To close out. at

»eryard.6c,

—

R. H. COOMBS & SON.
Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods

E. R. CONNER, Belfast, Maine.

Card of Thanks.
Mr. James Wentworth and family of Waldo
desire to express their thanks to friends and
neighbors lor t heir kind and loving ministrations
in their recent bereavement, and also for the
beautiful flowers presented.
JAMES WENTWORTH.
Waldo, Jan. 28, 1907.

12.50
13 50
9.00

!GF~also carry

a

Fi l l, link of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
ami ilo developing, printing, etc., .11 lowest
prices.
*■ iliiis for any size or make of cameras.
A dark
room free to all.

72 MAIN STRKKr, I5KLFAST.

4.75

TO LET
Upper story of wooden building on High street,
next south of Memorial building. A goodloeation for upholsterer, carpenter or paint shop.
WA LOO TRUST CO.,
Apply to
tf26
Belfast, Maine.

Ground lloor front room, furnished, at
K. H. Conant’s, 29 Church street.
Ap-

ply

at the

house.

2w5*

pink and blue

worth from 50c. to 62c. each.

BELFAST SAYINGS BANK.
"

Outing Skirts.
Children’s 75c. Outing Night Robes.
Children’s Outing Skirts.
75c.

59c
•*

ROBERT F.

OUNTON, President.

SHEETS aid PILLOW CASES

MARKED DOWN

i

reduced to. 15c

I

35c

Leather Bags Reduced.

187.703.84

-*♦♦♦♦♦»«»»•»••««-

Applique Trimmings I
19c

$1,345,519.07

SURPLUS,.

I SHEETS 69c. Large size seamless sheets,
made of splendid cotton. 75c. value for

31c

WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

DEPOSITS, DECEMBER I, 1906,

for.| 2XC

....

1HOM.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

FILEOW CASES me. Made of good cot
ton with special linen finish, size 42x36 inches
Regular 15c. value

4‘2c
60c

ORGANIZED

•

Dividend No. 1, December 7, 1868,

$867.75

Dividend No. 77, December 3,1906,
at the rate ot 3 |-2 %,

$22,195.83

TOTAL DIVIDENDS PAID TO
DEPOSITORS TO

DATE,

$1,214,779.68

—••••<»♦♦•»«««•*»•—

$1.00 values for.79
1.15

“.86

1.37

“.

1.05

150

“.

1.13

2.50

1.88

This Bank i3 paying its 77th semi-annual dividend at the rate of
per annum, and we

confidently expect to maintain this rate
dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of
if uncalled for at the time will draw interest the same as the

Ruchings 6c.

it at

1.75

59c

25c values
35c

Ladies’ and Misses Skirts

inspect

GO TO THK

gQ^

make.

Come and

DANCING CLASSES

1.50

1.33

explain the-flne

YOU WAN! A GOOD TIME

At Belfast Opera House, March 6th.
Exhibition of Fancy Dancing by the juvenile

8ST“No more after these are gone.
regular 87$c. Night Robes.
$1.25
*•

not

work it will do.

MR. RICHARD C. RANKIN’S

only..

66c for
95c
1.13

12$c

play-

the market,

on

TO BE GIVEN BY

NIGHT ROBES 35c. This is a special lot
left from a cancelled order of the Estabrooks
Mfg. Co., which we sold so many of a few'
weeks ago.
stripes and

p
1

BRICHM BALL

Outing Flannel Robes»Skirts
««

finest

Simplex.

CITY DRUG STORE,
BELFAST,

BOO. AND $1.00.

21.00 Black Marten Pillerene..
25 no Mink Pillerene..

fiSi

to one of the

to call and

The-Poole

have this trouble call at

$2.50 Black Cony Neck Fur.SI.25
3.50 Black Cony Neck Fur..
7.26 Isabella Cony Neck Fur..
3.62
7 so Isabella Cony Neck Fur. 3,35
7.98 Isabella Cony Neck Fur.
3.95
7 75 Isabella Cony Neck Fur.. 3.37
9.00 Sable opossum Scarfs. 3 75
10.00 Isabella Opossum Stole. ...
0.75
11.00 Isabella Opossum Double scarf..
7 75
Sable
Fox
Double
and
Boa.
15.00 Isabella
9,50
Throw
,vith
Fox
Natural
Head..
22.00
12.30
ox Throw.
30 00 Black
t7.oo

Corsets

cordially invited

listen

er-pianos

Catarrh

*0*

you
to a

at this store is admitted

Kabo

J

«G»

Reliable Furs Reduced Nearly One=Half.

|

how your

YOU

Kent’s ’91 Cough Syrup

in and buy before it is too late.

I

showing

COUGH WHEN

everything purchased
by all.
in
that
consider
the
mind,
carefully
Bearing
following
offerings, and let your better judgment lead you to come

|

!nf'~

4 %.

earn

WHY

5
«&

of

assets

^
1

5620,000.00.

Sterling Quality

t

Shell Goods

Special

15 to 17c. V ALUE 8c. One lot
and back combs, worth up to 17c.

shell, side

To close

outat.8c. each

3 j%

in the future.

AIL

depositors, and
principal sum.

the

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present

depositors, and

will be

positors within

or

pleased

to open new accounts with any

prospective de-

without the State.

Ball.

Winterport defeated Frankfort in Winterport Jan. 26th by a score of 40 to 14.
The summary:
WlNTEBPOKT.
FbANKFOBT.
Wharff, rf 4.,..lh, Quigley, 6
Young, if, 6.rh, S. Otis
Shaw, c, 7 (6).c, Mclntire, 2
Philbrook, rh, 1.If, Kane, 1
Hall, lh.re, E. Otis
Umpire and referee, Fredericks and Flaherty, alternating. Time, 20 and 25 minute

periods.

STORNG, CONSERVATIVE instiUNQUESTIONED FINANCIAL STANDOur depositors are protected by a capital stock
a

tution of

I

which they were fastened with gave way,
and no serious damage was done_Arthur
Thompson’s horse got loose in the night and
wandered on to the hay, underneath which
was a cellar about 15 feet deep.
Mr. Thompson heard an uuusal noise at the barn, went
out and found his horse had broken through
where there was not much hay. He held
him until his wife could go to the neighbors
for assistance. They got the horse ont without much injury.Capt. and Mrs. E. H.
Colby were the guests of Mr. Wales Miller
recently—Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn entertains
the Benevolent Club, today, Thursday_
Charles Littlefield lost one of his best cows
lately. It was hooked by another cow.

—

your funds.

MAINE.

Lester Wilson’s cows
Poor’s Mills.
broke through the lioor into the barn cellar,
Fortunately the chains with
recently.

OUrtOSy, ilt)soiute safety and progress” go hand in
hand in the management of The City National Bauk of Belfast. Safe deposit boxes
at S3 a year—Fred A. Johnson, Masonic
Temple, has reduced the price on reliable
furs nearly one-half. He is closing out his
stock of Kabo corsets at a discount_
Maine State Prison sleighs, carriages and
harness, sold by E. R. Conner, Front street,
Belfast—Don’t forget the Brigham ball to
be given by Mr. Richard C. Rankin’s dancing classes in the Belfast Opera House
All brands of Wasonco CanMarch 6th
ned Goods at A. A. Howes & Co....Fancy
work bargains at The Fashion_The Firemen publish a card of thanks_See advt.
of E. A. Merriman real estate agent of Madison, Me—Sealed proposals for furnishing supplies for the Custom House building
will be received until Feb. 14th...Youcanget
an Edison pnonograph of F. A. Follett &
Son—James Wentworth publishes a card
of thanks—Ground floor front room to
rent at 29 Church street.Young man
wanted to work in a hank. Address post
office box 993, Belfast.See advt. of bay
press for sale.

safety of

We have

tall,

NOW:

ALL DRUGGISTS I

day are handled through the mails
deposit with us by mail wherever

a

can

130,000

street.

SEW AUVKBTISEMENTS.

and absolute

$46,000

Scott’s Emulsion•

feel that
would think he was
blacksmith.

or

4% Interest Compounded twice a Year

physician who had attended
the family for thirty years prescribed

To

exchanges beamounting to tens of

you live and be assured of

SWANVILLK.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Cunninghan, who
have been quite sick, are both improving...
In last week’s items it was a mistake about
Mr. aud Mrs. H. G. Applin having goue to
Somerville, but they did go last Monday_
The family of W. S. Nickerson has been
sick but all are better now.Miss Ruby
Gray is attending school at the Mills_
Comet grange is taking in uew members.

was

the fact that the tremendous

dollars
without loss. You

The River and Harbor Bill reported to
the House Jan. 23d carries a cash appropriation of $75,000 for a twenty-foot channel
from Gardiner to the month of the Kennebec river and authorizes an additional appropriation of $200,006 under a continuing
contract. Following are the Maine items of
$10,000 and upward, the second figures
whenever given being for expenditues authorized for continuing contracts:

schoolboy

proved by

tween Banks of different cities

The

J
V

of bridge were made up after supper, while
the remainder of the company were busy
with their needles. Ice cream was served

Exhibit. There will be an exhibition of pictures in Memorial llall on Friday
afternoon and evening, February 8th, under
the auspices of the High school. The exhibit is eailed the Turner Art Exhibit
and consists of 200 pictures. The following
artists are some of those represented: Rosa
llonheur, Corregio, Hofmann, Michsel
Angelo, Millet, Murillo, Raphad, Gilbert
Stuart, Turner, Van J)j ke, Vale*quez,
Whistler. This list of names of noted
artists is sufficient to indicate the high
character of the exhibit.
The proceeds
from this exhibit will be used for purchasing pictures for our High school room and
it is hoped that it will be liberally patronized by all who are interested in the welfare
of the school.

is

for Maine Rivers.

Cape Porpoise harbor,
Penobscot river,
Kennebec river,

Temple, Belfast, Maine.

The Safety of Banking by Wail,

#

pink. A supper of cold chicken, escalloped
clams, salads, rolls and olives, cream pie,

Art

Masonic

I

body.

S
O

minature number of some oue of the current magazines, the contents of which was
later read aloud. The decorations were in

in the evening. The club will meet Monday
evening with Miss Bertha Wiley, Congress

Captain Eli Mahoney of South Thomastou
died Jan. 22nd, aged 72 years. Previous to
his retirement, ten years ago, Capt. Mahoney
was oue of the best known masters
plying
between Thoinaston and New York. He
followed the coastwise trade for 25 years.
Before that he made 19 voyages to the West
Indies. A widow and ten children survive.

His arms were soft and flabby.
He didn’t have a strong muscle in his

A

Waldo

and south to post office. The length of the
route is 23.4 miles. The second order, which
is to be effective March ltith, regards the es-

norinw-est to

A Boston
weak and sickly.

?

G. Osborne Lord and Miss L. Grace Chadwick. The hall was very attractively arranged with screens, couch covers and sofa
pillows. Three pieces of Keyes' orchestra
furnished excellent music. Chicken sandwiches, olives and coffee were served.

a

roaa,

a

business.

attended dance

The

some time.
Mrs. Sawyer
called to Burnham from her home1
in
Waterville
the
illness aud death
by
|
; her mother aud brother. She leaves a husi band and one sister to mouru their loss. 1
| Much sympathy is expressed for the relatives, especially the sister as she has buried
all tier near relatives within two weeks.
The funeral was held at the home of her
Sister, Miss Mary Dyer, Tuesday afternoon.
Rev. Mr. Foster of Clintou spoke words of
comfort to the bereaved family. Mrs. O. B.
McKechnie and Miss Ethel Allen rendered
music. The floral offerings were manv and
beautiful.
was

*

gfven Monday evening in Memorial
Hall by Mrs. Edward R. Estabrooks, Mrs.

irieny place ana
retrace, northeast to Young’s coiner, southerly around pond to Swanville post office,
southerly to Webber’s corner, southeast
and south to T. C. Nickerson’s place and retrace southwest to board landing schoolhouse, south to upper bridge, northeast and
southeast through Robbinstown to shore
road to Searsport, southwest across bridge
11 ui

on

was

Attention, Veterans.

driving the stage,

is

Eugene Barns will take

WALDO TRUST COMPANY

years.

II poor health for

Warden,

County Veteran Association will meet with
Thos. H. Marshall Post, Belfast, Feb. 7tb,
1SK)7. If stormy, the next fair day. Comrades of Waldo County, we have not met
with the Belfast boys for some time and rations in the county are getting short. Let
us rally on Belfast, where there is enough
and to spare. We earnestly invite our
members to be on hand with sixty
New Mail Arrangements. An r. v. honorary
days’rations iu their haversack,I don’t mean
d. to Searsport.
Postmaster Field regrub, but something iu the line of entertaincently received two important notices in ment that do the
boys good. We had some
regard to new mail arrangements. The at our last
meeting in Monroe.—A. Stinson,
first, w hich is to go into effect February 1st,
of theSec'y Lorenzo Jones.
is the rearrangement of route No. 2, which by reque.-t
The J. Ks had their first picnic supper
after that date will be as follows: Beginning at the post office and going thence of the season' at 4 Co/urt street on Tuesday
northerly to the upper bridge, northeast to evening. There were fourteen present and
board
landing schoolhouse, northwest, they found their places by characteristic
north and northeast over new road to Oak initial place cards. Each member also had

is under the direction of Sirs. E. S. Pitcher.
The program speaks for itself and it contains a number of compositions of local
musicians, which will doubtless prove a
great attraction to many. Admission, 25
cents.
The program will be as follows:
Overture, The Granger’s Daughter,
li. P. Chase
Keyes’ Orchestra.
Maine
Paper,
Musicians,
ocntt Finances. The report of
Miss Grace Lord.
nly commissioners of Waldo county Piano Solo,
I a, Ganz Alleiu Mazurka,
S. A. Emery
year 1906, shows an excess of reG. W. Marston
( b, Romanza,
over liabilities of $7247 73.
The
Miss Mary Faunce.
Hires
are:
Unpaid county taxes, Soprano Solo, Love’s Monody, Barker-Lord
Miss Isaphene Patterson.
fees due clerk of court’s office,
Hall
cash in treasury, $6261.41; total, Cornet Solo, ♦Selected,
M. S. Crockett.
'■'*1 03. The only liabilities are current
in C,
Porter
a*
Melody
Piano
Solo
1
I tano Solo,
allowed and unpaid, $1653 30. There
b Wood Notes>
Paine
lt" no
Miss Ethola Frost.
county taxes due from any of the
Mezzo Soprano Solo,
**'
for the years prior to 1906, and
a, The Maple Strews the Embers,
"*i‘.iio has been paid on a total of $7114.58
dedicated to Mrs. Wescott
A. C. Knight
"-‘ssed for that year.
Fourteen towns
Bartlett
ll"- paid in full for
b, The Day is Ended,
1906, and several others
Mrs. C. W. Wescott.
paid in part. The amount received Tenor Solo, Gray Rocks ahd Grayer Seas,
hi fines and costs in the
Vannah
supreme court
Russell Lord.
71451.84; police courts aud trial jus- Piano Quartette, Ride of the
Hussars,
$381.00; for sale of alcohol from
Spindler
*’' •'1
Misses Pitcher, Frost, Chaples and Ileal.
liquors, $163 70; sale of empty liquor
Chapman
els, $122.74; interest account, $1263.99. Soprano Solo, Singing-of You,
Mrs. E. P. Frost.
xpenditures include expenses of the Soprano Solo and Quartette,
"'"ie court, $4071.56;
A Creole Lullaby,
J. W. Wheeler
general bills,
Misses Wells, Skay,
84; la,w library association, 20 per
Messrs. Morse, Pitcher.
of liquor fines, $290.00; expenses of
March, The Granger’s Daughter,
“H. $719.42; land damages, $30.00; salaries
R. P. Chase
1,1
Keyes’ Orchestra.
$7193.80.
Wunty officers,
■

SECRET SOCIETIES.

Golden Cross Temple,Pythian Sisterhood,
Quite a large delegation went to Augusta
has been postponed to Feb. 21.
yesterday to attend the hearing before the will confer the degree on five candidates to
Aurora Rebekah Lodge of Odd Fellows
appropriations committee in behalf of the ! morrow, Friday, evening. A picnic supper
held its regular fortnightly supper last week
resolve making an appropriation of $1,500 i will be served. All members are
requested
Odd Fellows build-

sented the cane to Deacon Fletcher in a
May evening, Feb. 1st, an enter- short but heartfelt address. The
recipient
will be given in the M. E. church
was nearly at loss for words to express his
th the following program: Graphfeelings, but finally did so in a way that
"leetion; piano solo, Lillian Brad- showed his visitors that he was
deeply
ilogue, Dorothy Clyde, nine young touched
by their expressions of good will
The
ong.
Drum, Wesley Wood; and regard.
The cane is a handsome
i, Ruth Maeomber; vocal solo, sestick, of a rare and beautifully grained
ll rs. Julia Braddock ; graphaphone
wood, and bears on the silver bead the emAdmission 10 cents.
On the blem and initials of the Brotherhood. Af■te in the afternoon there will be a
ter the presentation, Mrs. Fletcher, who
vie in the M. E. church,
was in the secret and was prepared for the
is the usual colony of fishing tents
callers, served refreshments, and the even,
ice near Citypoint and the smelts
ing was pleasantly spent in social inter'ted very plentiful. In addition to course. Mrs. Fletcher is not in good health
is cleared in smelt fishing on this
and was assisted in the preparation by her
which are by no means small, the son, Willis B. Fletcher, aud his wife.
fascinating. Each tent is provided
Parlor Musical Recital. There will
v -tove and
is kept comfortable even
be a recital in Odd Fellows’ Hall Tuesday*
weather. A hole is cut in the ice,
evening, February 5th. The program will
hundreds of the smooth

ugh this,

|

Deposits

received and

placed

on

inlarast the first of each

month.

Deposits in this flank

are

exampt from taxation.

-*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦•-

X
ROBERT F. DUSTOX,
ARTHUR I. BROWS,

RUi8|T}E:E8:
JAHES%H. HOWES, \FKEO.G.WUlPE
BEX

D.ZFIELD.

Rural

POPULAR BELIEFS

THAT

HAVE

NO

That superstition exerts a powerful
influence over the affairs of mankind
may be ascertained by a residence in
almost any rural community in the
country. It cannot be said that only
the ignorant and uncouth classes give
credence to dark sayings. There are
thousands of persons who do unacknowledged service to the mysterious
and unknown whose training and education have not succeeded in eutirely
destroying the effect of potencies ana
charms learned and believed in youth.
Especially is this true if the individual
be Southern born, for the association
and influence of darkies may not be
dismissed at a word, and there is no
more superstitious class than the South-

potent remedy in the roots
and herbs of the field than was ever
produced from drugs.
In the good old-fashioned days of
our grandmothers few drugs were
used in medicines and Lydia E.
Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., in her
study of roots and herbs and their
power over disease discovered and
gave to the women of the world a
remedy for their peculiar ills more
potent and efficacious than any
combination of drugs.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

is an honest, tried and true remedy of unquestionable

country. No section may claim to be
above liarboring such beliefs, or rather,
practices; for it may not be claimed
that all believe in the efficacy who prac-
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list of them. They crop out
suitable circumstances and as
occasion calls for their observance.
Below are some of the common sayings in a community made up of descendants of Pennsylvania Dutch who
settled in the Keystone State shortly
after the colony was organized:
If in washing the dishes or in cleaning the table before a meal the cook
make

a

under

displacements,
flatulency, general debility, indigestion
should remember there is

one

tried and true

of.the

it, all will be well and the soap will
be tine, but if a woman comes the soap
will spoil in the making.
If you sing in bed you will cry next
day. If you sing before breakfast you
will cry before night.
If you want a cat to stay at your
stirs

home, rub its paw

on

the stove,

dog, measure his tail
with a'eornstalk and bury the latter under the front step.
If you sleep with your feet toward
the door you will soon be carried out a
To

keep

a new

corpse.
If an infant is puny and does not

grow satisfactorily it must be measured
for the “undergrowth.” A “pow-wovv”
doctor, usually a woman, will strip the
child, measure it with a string the same
color as its hair say some “words,” bury
the string in a secret place and repeat
three times.
The child will get well.
There are dozens of children in a certain
Dutch community that were measured
in this way and are now pointed to as
examples and proof of the efficacy of
the method.
In setting out fruit trees a woman
must hold the tree while a man sets it
and tramps the dirt about the roots.
Tliis makes it a sure bearer. This also
is practised in numberless communities.
To kill a toad will cause the cow to
give bloody milk.—Scientific American.
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pussibiy

the one who be.
prosper and
It
gins it will not live 10 finish it.
is
true
that
not ten women
probably
out of every hundred can be found who
would as willingly start a garment on
Friday as on some other day.
If the individuals of a hunting party,
in crossing a fence, go over the same
section luck will be good, but if several
sections be crossed the hunt will be a
failure.
If in strolling two persons go on opposite sides of a tree, one or both of
them will meet disappointment before
the day is over.
Looking at a new moon for the first
time through obstructions, as through
a tree top, foretells misfortunes during
that moon. To see it over the right
shoulder and in a clear space brings

good luck.

The rabbit always carries omens of ill
fortune, if you meet him going from
home you may look for trouble before
you return;
going toward, home there
w ill be trouble in
your family.
>\.shes must not'be taken from a fireplace in a sick room. The death of the
patient would follow’. Nor must the
bed of a sick person be turned over. It
is actually true that this last provision
is believed and actually followed in
numberless homes where wealth and
culture abound.
No one ever saw a negro meet a corpse.
The most courageous darkey will go out
of his way or turn back on his path
rather than encounter such a calamity.
It is said that if you meet a corpse your
turn will come next. If the corpse is
stopped on the way to the grave another
member of the family will soon follow.
k'rant. mush

in t.h** riarlr
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the moon if it is to be sour.
ft is the height of folly to cut a child’s
finger nails before it is a year old, for
then it will pilfer and steal. The nails
must be broken and bitten off. Potatoes
and all roots must be planted in the
dark of the moon, when it is decreasing
or going down in size; likewise, crops
that grow above ground must be planted in the light or increase of the moon.
Hogs must be butchered when the
moon is increasing, otherwise the meat
will shrivel up and fry away in cooking.
A family must never move except in
the light, or increase, of the moon.
This will secure prosperity and increase
of possession. They will grow as the
moon grows.
This is another superstition that is in almost general practice
in all classes of society.
If a child is allowed to look in a
mirror before it is a year old teething
will be difficult. Tf a coffin containing
a corpse be placed so that it is reflected
in a mirror there will be another death
in that family inside a year.
The tying of a small sack containing
the fore-feet of a ground mole assures a
full set of pretty teeth. If in teething
the child’s gums are sore it taay be cured
by rubbing the gums with rabbit brains
hot from the head. Both of these remedies are too commonly practised to excite comment among the people who
observe such things.
To remove a wart from the body steal
a piece of bacon, rub the wart with it
and then bury it under the eaves. Say
nothing about this and the wart will
The writer removed a
soon disappear.
number of warts from his own bands

when a boy by doing this.
A stray black cat in the backyard
foretells good luck.
If a woman is making soap and a man

prostration, they
remedy, Lydia E. Pink-

ham’s Vegetable Compound.
No other remedy in the country has such a record of cures, of
United
female ills, and thousands of women residing in every part
States bear willing testimony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable compound and what it has done for them.
Mrs, Pinkham invites all sick women to write her for advice. She has
has been advising
guided thousands to health. For twenty-five years she of
Lydia E. Pinksick women free of charge. She is the daughter-in-law
ham and as her assistant for years before her decease advised under her

INSECT NOTES.
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death.

A

or inflammation,
or nervous

ulceration

weakness,

drops a dishrag some one is coming
hungry.
If the dishrag is dropped while washing the dishes after a meal “some slut
is coming, if she is not already there.”
The crowing of a rooster before the
front door early in the morning foretells the visit of a stranger.
If a red bird flits about the yard and
Special Announcement Regarding the
National Pure Food and Drug Law.
chirps merrily a young girl, gayly
dressed and light hearted, may be exWe are pleased to announce that Foley’s
Honey ami Tar tor coughs, colds and lung
pected soon.
The growing of a rooster in the night troubles is not affected by the National
Pure Food and Drug law as it contains no
is a sign of hasty news. Thus, many a
opiates or other harmful drugs, and we recrooster, by a single crow, lias cast a ommend
it as a safe remedy tor children
gloom over an entire family.
and adults.—K. 11. Moody.
The howling of a dog at night foretell some dire calamity, such as a tragic
screaming of a screech owl three
nights in succession in or about the
front yard is a sign that some one in
tlie house is in danger of death. To
cause the owl to leave, stick the shovel
in the fire.
The crowing of a chicken hen portends bad luck. It always results in
the death of the lien without delay, for
no good women would allow a crowing
hen to live longer than it takes to cut
off its head.
In ironing a garment if the smoothing iron is dropped the owner of the
garment will never live to wear it obi.
Friday is an unlucky day. If a piece

value,
therapeutic
j
list of actual

its record of more than thirty years, its long
s
cures of those serious ills peculiar to women, entitles Lydia E. Pinkham
Vegetable Compound to the respect and confidence of every fair minded
person and every thinking woman.
When women are troubled with irregular or painful functions,

During

generally superspread over the

been reared among the people, for if a
stranger were to ask for a list of superstitions prevailing in any one place it is

of

a more

ern

tice and observe certain forms or take
cognizance of defined circumstances.
Nevertheless, there are, as a matter of
fact, few persons who care to pass a
pin lying on the ground if the point
chances to lie toward them. Almost
invariably that pin will be picked up.
An experiment of this kind was made
in Chicago, in an office building, the
occupants of which and their visitors
should be as free from any touch of
superstition as any set of men on earth.
But fifteen men out of twenty stooped
to pick up a bright pin laid on a dark
spot of the velvet carpet in the corridor.
How many persons will confess to a
weakness for seeing the new moon over
their right shoulder uuobscured by any
bushy tree top? A.greater number will
deny belief in the efficacy who will at
the same time confess that they would
rather see the moon “right.” This remarkable superstition prevails in ail
parts of the world. Its very universality almost compels belief in its potency.
-Xi pne would learn the popular superstitions of any community he must have

Experiments Toward Economy

NATURE PROVIDES
FOR SICK WOMEN

SCIENTIFIC BASIS.

negro.
It is remarkable bow
stitious sayings have

THK GIRL WHO SKILKS.

Telephone and Telegraph Poles.

Superstitions.
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(Bulletin No.
134, Maine Agricultural Experiment
Insect Notes for 1906

records

Station)

some

of the insects

which have been especially injurious or
otherwise prominent during the past

season.

The brown-tail moth which has for
several years been present in the southern and' coast counties of this State,
and the gypsy moth the egg clusters of
which have been found this winter in
the region of Kittery, are discussed
the damage they
w ith reference to
threaten and the means of combatting
«
them.
The large areas devoted to potato in
Aroostook County invites the attack of
such insects as can adapt themselves to
this plant. Aside from the inevitable
Colorado potato beetle and the common
(lea beetle, the insects working most
conspicuously upon the potato the past
season are the smart-weed tiea beetle,
the tarnished plant hug, and two species
of plant lice.
For several years the alders in the
State have been white stemmed w’ith a

large wooly plant louse called the alder
blight. The syrphus maggots and the
harvester caterpillars are recorded as

practically exterminating

this

plant

louse in some localities.
An account is given of the Larch case
bearer at work on the larch or “juniper”

trees.
the miscellaneous insect notes
discussed the yellowhead cranberry
worm on sweet Gale; the distinction between the character of the work of the
railroad worm and the codling moth; a
moth infesting spruce cones; the dia-

Among

are

mond back moth as a greenhouse pest;
six troublesome orchard caterpillars;
and the spiny caterpillar so common
upon elm and willow.

species of mosquitoes, two beto the genus Anopheles, which
collected during the season, are

Seven

longing
were

recorded.
Such insects received at the Station
during the year for identification as
possess economic or other interest, are
listed with the locality from which they
were received.
Often important insect
situations are brought to notice through
insects received in this way.
XA

lew

new

lUU3tiUM/IV/HO

CV1C

ill

this Bulletin: Figures of the harvester,
the butterfly enemy to the alder blight;
a photograph of a cicada or harvest fly,
numerous last summer; and a photograph of a common parasite of the red-

caterpillar which destroyed

humped

enormous

numbers of these orchard

pests in Maine during the past two

sea-

sons.

This Bulletin (134) will be sent free to
all residents of Maine who apply to the

Agricultural
Orono, Me.
this paper.
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How to Avoid Pneumonia.

You can avoid pneumonia and other serious results from a cold by taking Foley’s
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough and exthe cold from the system as it is mildRefuse any but the genuine in
y laxative.
the yellow package.—R. H. Moody.

fiels

Clear up the complexion, cleanse the
liver and tone the system. You can best do
this by a dose or two of DeWitt’s Little
Early Risers. Safe, reliable little pills with
a
The pills that everyone
reputation.
knows. Recommended by R. U. Moody.

Jack London says; “It should be
read by every man, woman and child
who cherishes the belief that he or she
is not a selfish clod.” The distinguished author thus estimates “The Long
Day,” a true story of a New York
working girl as told by herself, which
began serial publication in The Evening Telegram, New York, Monday,
January 28th.

Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar

Cures all Coughs, aid expels Colda from
the system by gently moving the bowel*.

Literary News and Notes.
The February Everybody’s makes a
wide appeal to’Americans—to everyone,
who is “awake.” There is a remarkable group of six special articles, and
for entertainment seven fiction contributions of the highest order of excellence. In addition, there are special
drawings, poeniB, and the usual departments of book reviewing, humor, and
publishers’ “straight talk.”

a

Product

Which

Must

in the Use
Maintain

800,000 Miles of Lines.
With the life of telephone and telegraph poles at its present limit, the
800,000 miles of existing lines, requiring 32,000,000 poles, must be renewed
approximately four times before trees
suitable to take their place can grow.
A pole lasts in service about twelve
years, on the average, but is made
In
from a tree about 60 years old.
other words, to maintain a continuous
supply five times as many trees must
be growing in the forest as there are
poles in use. The severity of this drain
upon forest resources by the telephone
and telegraph companies is obvious
enough. Just as in the case of railroad
ties, the question of pole supply has
thrust itself into prominence.
To
lengthen the life of poles, and in this
way to moderate demand and conserve
future supplies, has become an important matter, affecting the public as
well as private interests.
Since 1902 the Forest Service has
been making a thorough study of the
preservative treatment of poles and of
the value of the seasoning in relation
to treatment.
In this work its first
object has been, as in its studies of
cross-ties and construction timbers, to
make the timber last as long as possible, so as to check the annual demand
for renewal and thus lesson so far as

possible the drain upon the forest.
Cooperating with telephone and telegraph companies, railroads, lumber
companies, and individuals, it lias
urged forward a series of experiments
covering all phases of the problem,
from the question of the best season
for cutting, through subsequent stages
of handling,"to the final setting of the
pole. Some’of the most important results obtained deal with the seasoning

I

The wind was east and the chimney smoked.
And the old brown house seemed dreary,
For nobody smiled and nobody joked,
\
The young folks grumbled, the old folks

If Mothers

croaked;
They had come home chilled and weary.
Then opened the door and a girl came in;
Oh, she was homely—very!
Her nose was pug, and her cheek was thin,
There wasn’t a dimple from brow to chin,
But her smile was bright and cheery.
She spoke no word of the cold and damp,
Nor yet of the gloom about her,
But she mended the fire, and lighted the

~

5

stamp

>

at

brown,
And with dampness nearly dripping,
She changed for a bright, warm, crimson
gown;

They forgot the air

was nipping ;
They forgot that the home was a dull old
place,
And smoky from base to rafter,
And gloom departed from every face
As they felt the charm of her mirthful

INSIDIOUS DANGKR.
One of the worst features of kidney trouble is that it is an insidious disease and before the victim realizes his danger he may
have a fatal malady. Take Foley’s Kidney
Cure at the first sign of trouble as it corrects irregularities and prevents Bright’s
disease and diabetes.—II. 11. Moodv.
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Write for free book Children L.ud
their Diseases."
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DR.J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Established

1861

B
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Special treatment for tape worms. Free pamphlet.
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Seasoning was studied in the first
place to derlermine the rate at which
poies become air dry, that is, lose as

much moisture as they will uait with
through evaporation in the open air.
The time of cutting was also carefully
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Makes

Considered. Experiment proved that
poles cut in winter dry more regularly

than those cut at other seasons, and alThe Assistant Secretary of Agricul- so show a greater loss in moisture at
ture, Prof. W. M. Hays, suggests that the end of six months' seasoning. The
the twentieth century boy on a farm .advantages of winter cutting are,
need not envy his cousins in the city. therefore, even drying, with a minimum
It is to be the century of the farm boy’s liability to check, and light weight—an
opportunity, and the desiie to get back obvious advantage for shipment by
to the land, already so manifest, will be
freight. Spring or summer cutting seaugmented by Professor Hays’ article cures a more rapid loss of moisture at
on ‘The Coming Boy on the Farm,”
first, owing to the temperature, but
contributed to The Youth’s Companion only for three or four months. At the
for January 17th.
end of from six to eight months spring
Hamilton Busbey, for many years and summer cut poles are found to
connected with Turf, Field and Farm, have dried only three-quarters as much
and author of “The Trotting and Rac- as winter-cut poles. Spring and suming Horse in America” and “History of mer cutting, however, would result in
the Horse in America,” has written an saving in freight and increased duiabilimportant new work entitled “Reminis- ity if the poles are to be shipped and
used within three or four months after
cences of Men and Horses,” which
Dodd, Mead & Co., will publish this cutting.
The second point to be determined
spring. Mr. Busbey is one of the leading authorities on the horse in America, was the degree of shrinkage in circumand has been the intimate of all the ference during air seasoning. This was
great breeders and trainers, including found to be very slight, averaging but
Robert Bonner, Benjamin F. Tracy, little over .05 percent at the butt and .06
Senator Bailey, etc. The book will con- per cent at the top. The rapid shrinktain many interesting portraits of both age of wood does not begin until the
percentage of moisture is reduced lowmen and horses.
er than is possible in the case of teleIt is quite as true that wisdom is
phone and telegraph poles in out-of-door
money as that time is money, and never seasoning.
so true as when dealing with the butchThe effect of soaking in water upon
v/1.
jl
nnun
uu»*
su
ui ucci
uuj a
the rate of seasoniug was the third of
that will cost only twenty cents but the
problems dealt with. The experiwhen cooked aright will be as delicious ments, substantiate the common
opinion
and as nourishing as one which costs that
poles soaked from two to four
cents
means
to
the
houseforty
money
weeks
subsequently season at a
wife.
Many housewives, however, do materially increased rate.
not even know one cut of beef from anFinally, it was found that checking in
other except as the butcher labels it. the course of
seasoning is not serious
Along these lines a series of articles in when poles have been carefully cut.
the New Idea Woman’s Magazine is
Rapid-grown timber, however, when
giving information. Miss Elizabeth'W. so carelessly cut as to leave jagged ends,
Morrison, the well-known writer on was found to split badly at the butt and
food topics, talks of “The Hind Quarter at the
top. This is doubtless merely the
of Beef” in the February number, stick
partially broken off instead of
showing by diagrams where each cut being cut clear through.
lies and following the general treatment
Just how much thorough seasoning
of the subject by a number of good will
add to the life of poles can not be
recipes, such as pot roast and beefsteak told until the actual tests are are made
rolls. The future numbers will take up in service. The
poles upon which the
veal and lamb in the same way.
tests-are being made have been set in
a
line
their
where
behavior can be comThe new number of The American
Magazine—the February number is pared with that of unseasoned poles,
easily the best one issued so far by the and will be closely watched. Upon a
new editors.
It is full of snap. Miss number of the seasoned poles a test was
Tarbell’s Lincoln article is undoubted- also made to show the value of various
ly one of the great stories of the year. preservative treatments, which is exJosephine Daskam Bacon begins her pected to throw additional light on the
new series, “We And Our Servants.” subject of durability.
The first article contains enough vital
<0 XJb o \3l* >0* iHL X xl. ■
opinion and lively satire to keep the
1 he Kind You Have Always Bquj> W
Bean the
average family discussing the servant
problem for a month. Frederic C. Howe
reveals some astonishing facts about
“Graft in England.” Dr. Leonard Keen
Hirshberg tells thetruth about “Cancer,
Our Clubbing Offers. Owing to the
the Unconquered Plague.” W. G. FitzGerald reports the discovery, in South crowded condition of our columns we have
Africa, of a diamond three times big- had to discontinue the advertisements of
ger than any ever before found—a dia- clubbing offers, and will present them
mond bigger than a baseball.
“The briefly here. They apply only to subscripInterpreter” this month talks about tions paid in advance; and when payment is
Lincoln—a talk which the critic shrewd- made it should be stated what
premium, if
ly suspects is from the pen of F. P. any, is desired. It is also necessary to say
Dunne, the creator of “Mr. Dooley,” that none of these
publications are mailed
although it is unsigned.
with The Journal or from this office. We
Following the example of President have to pay for these publications one year
Roosevelt, who gave publicity to his in advance, and they are then sent from
views on child labor reform in the Janu- their
respective offices to our subscribers.

jf

regular intervals to guard against them-. Some of
the symptoms of worms are languid looks, indigestion with variable appetite, malaria,irritable disposition and restless sleep. If your children show
any of these signs do not risk delay but give
them the remedy that has given relief
for over 50 years.
It is purely
vegetable and harmless in any
condition of child or adult.
Sold by all dealers, 35c.,,50c., $1.00.

Her dress, which was something in sober

grace
And the cheer of her happy laughter.
Oh, give me the girl who will smile and sing,
And make all glad together!
To be plain or fair is a lesser thing,
But a kind, unselfish heart can bring
Good cheer in the darkest weather.
—Mary A. Gillette, Youth’s Companion,
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DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR

lamp.

And she put on the place a different
From that it had without her.

I
W^Bp

Only Knew!

Nine times o it of ten when children are out of sorts a few doses of
Dr. True's E.ixir will make them well, strong ami
happy. If worms
are present they
will he expelled.
If there are no worms True's
Elixir acts
'Vi.t‘e tonic laxative.
It cleans out the stomach
and bowels, and t :rns the scale in favor of health
by aiding and
strengthening .the digestion. Unsuspected Worms cause*so much illness in children that it is a custom in manv families to
give
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Economize fuel.
caused by indigestion. If you eat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
expand—swell, and puff up against the
heart. This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in the course of
time the heart becomes diseased,

Glenwood ranges are in use in Los
Angeles, Calf., and vicinity, and they are giving
satisfaction
all oyer the country.
complete

have just received
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PASSENGER TRAIN StRV

REPUBLICANS! JOURNAL." .AVe

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. AVe have already announced
that we offer tlie two together for $2.10.

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Jdea at this
office.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
Belfast, Maine.
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After eating, my food would distress me by making
my heart palpitate and I would become very weak.
Finally I got a bottle of Kodcl and it gave me imme*
fliate relief. After using a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. LORING NICHOLS. Penn Yan, N. Y.
I had stomach trouble and

a new

Boston,

Clinton.f7 30

digests what

body. For Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucoue
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh

M

Over 3500

For Dyspepsia
you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
and
health to every organ of the
Strength
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Milo 4.11 p. m., Miilinocket
7.40 p. m., Foit Fairfield 9.40 p.
9.22 p. in., Caribou 9.50 p. in.
Leave—Searsport 3.20 p. in., >
for and arriving at No. Bangui ;
4.20 p. m., So. Lagrange 5.27 p. u
Dover 0.25 p. in., Greenville 7 5% p.
ARRIVALS
a.

>•

|
=

i

—

arv

numher of the Woman’s Home Pom.

Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
panion, Senator Albert Beveridge has
year’s
subscription paid in advance:
the
same
medium to explain his
sought
national child labor bill to the American The Journal and Farm & Home.|2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
people. Senator Beveridge convincing- The
2.10
Journal and McCall’s
ly presents the need of a national child The Journal and New IdeaMagazine...
Magazine....2.10
labor law' and incidentally gives his view The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50
of the important question of States’
rights. In the same number of the
There is a young man around this
magazine is an editorial by Dr. Edward vicinity who, besides being a great
Everett Hale, in which the distinguish- stammerer, is rather dense. At a dance
ed American gives a characteristic not long ago, this young man invited a
view of club women and what they half a dozen girls to dance with him,
should do for their country’s bene- and they all replied, “we don’t underfit.
Gertrude Atherton writes of stand you.” This made him mad, so
the club question in an article he said to the last girl who refused him,
entitled “The Club Man and the “You g-g-go t t to—blazes; d-d-do you
Club Woman,” and Elizabeth Duer con- understand that?” The young lady betributes an article on “The Millionaire
gan to cry and told her big brother what
Women of yesterday and To-day,” in the
young man had said to her, wherewhich she compares the modern woman
upon the brother informed the stutterof wealth with her ricli sister of decades er that if he didn’t apologize to his
past. This article is the firstof a series sister he would wipe up the floor and
of four on the general theme “The
the adjoining yard with him. So the
Woman of Millions.”
young fellow went over to the girl and
needn’t g-g go to—
In McClure’s for February, the Chris- said, “say, y-y-you
b b-brother and I have
tian Science serial steadily increases blazes, your
m m-made different arrangements.
in interest and power. Mrs. Eddy’s
relations with P. P. Quimby, the mental
healer of Belfast, are taken upin this
I was a
installment, and a thoroughly convincing and able presentation of the man
who was so potent an influence in her
career is given.
Mrs. Eddy’s first visit
to Quimby, her letters and verses in
praise of him, and Mrs. Crosby’s account
of Mrs. Eddy’s performances as the
medium of her dead brother, Albert Dear Sirs:—So. Penobscot, Me., Feb. 13,1906.
I used your "L. F.” Bitters for sick
Baker, are presented, together with
some striking facsimiles and portraits.
headache from which I was a great sufWilliam Allen White contributes in this
ferer. I never found anything like it. We
number a brilliant analysis of Roosevelt
and his career. The Campaign of 1860 also used it for JAUNDICE in our family.
is described in the Carl Schurz Rem- It made a quick cure.
iniscences, and dramatic episodes occurYours truly, Mrs. Vinton C. Gray.
ring at the time of Lincoln’s nomination are related with much spirit and
Eminent physicians say that threehumor. John La Farge contributes a
of all diseases come from poor
fine criticalstudy of Sacred Conversa- quarters
tions in painting. A. W. Rolker writes digestion, inactive liver and bowels. A
of “The Wild Animal Physician and 35c. bottle of “L. F.” Atwood’s MediHis Patients,” and recounts many cine will cure all these troubles and
prethrilling illustrations of the courage and vent serious sickness.
ingenuity that enter into this branch of
medicine. The fiction is unusually fresh,
original, and strong.

Great
Sufferer from

SICK HEADACHE

Cream Balm is placea into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and is absorbed.
Relief is im-

follows. It is not drying—does
Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
mediate and

not

Arrive—Stockton 10.05 a.m..
Leaving Milo 7.25 a. in., Gn

Steam, Furnaces, Stoves ami Stove Repairs,
Tin Flute, uml Sheet Iron Work.

in.

Dover & Foxcroft 7.05 a in.. So. i
ni., Bangor 8.40 a. in., No. Bangoi
Arrive—Northern Maine Jun
Leaving Caribou 7.00 a. in., IV.
а. ni.. Fort t airfield 7 05 a. m.. Ho
Ashland 7.55 a. in., Miilinocket
12.35 p. m., So. Lagrange 1.08 p nArrive—Stockton 8.05 p. in., s»m. Leaving Caribou 11.45 a. m.. iv
H'
p. m., Fort Fairfield 11.45 a. in.,
Fort Kent 10.55 a. in.. Ashland 12.
<
nocket 4.25 p. in., Milo 5.45 p. ni.
m
p. m., Dover & Foxcroft 5.15 p. ■
б. 17 p. 111., Bangor 6.45 p. in., No.

BLOCK, SEARSPORT, MAINE,
lyrsi

STAPLES’

a cure

produce sneezing.

EA

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile

^Ointment will cure Blind,
^Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors,

allays the itching at once, acts
as a poultice, gives instant re-

lief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Oint-

ment is prepared for PPe«and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on receipt of price. 50 cents and $1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland, 6hio
Sold by R. H. Moody.

.*

W. M. BROWN, General
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,

Sup

Fassengei 11

HAMLIN'S
WINTER

*

*

Insurance Agency,

«

Belfast to Boston,
EFFECTIVE TO MARCH 31.

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE,

FILL ONE BIN WITH

R?

REDUCED

Writes all Forms of Insurance.
with the

Pea Coal!
We have just received a cargo of bet! quality PEA COAL, which you can buy, as long
as it lasts, for,

$5.50 per ton

THE SWAN k SIBLEY CO,
33, 35, 37

Front St.,

Belfast, Maine

TKT.F.PHnWF. 8.9!.

at

bestfcompanies
tlie'fctandard rate*.

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers, Contractors
and Trustees.
9tf
Telephone Connection.
Commeucing Moiuiay, Decembei

Bad AnnmmtQ

iiuii

era

nvuvumv

Collected—anywhere—every
and.others.

Farmers and dealers can save the specula
tors’ profit by sending live stock on commission. Will start a Live Stock car from
Belfast every Monday morning and load
stock at all stations on Belfast Branch. Cars
of live stock leave Burnham Junction every
Monday noon. Cattle can be tested for
Tuberculosis by the Tuberculin Test at
home with little trouble and expense. Write
for information.

P. L. LIBBY,

Tuesdays ami Fnd.
From Rockland, via Camden, Me
Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m.
From Winterport at 10a.m., Bi
Mondays and Thursdays, via way
A!? cargo, except live stock ve
of this company, is insured again
From Boston

charge if not
Correspondence

No

solicited.

LIVE
STOCK

■

RETURNING

where—for Retail Merchants

successful.

h

leave Belfast for Boston via Cam

land, Mondays and Thursdays at3
li'nr
Baovcnm^ WtinU snort mill VV
nesdays and Saturdays* at 7 45 a. m
rival of steamer from Boston.

The International Adjustment Bureau,
527 to 533 University Building,
Vanderbilt Square,
lll)5*
Syracuse, N. Y.

[

vine risk
FRED W.
A. 1!.

FOTE. Agent, Belfast.
HANSCOM, G. P. & T

I WILL SELL

WANTED
Women between 18 and 30 years of age to work
as attendants in the Medfleld Insane Asvlum at
Medfleld Junction, Mass., .0 miles from'Boston,
Wages increase with length of service. An optunity to become a trained nurse Address
DR. EDWARD FRENCH,
lyr38
Medfleld, Mass.

At less than one-half value, a No
Separator, used one year, guarani
condition; also one portable 0 h. p
also 10 or 12 useful horses.
W. E. (IKIN'Phoenix 11
Tel. 7-11, Belfast.
Tel. 3-13, Searsport.

Townsend’s Postals

hereby gives notice that he has m
pointed administrator of the estate ■;
ELLEN M. ELDRIDGE, late of M n
in the County of Waldo, deceased,

ARE THE BEST

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The

•

bonds as the law directs. All persons
rnands against the estate of said de«
desired to present the same for settle
all indebted thereto are requested to n
ment immediately.
HENRY L. ELDKI
Winterport, December 11, 1906.—3w4

Burnham, Maine

Telephone, Burnham 1-3.

NEXT DOOR TO WINDSOR BOTH.

The New Years’Sale
—OF—

PIPES
Now on. Also agent for the Bangor Daily News
Waterville Sentinel and Pennsylvania Grit

D .F. STEPHENSON.

TO LET

FARM FOR SALE.
THE

THEODORE

OSGOOD

FARM

in

Palermo, consisting of about 300 acres, with a
large lot of lumber. An abundance of hard wood
ana plenty of pasturing, well watered.
Would
make a nice dairy, sheep or poultry farm. Good
location for a gentleman's summer home. Good
orchard, nice soil, and a first-class farm for any
The present ow ner is not used to farming.
one.
E. M. CLARK, Albion, Me.
P. O. address, R. F. D. No, 47.
4w2

with hoard, a large, pleasant room at th
Home for
women. Steam heat,
cold water. Bath room on same floor
for one or two ladies. For terms apply
on the premises.
2tf

Aged

Ilf lilTPn Polite, smart ami
Wm H M I Kll house to house
W ^11 I
Very liberal termto the Portland Flavoring Co., 208 Coinmm
tf 13
Portland, Mai ne*

■

Johnson Continues

o.

C*F(

His

Reminiscences.
ist I left the Rebel ram
ng for the mouth of the
.jver, the two ships the
i the Wyalusing with sig-

they were sinking, and
fleet inactive with no
flag ship as to what to

|hn
■

sii’1

some

fifteen

minutes

flag officer seemi'mself and signaled the
ad a long pole attached

iv

the

the outboard end of
to go in and at; ae ram up, and for near: ae
rest of the fleet lay
itched the futile efforts
o
approach the ram.
1 perhaps be proper to

irpedo,

,i

er theSassacus nor
in a
cut
.-ops were

the

sinking condition,
badly
up

■

and the action of the
improve the situation
sue either could not or
; roach tile ram near

(i
r..i

the torpedo.
She
arge ship and was known
ami did not answer her
Vdd to this thedemoralher
of
commander,
French, who had been
the Southfield which
v the ram at Plymouth
-ns before, and who evicotten over his fright,
was slow she answered
mptly and when the
i'tempt to approach she
•l about to ram and the
-wardly slink away,
would again get on her

vpiode

■

n

v.
While the Miami
>.*]» ami had approachhe latter had made

■cress

toward her goal,

ver.

These manouvers

veral times with like
e
Miami, finding her
that direction, began
-cies into the ram and
helm going in a circle
firing at the port side of
.■ment that should have
whole fleet at the beengagement, as preHut the Miami
.ned.
table distance from the
At this time the
ime.
and the Whitehead,
cry conspicuous part in
up to this time, with
i planting several shots
while tiring at the ram
rveral shots from them
and seeing the ram
ipe without any efforts
■
iur port, concluded to
e tight at short range,
lers from the flag
ip alongside the ram
pressed endeavored to
ring at tier propeller
h we did do, but acue

|

■

i

|

>

■

*

onfederate report the

I

eive out until the ram
the river and the flag
i us off.
■•■ported that the most segot during the engageit from a
100-pounder
ie Whitehead; and here
uhar episode in naval
ter to the running of a
around the Albermarle
: disabling the ram’s proittempt failed only beThis
.ie was too short.
.: of such importance that
claimed that the seine
but
from the flagship,
the case, for this seine
in the Commodore Hull
It will be remembered
ius article I mentioned
f some fishing boats and
a the Melieren river the
One of the seines we
e Commodore Hull, and
vasionally for catching

i

I
S

\

■

i

!

company. During
seme, which was 800 feet
triced up on the port-

ip's

uncane

ueca

jusi

ilium

to pay out into
uted. As vve approachnoticed tliat the top of
ides came out of water
■m and the signal quarstood by my side, sugvas possible to foul the
at seine. I immediatesuggestion, reported to
lie ordered me to pay
■ted him to put the ship
as possible and hesheerram that as we pass: nave tossed a biscuit
.id twenty men on the
k with muskets, who kept
‘is lire, and the 24-pound
sweeping her decks
1 canister, which made it
her crew to use small
im was not pierced for
'-Vi- did not then know
this,
took our chances all the
man on the ship was at
d I, as executive officer,
■'
to be in all parts of the
me.
I couid not get there
!• but I had a voice that
use who could not see me

ready

•>.

j

1
i

■

cheering them

o-

■

on

and

them to stand to their
iptain was differently conmugh as brave a man as 1
<1 we were in many lights
ng two years and a half—
appeared to lose command
<nd could not speak above
it this not
through fear,
e
1 had lungs and voice

■

and 1 used them on this
casions. I fear some of
used in an engagement
"’k well in a
Sunday school
captain of the ship was
<

io.uc,ia

tiuosiyn,

na-

ten. Maine, and he and I
rank in the navy, but
eniorwas in command. He
it ten
years older than I
d of old Bill Conway, in
one

memorial tablet

was

,,;"ien last summer,
he same lines.

and

a

1'nrtermaster was staseine and to him I
pay it overboard just
breast of the ram and im;|ie

j

"g to his

assistance, and
anxiety stepped a little too
had
the closest call
’doing
my eagerness, without
ol placed my left foot in
d one of the fakes
of the
"t,,od
my right hand
'rod that ran from the
11

I grasbi.'.;"

fc.iJ,

tih

wjth

the outboard bearing of
| "bile my left hand was enbaying out the seine. By the

,

:}s

itSp,i
'j

,,,,

foie

r k,

■'

'ii' !„„•
vr

Ooiith

began

to go of

,a rapid rate, at least as
ship was going ahead, which
was about 8 knots.
Be11
my foot had caught in

,,U|at
his

r

‘■v.-n

!,alf out it

seine and was taking
in the winkv>' but
seemed to me a
strung out straight- and
me snapped like a
whip’■"bt hand
grasped the rod

happened

itbhke grip. Then my boot
| ..,1|T ""d
went overboard with the
seiii.
™e at
liberty, and for the
,
"'at light with one boot
°ff ami,,,
boot °“burin
l )n* and somewhat eventi
"ave had
very many close
..

lifs'V1'/

calls, but this I consider the closest call
of all, and whoever found that seiue
found in it a man’s boot, and wondered how it come there, no doubt.
We were then close alongside the
ram and passing
ahead of her at a
rapid rate. We intended to pass ahead
of her far enough to cross her bow well
clear of her prow, but she, discerning
what we were at, also put her helm to
port and fell off to starboard so that we
could not cross her bow at once, and
ran side by side with us until in making the circle around her we were both
heading out into the sound. On board
the ram they were no doubt watching
to see when the seine waS all payed
out. We had passed ahead of her so
that she was on our starboard quarter
and were very near to her, too near for

French. In Lincoln’s first adminlstration Gideon Welles became Secretary
of the Navy and Ezra B. French became 2nd Auditor of
the Treasury
Dept., and when the reports of the engagement with the ram were rececived
at Washington Lieutenant Commander
Rowe of the Sassacus received orders
from the navy department to recommend acting master C. A. Boutelle for
promotion, which he did. But he could
not recommend him without recommending another acting master, who
was Mr. Boutelle’s senior iu rank and
was the executive officer of the
ship; so
that acting masters C. A. Muldaur and
C. A. Boutelle were recommended for
promotion, the report saying that these
two officers were as cool and as fearless
in action as at general exercise.
i have previously stated that in Capperfect safety, perhaps, when the end
of the seine was reached, and lacked tain Rowe’s first report no officer was
less than a hundred feet of getting all mentioned for promotion. This can be
the way around her when they saw on authenticated by a look at that report,
board the ram that the seine was all which will be found on page 737, vol.
out and that there was a chance for series 1, of the Official Naval Records!
them to get out of the trap we had set On page 740 appears the next report,
for them.
They suddenly put their which contains the recommendation
helm hard a starboard and, being so for the promotion of these two officers.
near, made an effort to ram us, and This report had to go through the hands
of Hag officer Smith, who,though obliged
come very near doing it as I have before mentioned.
She was no match to forward it,would not approve it. Infor us in speed, but minded her helm deed, he sent a vigorous protest against
much quicker than we and when she their promotion, claiming that they did
thus suddenly changed her course there no more than many other officers in the
was not much space to spare between
field; also claiming that the Sassacus
did not do the execution that Captain
our starboard quarter and her ram.
her
movement
as
soon
as
we
saw
Rowe
claimed she did. This engendered
But
we put our
helm hard to starboard bad blood between Capt. Smith, Lieut.
also and the result was that she just Commander Rowe and Boutelle that
grazed us and the shifting of our posi- lasted as long as they lived. Several
tions brought us out about ten feet magazine articles appeared in relation
ahead of her.
We were continually to that fight twenty years later, consweeping her decks with grape and tinuing the controversy between the
canister trom our 24-pounil Howitzers, officers on board the flagship Massabesset and the Sassacus. Capt. Smith’s
one of which we could bring to bear
record was a little unsavory bv reason
on her all the time, besides bullets from
on
her
of
the way he had conducted the light,
ports
thirty muskets pattering
unable
were
and
his remonstrance against the proso
that
all the time,
they
to open them to fire at us. And when motion of these officers was of no avail.
But he did not fail to let it be known,
we were directly ahead of her we held

position long enough to get two
good shots at her from our after pivot
gun, which threw a 64-pound solid shot.
the

We hit her square in the face and at
short range but the shot had no perceptable effect and the Whitehead
coming close to us we sheered off that
she might get a shot at her with tier 100younder, which she did and the Rebels
afterwards reported that this shot from
the Whitehead did them more damage
than any other one shot during the
fight. And right here we find another
“if” useful, if not necessary.If that seine
had been 75 or a 100 feet longer we
should have probably got it entangled
with the ram’s propeller and in that
event she would have had to stop and
would undoubtedly have been ours.
This was the opinion of Capt. Hooke
of the ram, as well as our opinion.
The Whitehead and the Commodore
Hull continued to tight the ram until
she entered the river, directing all our
shots at her stern, hoping to disable
her propeller or her rudder.
It was
now nearly dark and the flagship signaled us to retire, which we did with regrets, for we had become convinced
that the ram’s batteries were disabled
as she had fired but one shot after she
turned to run, and it transpired later
that we had disabled her rudder, Capt.
Hooke having reported to the Confederate Navy officials that the ram
had not proceeded half a mile up the
river before the rudder head came off,
as the result of damage by our fire, so
that they were unable to steer her and
had to tie her up to trees on the bank
of the river until the next day. Meanwhile her smoke stack had been shot off
close down to her deck and they could
not get up steam for want of a draft,
and she had to be towed into Plymouth
the next day by row boats in a very
dilapidated condition.
Right here
comes the conjunction again.
If the
break in the rudder head of the ram
had occurred twenty minutes sooner,
or if the Hull and Whitehead had kept
up the fight for but twenty minutes
more, the result might have been different.
Idle, regrets

are

of

no

no

fo

were

no
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88.—In Court of Probate held at Bel.
last, on the 8th day of Januarv, 1907CiJTi® E. Littlefield, administratrix on the estate
of James H. Littlefield, late of
Prospect, in said
County, deceas d, having presented her first account of administration ot said estate for allow

WALDO

6

[Sloejvs

ance.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within aud
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of January. A. D. 1907.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will aud testament of Sarah M. Boynton, late
of Helfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased
having beeu presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Helfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Beifast, within and for said Countv, on the second
Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any
they have,
why the same should not be proved, improved
and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

ILlivinveivt*

A

fbr Cough, Cold, Croup,
Sore Throat, Stiff Neck
i

Rheumatism and

Neuralgia

At all Dealers
Price 25c 50c 6 HOO

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
January, A. D. 1907.

Address Dr. Earl S. Sloan

)6I5 Albany St Bos+on.Mass.
THE

1
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!
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has a fine baking oven which is
praised by its many users; a drawout Dock Ash Grate and is low in

price.

JOHN B.

;

:

I
1

|
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!

j
!
!

|!
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captured by pirates styling
themselves Confederates, off Cape Cod
on the night of Dec. 0, 1806, killing the
2nd engineer for his refusal to give up
the engine room to then). They tied
[
with the Cheaspeake into British waters, where a few days later she was
captured by Capt. Nickels, who had I
been sent in pursuit of her. Twenty
years later, when he had become a
physical and mental wreck, as had Captain Boutelle, the latter was placed on
the retired list, while Nickels was permitted to die in the hospital at Sailors'
Snug Harbor, Staten Island, New York,
although the government he had served
so faithfully and so well had been frequently importuned to come to his relief, but failed to take the slightest notice of the appeals made in his behalf.
I will close this somewhat lengthy
epistle by giving a letter of congratulation of the Secretary of the Navy to
Capt. Smith, which is as follows:
Navy Department, I
f
May 25, 1864.
Sir: I have had great satisfaction

*

value, but

there was a large stock of them on
hand in that fleet that night, and deep
down in our very souls we reiterated
the utterance of the poet in groans of

disappointment:

“For of all sad thoughts of tongue or pen
The saddest are these: It might have been!”

Well, the fight was over with the ram
Albermarle for a time.
Rut the light
i
was just on with Capt. Smith and some
of the officers of the Union lleet as to |
who was entitled to the most credit. i
Capt. Smith not only conducted the
fight very badly, but was unscrupulous i
enough to claim that the running of j
the seine around the ram was done by
the flagship, when every one knew that
Arery respectfully, etc.,
Gideon Welles,
the flagship was not within two miles
of the ram at the time it was done.
Secretary of the Navy.
What induced him to make such a reCapt. Melancton Smith,
Senior Officer Sounds of North
port was past the comprehension of
officer
and
man
of
the fleet, unCarolina.
every
it
one
of
the
little
less,
being
daring
of
the
and
he
it
things
fight,
finding
GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
popular, wanted the credit at the deItching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
partment. The report of the Commo- Piles. Druggists are authorized to refund
dore Hull went in also and these two money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
tf
reports appear in the official records of in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
the doings of the Navy during the war
of the Rebellion, volume 9, series 1, as CENTER MONTVILLE.
published by acts of congress in 1899.
Miss Della H. Kane is at home from
This report proved a boomerang to
Taunton,
Mass., for a vacation.Gus
Smith
Capt.
as, knowing this to be unMarshall of Newport was in town Iasi
some
other
of
his
true,
reports were week
John L. Bean sold seven head ol
discredited to a certain extent.
Anlarge cattle to John Hussey of Albion a few
other boomerang was thrown by C. A.
Boutelle, who was an acting master and days ago....The cold has been intense foi
sailing master on board the Sassacus, over a week, the mercury registering from
which ship was in the thick of the two to four inches below “Saco”
the most
fight for about ten minutes, when she of the time—The selectmen will beat theii
retired in what was considered a sinkoffice in the town house, Center Montville,
ing condition. This was the only fight
Boutelle was in during the war, but he Saturday, Feb. 2nd, from 1 to 5 p. m., and
made it so redound to his credit that he will he glad to have all bills and accounts
not only gained his promotion but it presented at that time. Feb. 16th they will
was his chief stock and trade that made
hold an all day session at the same place
him a Congressman after the war and for a final settlement of the town affairs
for
subsequently placed him upon the re- the year.Mr. Llewellyn Keller’s house
tired list as a captain in the Navy. I was
destroyed by fire about one o’clock last
am aware that it was reported when he
Saturday morning. Mr. Keller and wife
was retired that he participated in the
fight at Mobile bay, but 1 know that and Mr. Meservey were the only occupants
such was not the case.
His vessel was and they were awakened by the dense
attached to that fleet, but his station smoke that filled their rooms. As soon as
was not within
fifteen miles of the possible Mrs. Keller, who is an invalid, was
fight, being at Grant’s Pass on the removed to a place of safety, The fire had
other side of Dannhin Island
This
gotten so well underway that it was impospass led from Mobile bay into Mis- sible to save much of anything from the
sissippi sound. C. A. Boutelle was a house. A few neighbors arrived in time to
brave man, but he had a way of telling assist in saving the barn, which was not f a
of his exploits so that they appeared from the house. It is supposed that the fire
much magnified and lie had a pull with caught around the chimney. There was no
insurance.
the occupants of the house
the department which enabled him to would haveOnly
known of the fire until it
receive promotion while others who did was all over had it not been for T. S.
Erskine, who lives on the Pierce hill
infinitely more than he were ignored.
It was a law of Congress that no some 2J miles distant. He saw the revolunteer officer in the navy should be fleotion and telephoned the people in the
vicinity....Everyone was sorry to hear of
promoted unless he was officially men- the
burnmg of the hotel and the Hillings
tioned by his commanding officer and house
in Freedom
morning. Freehis promotion recommended.
In the dom can ill afford toMonday
lose a dwelling house,
first reports that went from the several as it has been almost impossible
to secure
ships no one was thus recommended. rent there the past year.The Liberty
Dramatic
Ciun gave an entertainment at
But C. A. Boutelle had a friend at
court, through whom he received his Grange hall the evening of Jan. 21st. The
“Me and Otis,” was well acted and
drama,
as
appointment
master, while I, who much enjoyed by a good sized audience. A
had entered the service as a master's
^e drama.
The drama,
mate had been twice promoted, so that S™.lce.J<Jllowe<1
The Old Maid’s Triumph," will be given
when we went into this fight he and I
at the hall by members of the
grange Friday
were of the same rank, I gaining my
evening, Feb. 8th.Mr. James Cushman
rank by hard knocks while he obtained arrived from Massachusetts last Saturday
his by political influence. It was this and is with his father, Mr. Albert Cusbman.
way. In 1859 there were two men in
How to Avoid Appendicitis.
the 30th Congress who became very
fast friends. These men w-ere Gideon
Most victims of appendicitis are those
Welles of Connecticut and Ezra B. who are habitually constipated.
Orino
French of Maine. The home of Mr. Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constiFrench was in Damariscotta. C. A. pation by stimulating the liver and bowels
Boutelle was appointed to the navy and restores the natural action of the bowels. Orino
Fruit Syrup does nol
from Damariscotta and, as I have been nauseate or Laxative
gripe and is mild and
informed, was a nephew of Ezra B. to take. Refuse substitutes.—R. U.pleasant
Moody.

j

MAINE.

having

lowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks
successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of February next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

29 Central St.,

I .axative Rromo

evil enowi. ..

1.

>■..

1

ceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate

Quinine

if any they have, why the prayer of said
er should not be granted.
A true

copy.

cause’

petition

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
January, A. D. 1907.
A NME CUM.V1ISKEY, an heir at law of William
il S. Branuagau, late of Belfast, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that said Court may determine who are
entitled to the sum named in said petition, now
At a

^ non Mnnov.inalrinn
«5,UUU
lViOney-maKing
Farms
p/y>> Cal0
1
aillW 1
•

Boi»

25c.

in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and the South.
“Strout’s List No. 17” describes hundreds in

*

AGENCY, “Largest

World,”

in the

ISO Nassau Street, New York.
335 Water Street, Augusta, Maine

88 Broad Street, Boston

Princess Anne, Maryland

WK,^Insurance

FRED ATWOOD,

and

Rt~ I

Estate

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
January, A. D. 1907.

hire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
insurance

and

Security

Inspection.

■pUFUS

Bonds for

Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.

OUPERIOR

BURE

i: without JELLYCON—the Rich Pure Fruit
Dessert—JELLYCON is made in a minute.
JELL\ CON needs NO Sugar NO Flavoring
requires ONLY Hot Water—one package is
for 6 persons—io cts. at all Grocers
It is simply Delicious!
Give it a Trial.

enough

STONE, executor of the last will of

of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer <*f said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

at ten

311150*

New Custom Made

EXCELLENT

E.

County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that the actual market value of
the property of said deceased, now in his hands,
subject to the payment of the collateral inheritance tax, the persons interested in the succession
thereto and the amount of the tax thereon, maybe determined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at. Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to beheld at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of February, A. 1>. 1 907,

What is Home

UNADULTERATED

At a Probate Court held at. Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on tile 8th dav of
January, A. I). 1907.
J. LOGAN, named as trustee in the will
of Thomas P. Logan, late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that said appointment mav be

SARAH

CARRIAGES.

BELIABLE

confirmed.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
on
the
County,
12ihday of February. A. I* 1907,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause'
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
CHAS, P. Hazeujne,

Warranted first class in'every respect.

Best

Stylish, Comfortable

and Durable.

BE^Cal] at our Repository and examine
them.
tfl9

APPETISING

ISAAC S.
ARE

Register.

TAPLES, Brooks, Me.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 8th day of Januarv, 1907.
George H. Staples, guardian of Leon E* Trundy
of Frankfort, in said County, having presented
his first and final account of
for

WALDO

COTTAGE LOTS.

—

All who have used them will corroborate this statement. We have
a large assortment of 1906 pack.
tfl
m~PBICES EIGHT.

WHITTEN BROS.

•guardianship

allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican
Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all

i;y 8>ze from a few hundred feet to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Sat urday Cove. Fine view of Day and Islands. I
also have a large list of
city property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send for book.
F. 8. HOLMES
Real Estate Agent. Belfast, Me.

£

persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at
Belfast, on the 12th dav
of February next, and show
cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazklti.ne, Register.

Waynflete School. WALDO

SS.—Iu Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of January, 1907
Carleton, executor of the last will of
Cole, late of Wiuterport,in said County
deceased, haying presented Ills first and final a'c’
couut of administration of said estate for
allow-

Amos F
Mary E.

HOLLISTER'S

Rocky

Mountain Tea

BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL

Nuggets

A Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form. 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wip.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
K.

H. MOODY.

Dr. E. E.
OF

BROWN"

BANGOR,

Specialist in Diseases of the
Nose and Throat,

Eye, Ear

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be In Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
p. m. to 6 p. in., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Drs. 0. B. Holt, Liberty: Adelbert
Millett. Searsmoni j D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
and S. W. Johnson Belfast.
33tf
Second- ha nd
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a

specialty.

If yon

have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTEK H. COOMBS,
lyr6 Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Belfast.

65 State Street, Portland, Maine.
For

circular? apply to

Principals, MISS CRISFIELD.
MISS

WAN TED
Belfast, Maine.

LOWELL.

Book BIB
...

AND....

REPAIRING.
MAGAZINES BOW.
| Books loose in the

covers

"“LiViS

replaced, trom 10

cents up.

JOHN S. FERNALD,

B.E.Larrabee,M.D.,
SEARSFORT, MAINE.
Office Hours: 8 to 10

a.

m., 12 to 2 and 6 to

I

Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
weeks
successively in The Republican Journal a
newspaper published in Belfast, in saiil County
that all persons interested
may attend at a Probale Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day ot February next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed,
GEORGE E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A tr ie copy. Attest:
Chas. I*. Hazkltine, Register.-*
1.1)0 SS.—in Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 8th day of January, 15)07.
Gagie Frost, administratrix of the estate of Benjamin A. Frost, late of Belfast, in said County
deceased, having presented her first and final account of administration of said estate ior allow-

WA

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in 'I lie.Republican Journal a
newspaper publisned in Belfast, in said County
that all persons inter* sted may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 3 2th
dav
of February next, and show cause, if anv
they
have,why the said account should not lie allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
e
A true copy. Attest:
P. Hazeltine, Register.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that she have been duly appointed executrix of the last Will and testament of
NEWELL BAGLEY. late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
All persons
haying demands against the estate of said
deare desired to present the same for
set
p*aJ*ed
element, and aP indebted thereto are requested
to make

EXECUTRIX’S

payment

immediately.

LIZZIES. BAGLEY.

Halfn
Belfast,
Jauuary 8, 1907.

DmNlSTRATRl^s NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap*
pointed administratrix of the estate of
JOSEPH BE AULIEU, lace of Liberty,
A

flmo2

m.

GEO W, STODDARD, D.D.S.,
DENTIST,

°f .Waldo, deceased, and
iILxh!.6 C?.unty
given
tl,e aw directs. All
persons having dem^!wiLa8
the estate of said
a^ainst
WM*®

rSi,t?

deceased

present the

Masonic T< mple. Belfast. Me. meiummedUM™.'0
Telephone

171-2

3m46*

of

the

last

nuunoa, iato ui

at Bel
1907
will of

sam

coun-

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
on the 8th
day of January, 1907.
Burgess, executrix of the last will of
William Burgess, who was guardian of Seth Burgess of Searsmont, in said County, having presented said guardian’s final account of guaidianship for allowance.;
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in
Belfast, in said county
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day
of February next, ami show cause, if
any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E.JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,
Harriet
S.

j

IT7ALDO SS.—in Court ot Probate, held at BelM
last, on the 8th day of January, 1907,
Charles A. Logan, arniinistsator with the will
annexed, on the estate of Thomas P. Logan, late
of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented his first, and final account of administration or said estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
saidCounty,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court. to he held at Belfast, on the 12th
day
of February next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. H azeltine, Register.
_

WALDO
fast,

are

for settlement, and
req,,e8te‘1 1,1 mak« l>ar

same

ROSE C. BEAULIEU.

T,.
Liberty,
January 8,1907.

SS.

on

SS.—In Court o! Probate, held at Belon the 8th dav of January. 1907.
mirgess. administrator on the estate of
Mary A. Grover, late of Islesboro, iu said County, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate together
with his private claim for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of February next, and show cause, if any they
have.why the said account and private claim
should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
('has P. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO
fast,
isaac

IITALIM) ss.- in ('..nit ol Probate, held at Rel»T
fast, on the 8th day of January, 1907.
James Libby, Jr administr »t«>r on the estate of
Nelson L). Bletlun, late of Thorndike, in said
County, de leased, having presented bis first ami
fit al account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, ui The U« publican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, iu said County,
that ail persons interested may attend at a Pn>bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on tlu* 12th day
of February next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
( !< is j* Hazeltine. Register.
A LOO SS. -In Court of Probate, held at Bel
\\J
V>
fast, on the 8th day of January. 1807. John
R. Dunton, guardian of John T. Owen, of Belfast, in said county, hiving presented his second
amlfiual account or said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th daj
of February next, and show cause, it any they
have,why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest:
Chas. P.Hazki.tink, Register.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

Hie subscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been dulv appointed administratrix, with the will annexed,
of the estate of

LUCIUS H. JACKSON, late of Waido,
In the County |of |Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to
ment immediately.
LA DONNA M. JACKSON.
„7 ,,
Waldo, January 8, 1907.

make’pay-

notice.
Administrators’
hereby give notice that he

The subscriber

has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
FREEMAN A. DYER, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, ami all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
FRED E. SAWYER.

Waterville. January 8. 1907.

A DM IN 1ST RATO R'S NOTICE. The subscriber
ax
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate «*t
FIDELIA STEVENS DYER.lateof Burnham,
in the County of Waldo deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceased

desired to present the same tor settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to mike
are

payment immediately.

FRED K.

Waterville, January 8, l‘.*07.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.

SAWYER.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
ELECTA c. SEAVEY, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given

bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the s.une for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make
payment

immediately.

GEROGE C.

Belfast, January 8, 1907.

_CHA8.

8 p.

A man and wife to All the positions of matron
and farm manager at the Girls’ Home. I'elfast.
It is desirable that both parties shall have had
experience. Address ail communications to the
MBS. K. L. BKACKETT,
Secretary,

ance.

FOR GIRLS.

2in52

executor

In Court or Probate, held at Belthe 8th day of January, 1907.
Ralph M.,Johnson, Henri de Sebourand N. Monroe Hopkins, surviving trustees under lho last
will of Alfred W. Johnson, late of
Belfast, in
accordingly.
said County, deceased, having preset ted their
second account of said trust for all wauoe.
Ordered, That tlie said petit 'oner give notice to
all ’persons interested by causine a copy of this
Ordered, that notice thereof lie given, three
>rder to be published three weeks successively in
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
that all persons interested may attend at a ProCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said hare Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 12th
County, on the 12th day of February, A. D. 1907, day of February next, and show cause, if any
at ten of the clock before noon, and* show cause, i they have, why the said account should not be alif any they have, why the prayer of said petition- I lowed.
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
in the hands of the trustee under the will « f said
deceased, their respective shares therein, under
said will, and order the same to be distributed

detail; one to i,ooo acres, §6oo to §20,ooc; many
have stock, tools and crops included; it is the most complete book of real farm
bargains ever issued, with cuts of buildings and traveling instructions to reach propertv.
Send to-day for free copy to nearest office.
E. A. STROUT FARM

Stone,

ty, deceased having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, on the
I2th’day
of February next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazf.lti.ne, Register.

to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 12th day of February, A.I). 1907, 1
at ten of the clock before noon, and show

Court,

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip In Two.
on

on

EMMA

Bangor,IMe

Remember the Full Name

Always

inatrnmnnt

88.—Ln Court of Probate, held
WALDO
the 8th day of January,
fast,

Rufus E.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of January, A. D. 1907.
N. PAGE, widow of Thomas Page, late
of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for an
allowance out of the personal estate of said de-

NOYES S NUTTER UFG. CO
23, 25,

in receiving
port as the

and perusing your resenior officer present
and the reports of the commanding
officers of the several vessels that
were engaged in the encounter with
the rebel ironclad ram Albermarle
and her tender on the afternoon of
the 5th, instant, in the Albermarle
Sound. The department congratulates all of the officers and men of
the United States Navy who participated in this remarkable contest between wooden gunboats and
a
formidable armored vessel, in
which the latter was forced to retreat to prevent capture, and it particularly thanks you for the vigilant
use of the means placed at your
command to thwart the designs of
the rebels to regain control of the
sounds of North Carolina.

STICKNEY, Agent,

BELFAST,

PArtnifi

will and testament ot Rosetta N. ’entecost.
late of Montvllie, in said Countv of Waldo, de
ceased, having been presented for probate, together with a petition praying hat Daniel M. McFarland may be appoi ited administra or of tlie
estate of said deceased, with the will annexed.
Ordered, That uotice be given to a 1 persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they mav
apj ear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tne second Tuesday
of February next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,

KINEO

of that

was

WALDO

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, w ithin and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January, A. D. 1907.

OUR

to us made before the

navy, and it caused a wave of
dissatisfaction to roll over the breasts
of the volunteer officers of the navy to
have him thus honored, when at about
the same time the gallant Fred Nickels
of
Searsport, in command of the gun|
i boat Ella & Annie, recaptured the
! steamship Cheaspeake, a steamer plyj ing between New York and Portland,

S8.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day of January, 1907.
Eudora L. Piper, administratrix on the estate of
Charles A Piper, late of Belfast, in said County,
deceased,
presented her second and final
account of administration of said estate for al-

er

i\*

promotion C. A.
Boutelle was enabled to fight his way
into
Congress subsequently to be
placed on the retired list as a captain
j in
the
reason

on

the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitionshould not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

✓
_

dissatisfaction among the officers of the
fleet.
But they were most incensed
against Capt. Smith, for had the fight
been properly conducted we should
have all been promoted in accordance

promise

w thin and
the 8 h day of

Belfast,

WILLIRD

promoted by reason of favoritism
department, which caused great

with his

ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 8th day f January, 1907,
Ross, trustee under the last will of
Patterson, late of Searsport. in said
County, deceased, having presented his first account of said trust for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Countythat all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th
day
of February next, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the said account should not be alloweo.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltike. Register.
Andrew M.
Richard E.

WHITAKER, son of James I,. Whit*
aker, late of Liberty, in said lounty of
W'aldo, deceased, having pr. seined a petition
praying that he may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner g ve notice
to all persons interested by causing a ccpy of this
order to be published three weeks suca ssively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published
at Belfast, that they may appear at
Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within au l for ssid
County, on the 12th day of February, A. 1>. 1907,
at ten of

Sent Free
"Sloan's Book on Horses ^
Cattle. Hogs 6 Poultry

of the

fight.
By

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, threa
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, In said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th day
of February next, and sb >w cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltike, Register.

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.

SEAVEY.

The subscriber here*

by gives uotice that she has been duly ap
pointed executrix of the last will and testament

of

FREDERICK S. DYER, late of Searsport,
Couuty of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said dein the

ceased

are desired to present the same for setare requested
to make payment immediately.
EMMA A. DYER,
b-earsport, January 8,1907.

tlement, and all indebted thereto

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
JOHN T. OWENS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and ail
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
immediately.
JOHN R. DUNTON.
Belfast, January 8,1907.

County Correspondence.

Absolutely

of tartar
baking powder. Makes the finest,
lightest, best flavored biscuit, hot-

breads,

cream

Royal Baking

Powder is free

from alum and

phosphatic acids
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Miss Guuia C. Homer spent. Sunday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Homer, in

Bueksport.

Schools in Union district opened Monday
after being closed ten days on account of a
case of diphtheria.
Miss Maude B. Colcord of Orono was in
town Sunday, the guest of Capt. and Mrs.
Amos Nichols.
Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Williams were in
Freedom last week, the guests of Dr. and
Mrs. A. M. Small.
The barkeutiue Mabel 1. Meyers, Capt.
Clarence N. Meyers, has been chartered to
load lumber at New York for the river
Platte
M. A. Cook has the largest and finest assortment of valentines ever exhibited in
Searsport at his store on Main street.

Capt. Charles E. Averill injured his foot
recently by having a log roll on it while at
work in Pike Bros, mill yard in Mechanics’

Hollow.

Rev. Robert G. Uarbutt, pastor of the first
Cong’l church at Castine, has tendered his
resignation on account of ill health, to take

effect Feb. 13.
Mr.

Pratt, principal of the Free High

School, who has been at his home in Lewiston the past ten days on account of the closing of schools in Union district,arrived Sat-

YORK.

urday.

Pike, Bros.’ have one thi^usand cords of
stave wood at their mill yard in Mechanics
Hollow, About fifteen hundred cords more
will be hauled to the yard, a large part
being cut on the Houston lot and at Mack's
Point.
Fred C. Kane, a motorman on the electric
in Boston, was one of the lucky motormen who received a present of Slo in gold
from the officials of the road for running his
car the past year without an accident.
cars

The drama given under the auspice:, of
the Anchor Chapter, Order of the Eastern
Star which was postponed last week on account of the fire in Union Hall will be given
this Thursday evening, followed by an oldfashioned dance.
Charles II. Cote, who has been superinicuuiug

me

aebiiug

ui

mu

uuuer

ior

Mrs. Everett Staples will entertain the
Ladies’ Aid Society this (Thursday) afternoon.

The Cuirent Events Club met Wednes-

day afternoon with Mrs. H. R. and Miss
Alice Hichborn.

Mr. and Mrs. Spellman returned to their
home in Bangor last week, after a short
stay at Cape Jellison.
The Young Ladies’ Guild will meet Friday (afternoon with Mrs. J. L. Lancaster
and Miss Edith M. Griffin, at the home of
their parents.
Mr. Truman Lathrop began running au
order and delivery cart for Smart’s meat
market last Monday. This market is in the
front basement room of the Masonic Block.
The Italian, who was struck recently by
au engine at Cape Jellison and severely cut
about the head, has passed away at the hospital in Bangor, where he was taken the follow ing day.
Mr. Grieve, proprietor of the Cape Jellison House and section foreman on the railroad, who was injured recently by a falling
coal basket, has sufficiently recovered to be

duty again.

E. M. Lancaster recently built a large
sized refrigerator for Young & Fellows,
who have lately opened a meat market in
the Mudgett building, formerly occupied by
the post office.
Mrs. Albion Goodhue went to Boston
Jan. 22d for a visit of several weeks with
her mother and other fiiends. While she is
away M r. Goodhue will board with his cousin,Mrs. A. M. Gardner.
Hie sunny, blue sky of Monday, coupled
with the much softer atmosphere, was a
welcome change from the recent cold weather.
The sleighing, too, was fairly good, so
that it made an ideal winter day.

Tuesday, January 22d, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
M. Houghtou came down from Bangor for
the day ; Mr. H. to attend to some business
matters, while Mrs. II. called upon friends.
All were glad to w elcome them.
Colds are prevailing to quite

me

Searsport Electric Light Company, completed his work here last week and return-

ed to his home in Waterville accompanied
by Mrs. Cote.

The alarm of fire Wednesday, Jan. 23JJ at
8 p. m. was caused by the wood-work catching tire near the chimney on the east side of
Union Hall. A line of hose was run from
the hydrant near the hall and the tire was

quickly extinguished.,
William F. Putnam of Boston has purchased the Carr homestead on the corner of
Main and Reservoir streets of the heu-s of
the late John B. Carr. The house is now
occupied by Mr. Putnam’s parents, Capt
and Mrs. Joseph N. Putnam.
The bay, which was frozen partly over
Thursday and Friday, was broken'up by
the strong north-west winds Saturdaj ami
Sunday. The Bay State arrived Saturday
at about 3 J). 111. having made her two
trip's
to Boston and back that week.
On Thursday, Feb. 7th, at the monthly
meeting of the Phiueas Pendleton engine

company, the company will disband and
two hose companies will be
formed, officers
and members will be chosen for the two
companies for the ensuing year.
Charles H. Munroe has purchased the
pews in the Baptist church at the corner of
Main and Water streets. They were removed on Thursday and Friday, Mr Munroe finding a
ready sale for them. The
building has been leased by Mr. Orrin Gian
of Boston for a machine shop. The church
was built in 1833 when the
Baptist society
was in
a flourishing condition
and had
many members iu its congregation.
Out-of-town

guests registered
at the
last week were: C. S. Calkins, C. 11. Emery, Stockton ; R. D. Holmes,
Caribou; S. W. Colson, C. McMann, Bangor; W. M. Randall, I>. M. Parker, F. H.
Young, Belfast; E. F. Pendleton, Stockton;
I- A. Webber, Portland; Stuart
Bond, Ban-

Searsport House

Henry L. Hedges, Boston; T. S. Marriner, C. M Smalley, C. II. Logan, Bangor;
G. U. Davis, Belfast; C. N. Staples, Stockton ; E. P. Richards, Boston; James
Malloy. Chicago; George F. Burgin, Frankfort;
New York; J. S. Ilarriman,
ul>ug,
o' 4' J
Belfast; G. Benjman, Portland; D. H
Spaulding, Waterville; F. C. Vickery, Bangor; E. F. Thomas, F. M. Marshall, Portland; Samuel Harris, Bangor; T. H. Warner, Stockton; W. R. Hunnewell, W 0
Tower, Boston; C. 11. Emery, Ellsworth;
V. II. Daley, Bangor; J. 11.
Donley, Stockton ; C. II. Lovett, Portland; James
BarJames
Waterville;
lirown,
i?TW*
Lewiston;
«• M. Hussey, S. G. Potter,
Boston; F. J
Rich, Iloulton; Dr. C. A. Smith, Cohoes,
gor;

D. 1.

MIMTON^PRINGS.

Rev. C. L. Corson and wife returned from
their trip to Waterville last Saturday.
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W. Hamlin are housed at this writing and
Master Walter Creamer was ill last week
and not yet able to go out, though much
belter.
Word is just received of the accidental
death of Mr. Duncan somewhere up the
line. He was employed to keep the fires in
the potato cars and no one knows how the
accident happened, as lie was found beside
the ears with his head cut. He leaves a fam-

ily.

The Millinockat Paper Co. is to erect a
storehouse for its paper at Cape Jellison.
Part of tiie lumber has already arrived and
the building operations will begin soon.
Its dimensions we have not yet learned,but
as everything they do is on a
big scale this
will probably be a large structure.
Mr. Ray liowden left by boat last Thursfor Boston, w here he expects to remain
until April.
Mr. anil Mrs. Robert L.
Fletcher of Iluulton are occupying his
house during his sojourn in Massachusetts.
Mr. Fletelier is employed oil the sidewalk
as an assistant to roadmaster Sutton.

day

The steam shovel work at Cape Jellison
is done for the present. The machine has
been s«nt to Milo for some needed repairs,
while ihe Italians have gone to warmer
quarters. The hosts of dump carts are
taken apart and loaded on flat cars ready to
be sent, also, to Milo to the repair shops.
The tug Bismarck was in the harbor last
week for the towing to sea of the Northland
(her engine became injured in entering
port) and also to prevent the ice forming
about the docks at Cape Jellison and Kidder’s Point during the excessively cold
w eather of the last two weeks.
The harbor
is now free from all obstruction from ice.
X

At this writing (Monday) the Cape Jelliis expecting the
son
team
Champion
Bowlers of Belfast over for a match game at
the Cape bowling alley this evening. Not
long ago the C9pe Jellison team played a
game in Belfast, losing by 21 pins to the
city hoys. However they reported “a fine
time” with great hospitality shown them.
Asa return they have in store a royal welcome for their Belfast guests tonight..
The
particulars of the interesting game will be
next
week.
given
The middle of last week brought us another “cold wave,” beginning with a sharp
piercing wind on Wednesday, followed by
mercury 20 below on Thursday and 8 below
on Friday.
Saturday the temperature had
risen to fi above zero, but a howling snow
storm made the day so uncomfortably rough
and disagreeable, that few people ventured
out, who were not compelled to do so. Sunday the roads were so bad, and it was so
cold, too, that no attempt was made to have
a church service.
Let us hope we have had
our coldest weather for the season.

Dodge’s Corner

Charles R.
Capt.
of Camden visited his
brother, Geo.
E. Chapin, a few days last week....
Mrs.
Downes spent last week at Capt. T. D.
Dickerson’s....R. T. Dodge, who :s living
old

~-°
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uc

»■>
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April.

GUARANTEED STOMACH REMEDY.
R. H.

Moody Will Refund Money if Mi-o-n
Fails to Cure.

\on may ask why K. H.
Moody is able to
guarantee to refund the money unless Mi-ona Stomach Tablets cure when
no other
remedy for stomach troubles is sold in this
manner.

The reason for this is that
ordinary
dyspepsia tablets merely digest the food,
while Mi-o-na builds up and
strengthens
the digestive system so that it
soon begins
to digest the food itself without
pain or distress.
If the stomach is only given a rest
by using a digestive, the muscles soou become
weak, and it is necessary to continue taking
a digestive tablet after
every meal. On the
other hand, Mi-o-na used
before eating,
strengthens the stomach so that you will
enougl1 to give UP the U8e

medioineWeI1

Mi-o-na costs but 50c a box, and makes
positive and complete cures.
The best
proof of its merits is the guarantee to refund
the money if it does not care that
I{ H
Moody gives with every box.

Portland, Me., Jan. 23. Schr. Alcyone,
from Rock port, before
reported at boston
with her cargo of lime on
fire, was not seriously damaged, although much of the cargo
was ruined.
J

SiSDYPOINT.

Plenty of
vicinity.

snow

and eold weather in this

II. H. Morin is in
w-eeks.
N. C. Partridge
business.

was

Miss Lucia B. Shute
gor

over

Boston

for several

in Bangor

Monday on

was

Sunday.

home from Ban-

Mrs. ManleyS. Richards, who has been ill
for some time,is improving.
J. W. Grant is cutting ice for our local
merchants and several private parties.
Hudson Bowden and
was called to
Bluebill
death of their father.

Lanson

Bowden

Saturday by the

Rev. T. U. Derrick went to Bangor last
week and made the purchase of a piano for
the young people to use in the hall.
One of the best dramatic entertainments
here for years was that given by the
young
people Thursday
evening, Jan. 24th,
Twenty-one dollars was the sum cleared
which finished paying for the piano recentlypurchased for the hall. Sociable Wednesday
evening Jan. 30th. If stormy the following
evening.
SOUTH

CAPE JELLISON STORE, which was burned flat December 20, is the
unusually low prices which go in force in this store today.

our

the

quickly,
New spring stock to buy.
Every dollar’s worth

woe

dA

LINCOLNVILLK.

Mrs. Alice Miller, who has been employAMERICAN PORTS.
ed as nurse by Mr. Everett Ilobbs in Hope
New York, Jan. 22. Ar, sells. Pendleton
for the past week, arrived home Monday.
Brothers, Brunswick; Adelaide Barbour,
John Dean majjea business trip to Belfast Fernandina; 27, ar, sobs. William Bisbee,
Somes
Monday-Joseph Wiggin, who has been
Sound; Chas. H. Klinck, Stonington,
working for the New England Telephone Me.; Susan N. Pickering, do; Young BrothCo., is at home on a vacation_Mrs. Edna ! ers, Boston.
McKinney has just closed a successful term I Philadelphia, Jan. 23. Ar, ship Tillie E.
of school in Montville and is at home for a I Starbuck, Honolulu; old, sch. A. B. Sherfew weeks-Mrs. E. T. Churchill has just man, Jacksonville.
had an operation performed at the resiDelaware Breakwater, Jan. 23. Sld, sch.
dence of her daughter, Mrs. John Hailey in Brina P. Pendleton, New York tor Norfolk.
Camden. Her many friends hope it may be
Baltimore, January 25. Ar, sch. Helen J.
successful and a speedy recovery.... We re- Seitz, Boston.
gret to announce the death of Mrs. James
Salem, Mass., Jan. 28. In port, ice bound,
P. Hobbs of Hope, which took place on sch. Mark Pendleton.
Port Tampa, F la., Jan. 21. Ar, sch. Gov.
Monday forenoon, Jan. 28th, after an illness of only one week of pneumonia.
Mrs. Powers, Galveston.
Hobbs was a daughter of the late Judge
Port Arthur, Tex., Jan. 20. Ar, schooner
Joseph Miller of this town and a woman Augustus H. Babcock, Sail Juan, P. It.
Port Uadlock, Wash., Jan. 22. Sld, sch.
highly respected, and her many relatives
and friends in this vicinity deeply mournt S. D. Carleton, Guaymas.
their loss. She was a kind neighbor, ever
Port Royal, S. C., Jan. 24. Ar, sch. Jose
willing and ready to lend a hand in time of Olaverri, Savannah.
need, a devoted and affectionate wife and
Brunswick, Jan. 23. Ar, sch. Henry B.
mother. She leaves to mourn their loss two F'iske, Boston; sailed, sch. Alice Holbrook,
brothers, Josiah S. Miller of this town and Havana; 24, sld, sch. W’. H. Sumner, New
l. V. Miller of Belfast; six children, Josiah York.
S. Hobbs and Janies Crosby, both of CamF’all River, Mass., Jan. 22. Ar, sch. Meden, Miller B. and Everett Hobbs of Hope, lissa A. Wiley, Port Royal.
three daughters, Mrs. James Bobbins of
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 23. Sailed, sch.
Searsmont, Mrs. Arthur Harwood of Hope Susan N. Pickering, New York ; Luther T.
and Mrs. Leeland Johnson of Appleton. Garretson, do.
The sympathy of this community goes out
Newport News, Jan. 23. Ar, sch. J. C.
to the family in their affliction. Funeral Straw-bridge, Charleston ; 25, sld, sch. Helen
services will be held on Thursday at 1 p
G. Moseley, Savannah.
m. at her residence....Your
Norfolk, Jan. 24.
Ar, sch. Brina P. Pencorrespondent,
M rs. Frank Gray, who has been confined to dleton, New York.
the house for the past five weeks, is imSan F’ranciseo, Jan. 23. Ar, ship Edward
proving rapidly by the treatment of Dr. Sewall, Philadelphia via Montevideo.
Leach.
Charleston, Jan. 25. Sld, bark Addie Morrill, Boston;sch. Inez N. Carver, New York.
LIBERTY.
Darien, Ga., Jan. 26. Ar, sch. Carrie A.
The community were shocked
Sunday Look, Savannah.
night to hear of the death of C. Wesley
Wilmiugton, N. C., Jan. 24. Ar, schooner
Philadelphia.
Brown, one of the best known residents. Methebesec,
Stockton Springs, Jan. 25. Ar, steamer
His wife who has been ill for a few
days Mohawk, Boston; 27, sld, schs. Merrill C.
with pneumonia, but who was thought to
Hart, New York ; Harold C. Beecher, Bosbe improving, had a relapse and died about ton Carrie C.
;
Miles, do.
3 p. m. and it is
that the shock of “F^ort Point, January 27. Sld, tug
supposed
Carlisle,
her death caused his, as he was a man of
towing barge Pine Forest, Philadelphia.
unusually strong physique and was in bis
Jan.
26.
Portland,
steamer
J. L.
Me.,
Ar,
usual health with the exception of a
New Orleans via New York ;
slight
cold. Mr. Brown was the son of the late Luckenbach,
28, Damietta & Joanna for Stockton (in tow)
Dr. Joab Brown, born in this town 65
hence to Norfolk.
years
ago and has always made it his home here.
FOREIGN PORTS.
He is survived by two sons, Fred and
Frank,
a daughter, Mrs. Ida
Havana, Jan. 23.
Ar, sch. Charles II.
Estes, an aged mother,
brother and sister. Mr
Wolston,
Stockton;
25, ar, sch. Alice Lord,
Brown was formerly Miss Emily Davis of Montville, Pascagoula.
was married
about forty years ago to
Bonaire, Jan. 1. In port, bark Penobscot
Mr. Brown and moved to the farm on for Boston, to sail next day.
which she lived at the time of her death.
Conakry, VV. C. A., Jan. 26. Sailed, bark
She was a woman of sterling worth and Antioch, Turks Island and north of llatteras.
-r.-»•>
i/ommuuitv,
always a home lover, she took but little
MARINE MIS C ELI. A NY.
part in the social life of our community,
Beaufort, N. C., Jan. 24. Sch. John I.
hut was ready to do an act of kindness to
Snow was sold today by order of owner
those in need. She was 62 years of
age.
The date of their futipra! will be announced ind brought $108. U nderwriters’ agent for
later. This is the first instance of the kind largo is allowed 10 days to get balance of
Vessel is full of water, which does
which has occurred in town...
Raymond largo.
All the cargo is damaged and
Hurd of Pittsfield, who is visiting relatives not run out.
here, is accompanied by his grandfather, will fetch but little in this locality. Sale of
Mr. J. (J. Taylor....The High School Dra- ?oods saved will take place Jan. 20.
;
New York, Jan. 25. Sch. Fiheman, llardy,
inatic club repeated their play Me an’Otis 1
from Stouinglon, &le., for New York, with
to a good house
Friday evening... .Roscoe , stone,
sprung a leak and sunk at midnight
Berry has goue to Providence R. I., where
he will enter a school of
Cape Elizabeth bearing west 10
Technology.... luesday,
miles; all hands were picked up by steamer
Airs. S. T. Davy has goue to Hyde
!
Park, Manhattan,
Johnson, from Portland, and
Mass., to spend a few weeks with her I
to New York. The crew will return
daughter.E. F. Bridges of llaiding, I drought
Maks., is in town....Edward G. Cox, who to Maine by the Manhattan.
Kockland, Jan. 25. The two masted
has been attending Shaw Business
College schooner
Addie of Boothbay went ashore
in Bangor, is at home for a short vacation.
in Turtle Island near the entrance of Winter
Harbor Thursday night. It was not understood that she was badly damaged. The
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
irew is safe. A call for assistance was rewitli LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot vived here as the schooner was held fast
tnd a tug was sent to attempt to float her.
r each the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
blood
St. John, N. B., Jan. 21 Sch. Horace 6.
or constitutional disease, and in order to cure
it
Morse, hence from Philadephia, which was
you mast take internal remedies. Hall’s Catarrh
wrecked at Bliss Island was partly covered
Cure is taken Internally, and acts
directly on the iy insurance. The cargo was insured. The
blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
schooner has broken up.
is not a quack medicine. It was
St. John, N. F. Jan. 23. The captain and
prescribed by
one ol the best physicians in this
nate of the American sch. Vigilant, which
country for
carried away recently from the Bay of
was
and
is
years
a regular prescription. It is comIslands by the ice and afterward destroyed
posed of the best tonics known, combined with
)y fire, were saved yesterday by a rescuing
he best blond purifiers, acting
directly on the >arty.
Another American vessel, sch.
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of
the
Elizabeth of Bucksport, Me., was driven
two ingredients Is what produces such wonderful
ishore today at Bay of Islands by the ice
results iu curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials 1 loe and is likely to become a total wreck,
ler crew was saved. These losses make a
free.
otal of seven American and five colonial
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo. O.
isbing vessels wrecked during this year’s
Bold by druggists, price T6c.
lmi
lerring fishery, in which a total of 108 vesTake Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.
I els were engaged.

MOSTVILLE.
Misses Hattie and Etta Gilman, who have
been at home on a two week’s
visit, returned to Boston last
Tuesday....Representative C. T. Randall expects to return to Augusta next week....I. s. Bartlett is having
the grip—Mrs. McKinney of Lincolnville
JtosediMrery successful term of school here

Bargain No. I.
| Special
Youth’s
pairs of Men’s
and

j

to be

and

150

It will i>ay you to come
many
miles to take advantage of this
sale.
If you cannot come send
your order
by mail or stage.
Your money back if goods are
not satisfactory or lower than
you
ever bought them before.

a

great

98c. and $1.48

Regular $2.00 and $2.50 values.
Mostly small sizes.

i.

Special Bargain

35c.
3 p
Large sizes at 39c. and -1.
ones

--__

11
J!
;|
i.

1

>

good style,

a

so|d at 25 % less than their value.

J

Unusual Bargains in

Furnishing \

MEN’S<BKST.50c. FLKKCKD UNDKRWKVI
“

BOYS- #2.00 and #2.50 SUITS NOW. 81.40
“
2.75 and 8.00
1.95
4.00 SUITS NOW...
2.95
“
5.00
3.95
2.50 and 3 00.OVERCOATS NOW.
195
5.00
3.95
BARGAINS IN BOYS’ REEFERS NOW.
1 95
MEN’S HEAVY ULSTERS.5 95 and 9 75
Former prices $7.50 to $12.50.

50c. DRKSS OUTSIDK SHIlii

.*i on wool

ages 3 to 16 years.

MEN’S HEAVY REEFERS.3.95 and 5.95
Former prices $5.00 to $7.50.

JJ

well made and

are

SUITS,

[,

“

:•

too
50c. WORKINU
GO*5

SHIRT

!

w;

band, 35c. each, 3 for
“Ud BOYS’ 50c.- $t 25 SWKATKRS
neck

“

SOP1

“ATS.39c

.:■>

...

,sn,

Were 50c., ,«l.oo umi $ >M.

j

means

CASH, goods

on

UMUHKLLA8.

*•

BRACKS.

Id

credit

charged

at

AND

BELFAST PRICE

regular prices.

Apples p bu.,
dried, |> lb.

50a75| Hay

ton,

li.0ftS13.C0

S
^ lb,
ll
2.0O@2.26,Lainb 4> lb,
Beans,jpea,
85
Yel,eyes,2.00a2.25 Lamb Skins.
Butter
8
lb,
22@25; Mutton IP lb,
40
Beef, sides, IP lb,
5§i7i Oats IP bu., 32 lb.
Beef fore quarters,
Potatoes
45
bu.,
IP
4a5j
601 Round Hog,
8
Barley IP bu..
12 Straw IP ton,
Cheese $> lb.
8.U0
Chicken IP lb,
•~i>a28
I4al5jTurkey IP lb,
14 Tallow ^ lb,
Calf Skins, per lb.
3
20 Veal V lb,
Duck V lb,
8^9
28 Wool, unwashed,
25
Eggs IP doz.,
12a 13 Wood, hard,
Fowl Ip lb.
4.00^4.50
20 Wood, soft,
3.00
Geese
lb.
7 Hides

Retail Market.

1.10
Beef,corned, IP lb, 8<gl0 Lime IP bbl..
4
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
l8a:o Oat Meal
lb,
Corn & bu.,
60 Onions IP lb,
3j
Cracked Corn, IP bu, 57 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,13@l4
Corn Meal, IP bu.,
57 Pollock >' 'b,
5i
11
Cheese, IP lb,
18®19| Pork IP ib.
Cotton Seed, IP cwt., 1.701 Plaster IP bbl.,
l.l 3
Codfish dry, ^ lb,
3
Meal IP lb,
12 Shorts Ip cwt.,
1.3 5
Cranberries, p qt.,
Clover Seed,
6
15|Sugar p lb,
Flour IP bbl.,
4.75a5.50 Salt, T. I.,!P bu.,
40
H. G. Seed IP bu.,
5
1.80 Sweet Potatoes,
4
12! Wheat Meal.
Lard, Ip lb,

8(a9jRye

BORN.

Kyou
Unsightly
Why

not cure them NOW

using

a preparation
that
absolutely guarantee.

by
we

corner

This means money cheerfully
refunded if unsatisfactory.
Sold

only by

Springs.
Knowi.ton-Roberts.
In Belfast, January
10, by Hosea W. Khoades, Guy Merton Knowlton
and Miss Emma Rosa Roberts, both of Belfast.
Po«vkks-Talrut In Deer Isle, January 17,
William M Powers of Deer Isle and Mrs. Myra
Talbut of Rockland.
Spkar-Manson. In Rockland, January 22,
Cyrus T. Spear and Miss Bessie Manson, both of

POOR & SON,
D (UCGISTS

If you do not already keep a checking account start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safety why above is

true.
tem

If you
to

come

not familiar with this sysand we will show you. The

are
us

Rockland.

Simmons-BramhalIj. lu Friendship. January
12, Owen Simmons and Lillian B. Bramhall. both
riiuiiuBinp.

give your business, 1 whether large
small, careful attention.

will

or

In Belmont, January 22, Elisha'
Achorn.
DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
Achorn. aged 76 years, 7 months, 3 days.
Bkalk. In Augusta, January 23, Rev. Seth !
Beale of Camden, aged 91 years, 6 months and 20
ABSOLUTELY SATE EROS! LOSS.
days.
Bickmore. In Rockville, January 23, Julia
CAPITAL $50,000.00.
Ann Bickmore, aged 77
years.
Bisbee. In Camden, January 20, Lydia, widow

of the lute L>. H. Hisbee.
Black. In Brooksville, January 10, Ksther, !
daughter ol William Black, aged 1 year and 10
months.
Cross. In Camden, January 22, Adelbeit Cross,
I
aged 15 years.
Griffin. In Northport, January 19, Captain !
Elisha W. Griffin, aged 79
I
years, 10 months.
Hunt. In Thomaston, January 19, Mrs. Ellen
O. 8. Hunt.
Harkiman. In East Orland, January 23, Elizabeth Harrimau, widow of Luke 8. Harriman,
aged 85 years.
Haskell. In Deer Isle, January 12, Davis
Haskell, aged .30 years and 6 months
Hobbs. In Hope, January 28, Mrs. James P. !

Hobbs.

{

Johnson. In
8usan Johnson,

!

license

5
!

I
5
I
;

j

1
j
f

of lot numbered ,\r.; tv

j

on

seven rods to a stake ; then.-,
degrees ai;d thirty mini !,
rods to a stake: thence mat:
east two hundred and w. u
stake; thence by line of tie
grecs east seventy-nine and
bounds first named, contain.
live acres, more or less, l x
that part of said lot munbeu
veyed to Joseph V. Bartlett
ncr and Sarah s Centner b\
,
February 17, 1882. and recm<
try of Deeds, Book 212. l’ag.
described as follows, to wi;
I northeast corner of said lot
from the seliool-house by tinClark and at tin* corner of
I and land of George Holmes, i:
J the line of said Clark's laud «
a
j stake and stones; thence
line with the east line of sa
about eighty-seven rods to a
land of said Bartlett; thence
of said Bartlett’s land to land <
thence northerly along the in
: land to the place of beginnm
live acres, more or less
The third being Hot numb.
i
acre tract, so-called, aceoidii
plan of Andrew Strong, coni
and thirty-six rods and bom
w it ^Beginning at (he southw.
j
bered 4b; thence running mat I
east one hiinxed and tifi\
rods to a stake; thence -on:l
sixty-three rods to a stake, r
nine degrees wes' one hundi*
rods on town line to a In mloc
line of the road; and them
west one hundred rods loth*
The fourth being lot muni
acre tract, so-called, contain:
more or less.
The fifth being the south h
M, in said Waldo.
The above five parcels of I
real estate conveyed to the sm
by Leonard L. Gentner by hi
dated June lb, 18S11, and recur,
istry of Deeds, Book 2*28, Pag*
and the deeds therein referr.
for further description.
3w5
CH A:
Administrator of estate ot <

!

|
f
i

j

I

j

j

;

j

•>..

drafts?

DIED.

a

j

that in all the financial transactions In the U.
8. but 6 % is done wiih currency, the other 94
% being done by means of checks and bank

In Stockton Springs, January
Lambart, Esq., Mr Geoige F.
Mary Silva, both of Stockton

Gaines-Silva.

CANT to

thirty-four degrees west

MARRIED.

Gaines and Miss

PURS

George K. Johnson, Judge
County ot Waldo, 1 shall ^
on Saturday, the second da\
o’clock in Hie afternoon, .u
loiiowmg iie>eii’oed real
Klwell, late of w aldo, in mi
deceased, viz; Five eeitam
land, situated in Waldo, in
and State *>1 Maine, t.> wit
numbered f>7 according b> n
Andrew Strong, containin'.
one hundred and forty-six
cd eastward by Hit* road
:
bered i»S; westward by lot
and northward b> lot nuini
1 be second being lot numb
acre tract, so-called, a. cm ,p
plan ot Andrew Strong, and
to wit: Beginning at a stalv

WARTS

Bowen. In West Lynn, Mass., January 24, to
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bowen, a son.
Burkett. In Rockland, January 23. to Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Burkett, a son.
Crockett. In Rockland, January 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jonathan Crockett, a daughter.
Rogers. In Rockland, January 14, to Captain
and Mrs. Samuel H. Rogers, a daughter.

21, by J. G.

Notice of Sale

have

Prices Paid Producer

Retail Price.

OUTIITTERS, BELFAST,

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Produce Market.

|

A

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
THE MAIN STREET CLOTHIERS, TAILORS

I
\

ui

i
\

STIFF HATS.
,
Our regular $2.00 and $2.50
grades

—li^_-_

This sale

{

$6.95, $8.75 and $9.75 J
These

S™E

BOYS’ KNEE PANTS

!

..

«

GOOD NEWS TO MOTHERS.
Marvelous values in

v

Of the best $9.00, $10.00, $ii>,50
and $
ever shown, to be closed
out at

■

>

P

V

in ages 4.

90 Men’s Suits and Overc-odis

will pay you to buy a suit or overcoat even if you
have to put it away until another season.

::

>

I9c pair, 3 pairs 4")( !
Better

AT A GREAT SACRIFICE.

i 11.95, $12.95 and $14.95

]I

{

years,

The regular retail prices were $15, $18 and $20.
These are all the very latest styles and it certainly

o

pr~^

OUR
HEARD FARTHER
th*s
THE LOUDEST CALL
CAN BE

Fur Coats and
Fur Lined Coats

Of the famous KUPPENHEIMEH and other first
class makes to be closed out at

I

1

cost.

Boys' Knee Pants

i: 75 Men’s Suits and Overcoats

>
<»

I

;

-.
THE WHISPERING OF

genu-

ine Dickey Kersye Pants at

last

j

COME IN AND GET OUR PRICES.
THEY ARE SO LOW WE HAVE TO
WHISPER THEM.
YOU CANNOT
HEAR THEM FROM THE OUTSIDE.

£♦

..

in

COST,

■

jI
j II
j
jI

Deal of it less than
♦

\

*

large

our

Clothing

Sacrificed at

_JMP NEWS._

Id

of

Stock of Winter

2

cv

must be had

Money

—

--C7 —-rf

Chapin

|!

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

%

LULALs.

In

«»

'/17 ipr<zp,us

cake and pastry.

ROYAL BAKING

The officers of Golden Rod Rebekah
Lodge, 1. O. O. F., were installed Wednesday evening by Mrs. Clara Light as District Deputy President, assisted by Mrs.
May Jones as Grand Marshal, Mrs. Helen
Gushee as Grand Secretary and Miss Lottie
Young as Grand Financial Secretary. The
Pectoral cernew officers are as follows: N. G.,
Mrs.
Mary Gusbee: V. G., Mrs. Adella Gushee;
cures
R. S., Miss Annie McLane; F. S., Miss
Evelyn Taylor: Treasurer, Mrs. Rose
consumption. And
Pease; R. S. N. G., Helen Gushee; L. S. N.
it
weak
G., Laura Upton; Warden, Edna Esancy;
Chaplain, Myra Hall; R. S. V. G., Miss
throats and weak
Gertrude Sherman; L. S. V. G., Mrs. Cora
Ames; I. G., Miss Agnes Taylor; 0. G., F. E.
There can be no mistake about
Carkin; P. G., Angie Esancy. Vocal selecthis. You know it is true. And
tions were given by Mrs. Martha Keller,
Mrs. Helen Gnshee, Miss Olive Gushee and
your own doctor will say so.
Messrs. Albert Gushee, G. H. Page, Frank
Meservey, Joe Gnshee and Fred Waterman.
The best kind of a testimonial
44
Sister Lonise Keen gave a reading and
Sold for over sixty years.”
speeches by members of the order gave additional interest to the occasion. A picnic
A Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
Also manufacturers of
supper was served after the exercises. The
yW
installation was pnblic to invited guests.
SARSAPARILLA.
_Mrs. Alice Iiall and little daughter
Georgia of Hope are visiting her parents,
a.
Jkuwi
O
HAIR VIGOR.
i
Mr. and Sirs. George E. Wentworth....22°
below here Thursdry morning. Many are N
We hare no secrets! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.
suffering aud confined to the house by bad H
colds.
Keep the bowels regular with Ayer’s
WAl.UO CENTER.
Pills and thus hasten recovery.
On Monday evening, Jan. 28, a few of the
friends of Mr. aud Sirs. J. E. Ellis gave
them a pleasant surprise party at their new
residence, the late N. W. Patterson house
J. \V. Hobbs is on a business trip to Waof this town. It was the thirteenth anniverterville, Angusta and Lewiston this week,
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis’ marriage. They
were presented w ith six dining chairs, and
Mrs. F. It. York is visiting friends in
two oak rockers, 1 dozen dining plates, H Hackensack and
Mountciair, New Jersey.
dozen bowls, 2 platters and a table cloth.
Several instruments have been installed
Sandwiches aud pickles,cake and doughnuts
pie and coffee were served as refreshments. here the past week by the Monroe & Brooks
Among those present were: Mr Joseph El- independent telephone company.
lis, Mrs. Minda Ricker, Mr. Oscar Dow, Mr.
A. E. Chase returned Saturday from a
James Hanson. Mr. McAndlas, Mr. George business
trip to Portland, accompanied by
Larrabee, Mr. Than Ellis, Miss Nellie How- Mrs. Chase, who has been in Portland sevden, Mr. Arthur Payson, Miss Justine eral weeks.
Shorey, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gurney, Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Wentworth, Mrs. Mary ClemThe ice house of A. E. Chase has been
ents, Miss Nellie Clements, Mr. James filled by J. T. Stimpson, w-ho, it is underClements, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Sanborn, Mr. stood, will supply customers with ice the
aud Mrs. Frank Webster, Mr. and Mrs. coming season. Other parties are still cutC. W. Shorey. Mr. and Mrs. John Frasier, ting ice on the pond.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Swett, Mrs. Rose Wigwho has been employed by
Will T.
gin and Miss Alice Clary were unable to be the Maine White,
Central R. R. of Waterville for
present owing to sickness. Mrs. M. L.
has
resigned his position on
many
years,
Clements and daughter, Miss Nellie, enterof impaired health and is spending
tained the guests with a fine graphoplione account
the
winter
at T. I). Jellisou’s.
concert, which all enjoyed. All went home
at a late hour wishing Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Rev. F. W. Barker came from Amesbury,
many more happy anniversaries. Mr. Ellis, Mass., last week to assist Rev. J. W.
in company with Mr. Bicknell of Rockland, Vaughan in the meetings which have con
has recently bought the Logan place of this tinued two weeks with great interest. Mr.
town, and is lumbering there.
Barker’s many friends in Brooks were glad
to greet him once more. He was the guest
WINTERPORT.
while here of G. L. Morrill.
Vernon Dorr, the little 18 months old
The roads in the village are very good
son of Linden Dorr, recently passed
through and a large amount of produce, particularly
a surgical operation performed with success
and wood, is drawn to the station,
hay
by Dr. Peters of Bangor. Dr. A. R. Fel- teams of three
and four horses being emlows of Winterport is the attending physiThere is, however, a lack of
cian— The bills are out for an old folks ployed.
in
the snow rollers after
using
promptness
masquerade bail in Union Hall Jan. 30 a storm and in
places in the country
given by Cushing chapter, 0. E. S.Mrs. the road is loosemany
and
uneven.
Percy Campbell and little daughter Doris of
Boston is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
A largely attended meeting of the Board
Charles Nason—Mrs. E. 11. Boyington of Trade was held in Union hall, Friday
has returned home from Boston after a vis- evening, to take action in regard to procurit of several weeks.... Delegates from Gar- ing fire apparatus for the use of the village.
field Lodge I. 0. 0. F. attended ihe district T. 1. Huxford was chairman and Dr. N. It.
convention of that order in Ellsworth Jan.25. Cook, secretary. O. W. Lane, Dr. A. E. Kil..Capt. Farnsworth reports that in spite of gore and C. O. Varney were chosen a comthe cold weather 23 to 30 below zero Thurs- mittee to report at a future meeting on the
day the Winterport Ferry Co. delivered cost of suitable apparatus. The meeting
mail and passengers on time making the was followed by a clam stew which was
crossings without trouble from ice.The served in the bauquet room.
committee from Warren Post G. A. R. have
The great game of basket ball, Brooks
engaged Rev. W. A. Luce to deliver the
Memorial address in the town hall May 30th. High school vs. Guilford High school, will
Mrs. Carroll Young has been teaching take place at Union hall, Friday evening,
The game will be called at 8
the upper primary school as substitute for Feb. 1st.
The Guilfords claim, with some
Miss Alice Sanborn who has been quite ill o'clock.
for two weeks with bronchitis_Mrs. J. reason, to be champions of the State.
H. Webber is quite ill.Mr.
Alfred Brooks has, we think, not been beaten this
Wheelden is gaining ::s fast as can be ex- season. It will be a battle royal and no
pected under the circumstances.The basket ball enthusiast should miss if. Folbody of Joseph A. Treat of Bangor was lowing the game will be a dance with music
brought here Tuesday Jan. 22 and placed in by Keyes’ orchestra of Belfast.
the Treat receiving tomb. Winterport
won from Frankfort in a game of basket !
ball played at Union Hall Jan. 2(>tb. Score

Ayer’s Cherry
tainly
coughs, colds,
bronchitis,
certainly strengthens
lungs.

BaitingPowder
Pure
A wholesome

| Fire, Smoke and Water ,1

For Lung
Troubles

APPLETON.

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED 1881.

Yob si! want Oas.

WbvbbI yon ai!!o finys one.
WHATP

1
i

..

j
!
;

j

!

|

t

j
j

Clifford
I™ Sign wan

Edison Phonograph!

Deer Isle, January 18, Miss
\
aged 68 years.
Thomas A. Edison says: ‘‘I want a Phongraph \
Knowi.ton. In Sunset, l)eer Isle, .January !>, I
in every home.”
We agree with him, so do you.
Lydia 8mith, wife ot Richard YYr. Knowlton, aged
j
39 years and 7 months.
We sell Phonographs for the lowest cash price.
|
Keene.
In Lincolnville, January 4, YVill
We
Keene, aged 22 years.
carry every Gold Moulded Record in ttie
Leach- In Forth Penobscot, January 18. Mrs.
Lizzie Leach, aged 62 years, 7 months and 26 days. catalog. All the new ones every month, ( all
Marshall.
In Morrill, January 25th, Mrs
and hear the FEBRUARY list—just in.
Inez (Ordway) Marshall, widow of the late
You can arrange with our credit department for
Charles F; Marshall, aged about 45 years.
a Phonogiaph on the irstallment plan.
Easy
Roix. In Boston, Jan. 19th, Capt YVilliam A.
Telephone 155-3
Roix, aged 55 years and 5 months.
payments.
Sylvester. In South Bluehiil, January 21,
Come In and see us, whether you buy or not.
Springfield Fire and Marine
Dorothy W., widow of Edward Sylvester, aged 85
years, 6 months and 26 days.
Springfield, Mass
Sides.
William
M.
Waldoboro, January 23,
A88KH8 DKCKMUKIt 31
Sides, aged 45 years and 4 months.
Smith
in Camden, January 20, Joanna Smith,
Real estate.
widow of I he late Capt William Smith.
Mortgage loans..
Towne. In Seattle, Wash.. January 24, Alice,
Collateral loans.
wife of W. R. Towne, formerly of Belfast.
POSTOFFICE SQUARE.
Stocks and bonds.
Webber. In Bangor, January 25, Ira Webber,
Cash in office and bank.
aged 94 years.
Agents’ balances
Wentworth. In Waldo, January 19. Georgia,
Interest and rents.
wife ot J.tmes Weutworth, aged 57 years, 5
months.
Gross assets.

Anything in the Sign

j

j

F. A. FOLLFTT & SON,

=

WANTED
A young man, 17 to 20, to work in a bank, one
living with bis parents preferred. Address in
own handwriting, giving reference and state

salary expected.

F. O. Box

993, Belfast, He.

PIANOS & ORGANS
TUNED, CLEANED

AND REPAIRED.

SATISFACTION GUAKANTKKD.

ROY F. COPELAND, Belfast, Me.

n*"'1

DKl'F.MIU.H

k

j

I

I

j
j

Admitted assets.
L1ABU.1TIK8

N'f

W'•

Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.
Cash capital..
Surplus over liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus.
Fred Atwood, Agent, \Viiit«‘i|»«"

t
i

j

